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SOLO 
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vr, yf 
and three copies and for New York one copy of a letterhead 
memorandum entitled, "Discussions with Representatives of 
the Publication 'Problems of Peace and Socialism,’ Also 
Known As ‘World Marxist Review,’ Official Theoretical Organ 
of the International Communist Movement Published in Prague, cm 
Czechoslovakia." i, oo 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- — | 
head memorandum was furnished by CG 5824~S* on 1/1/65 to SAs vel 
WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. ἢ a 

At 
The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified ‘l | 

"POP-SEGRET" since it contains information furnished by 
CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed source furnishing informa- 
tion on the highest level concerning the international com- 
munist movement. Unauthorized disclosure of the information 
contained therein would, by its nature, tend to identify this 
source, thereby jeopardizing the security of CG 5824-S* and 
thus adversely affecting the national interest. 

In order to provide additional security to the source, 
the enclosed letterhead ms pendum has been shown as having 
been made at W shing on, od Lp AP AR: 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. C. 
File No. 

January 7, 1965 

TOP SECRET 

DISCUSSIONS WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF THE PUBLICATION 
"PROBLEMS OF PEACE AND SOCIALISM," ALSO KNOWN AS 
"WORLD MARXIST REVIEW,” OFFICIAL THEORETICAL ORGAN 
OF THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST MOVEMENT PUBLISHED 
IN PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early January, 1965, advised as follows: 

In December, 1964, during discussions with A. 
K sopolev, Executive Secretary and Acting Editor-in-Chief 

of ΠΡΧΟΡῚ ΘΕ Ὁ is_of Peace and Socialism,” also known as the 
"World Marxist Review," official theoretical organ of 
the international communist movement published in Prague, 
Czechoslovakia, and other individuals connected with this 
publication, the following was learned: 

It is possible that any day now the Communist 
Party (CP) of Italy may adopt a resolution suggesting that 
"Problems of Peace and Socialism” drop publication and 
they may also announce that they wiil no longer participate 
in the affairs of the magazine. According to Sobolev, the 
representative of the CP of Italy who is attached to the 
publication had made just such a statement recently prior 

to his return to Italy. 

in addition to possible proposals to abolish the 
publication, certain other CPs have made proposals to move 
the publication's headquarters from the socialist countries. 
For example, the CP of Great Britain thinks that the maga- 
zine should perhaps move to London or some other non-socialist 
kuropean country. The CP of Iceland has made a similar 
suggestion. Both of these Parties are of the opinion that 
by moving the publication to a non=socialist country, it would 
not be so completely influenced by the socialist countries. 

ENCLOSURE 



DISCUSSIONS WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF THE 
PUBLICATION "PROBLEMS OF PEACE AND 
SOCIALISM, ALSO KNOWN AS "WORLD MARXIST 
REVIEW," OFFICIAL THEORETICAL ORGAN OF 
THE INTERNATIONAL COMMUNIST MOVEMENT 
PUBLISHED IN PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

Committee of the CP of! 
: —holdiig the position of Editor-in-Chief of "Problems of 
| Peace and Socialism," was recalled to “Moscow, USSR, for 
| ‘thé pirpose of taking over the position of “paTtor=in-Chiet 

of "Pravda," official organ of the Central Committee, CP 
of the Soviet Union, the position Editor-in-Chief of 
"Problems of Peace and Socialism" has been open. Sobolev 
has been hinting that he would like this position as Editor- 
in-Chief and other members of the magazine staff are "bucking" 
for Sobolev to get it. However, apparent requirements for 
this position are that the Editor-in-Chief be Russian and a 
member of the Central Committee, CP of the Soviet Union. 
While Sobolev is of Russian origin, he presently is not a 
member of the Central Committee, CP of the Soviet Union. 

In regard to the circulation of "Problems of Peace 
and Socialism,'' it was reported that 3,500 copies of the 
magazine are regularly sold in Cyprus; 4,000 copies are 
regularly sold in Denmark; and, only 2,500 copies are sold 
in Italy, the European country with the largest Party member~ 
ship outside of the socialist countries. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 



January 7, 1965 

BY LIAISON 

-. ir, Belmont 1 

i 
Honorabie Dean Rusk | 
The Secretary of State f , - Ἐν. ὕδαηθαῖ 

Washington, D.C. ¢ Ap Tar ~ Mr. Ba andner 
“ i ᾿: * ἐξ 

—~Dear Μὰ, Rusk: \ AA) {10 3 τ Mee shaw 
“Ye la | (\t b 

1 Waterial contained 1% thé enclosed memorandun 
captioned "Sino-Soviet Relations" was supplied by sovrees 
which have furnished reliable information in the past. 

“2... The énclosed memorandum seta forth the results 
A of the meeting between Sino-Soviet representatives which 
7 ‘as held in Moscow, Russia, following the Novenber 7, 1964, 

celebration of the 47th anniversary of the Bolshevik 
Revolution, 

183: 
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this communication and its enclosure are classified "Pep 
Secrey.'' This information ia being furnished to other 
interested officials of the Goveriment. 
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Honorable Dean Rusk 

NOTE: 
Classified "Top-Secrat" bécause unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source . 
{CG 5824~S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation could 
result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation, CG 5824-S* 
referred to as "sources" in order to further protect the identity 
of this valuable source. See N¥airtel 1/3/65 captioned "Solo, 
is - ΟἹ and memorandum, Baumgardner to Sullivan, 1/6/65, same 
caption, prepared by WGS:pah. 
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, cn (ul Retype of page 1 of 1/5/65 letter to the White House fo ὯΝ 

BY LIAISON 

i - Mr. Belmont 
iL - Mr. DeLoach 
3 ἰμω Nr. Sullivan Honorable BNL Ὁ, Moyers 

Special Assistant to. the President i ~ Mr. Baumgardner 
The White House L~ Mr. Sha > 
Washington, Ὁ. C. 77 ? ~ 

Dear Mx. Moyers: coe — 

The Lollovwine ingormetion recoived tron δ Br Fro 
which has supplied reliable information in the past &i bedug 

hid brought to your attention as a matter of possible ingeragt 
“4 to the Prosidont(“U | 

Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyke recently 
made the following comments to 2 leader of th, rmind st 
Party, USA, concerning President Johnson i(; 

and do not expect him to take any important action velative to. 
easing the cold war. President Jolingon is) vegarded as a man 
“who does not evaluabe or think ahead on important problems," 
He is totally different from former President Kennedy who was 
very good in making long-range plans in regard to the cold war. 
However, President Johnson has one thing in his favor and that 
is hig x." ΓΑ o "solve, quickly, short-range immediate 
probleons,." of ᾿ fa LOD --2.5 FBS Ay ψ 

3 oF our ~ key 7, a ] ee 
Sincerely " ΣΈΘΑΝ § 1065... 

The Savieta arg not impressed with President Johnson | j 

Because of the sensitive 1ehas 
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Honorable Bill Ὁ. Moyers 

NOTE: (+) ! ot 
| Classified anes SdacGi" because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source _ 
(NY 694-S*) who is. of continuing value and such revdation could 
result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. ‘See NYairtel 
12/31/64 captioned "Solo, IS-C"* and memorandum Bauzigardner to 
Sullivan 1/4/65, same caption, prepared by WGS:pah : RA 
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| Mr. Tolson___ 
| ᾿ Mr. Belmont, 
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Date: 12/31/64 ταν Fat 
) Mr. Gale i 

Transmit the following in 1 Mr. Rosen 
(Type in plaintext or code) Γ tr. Sulliva 

1 Mir. Tavel Ἰ 
Via AIRTEL x γι ἘῸΝ Trotter 

(Priority) i | Tele. Room. 
7 Miss Holmes _ 

Te iss Gandy__ 

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI (100~-428091) 

FROM: BAC, NEW YORK €100-134637) 

SUBJECE:._S0L0-~ 
IS - Cc 

On 12/30/64, pursuant to instructions from Γ ἶ 
General Secretary of CPUSA, NY 694-S* transmitted to the 
tnrougn the secondary channel, ΤΙ, GIsbY weEDLAMAN, 
following microfilmed coded messages: 

(1) "Central Committee 

"The following is for the International vould 
Festival Committee and also to Komsomol for 
immediate attention. 

(2) "Gus Hall" 

"Please transmit this to the Youth Festival Committee 

"We have been informed that the DuBois Clubs of 
America were asked to sit on the International Νὰ 
Preparatory Committee for the Youth Festival in ee 
Algeria. A united front U.S. Festival Committee il 
of an extremely broad and important character is 
about to be publicly announced, It will include 

ASS a representative of the DuBois Clubs of America 
» and they will have abig and fully welcome role 
Lae in the Festival Committee, It is our opinion 

3 = Bureau (RM) et 
Δ. - Chicago (134-46-Sub B)(AM RM) ‘ ἢ 
1 - NY 134-91-Inv. (#41) len SPACE ae 1 - N¥ 100-134637 (#41) REC- 56). ict Of ee δε} - BPP 
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HY 100-134537 

"that only the U.5. Festival Committee should 
have a seat on the 1.P.C. and not the DuBois 
Clubs of America or any other organization, 
if the broad united front is to be maintained. 
Lee Dulugin is the only person who should be 
dealt with as representins the Festival Committee 
that is about to be publicly established. 

"ie would Like to organize a delegation of youth 
to attend the Festival and to so to Cuba on their 
way back. If this is agreeable” To The Cubah friends 
we will need to know how many youth could come, for 
how long, since we expect many leaders of the major 
civil vights, general vouth and student or-anizations 
co vo to the Festival and Lt is permissible to 
onvanize a yeoy broad and sizable delactation ta 
Cuba if the Cuban friends are in agreement. We 
also feel it is possible and desirable trom our 
point of view to orsanize a broad delesation to so 
from the Festival to Vietnam to report to the 
Amerlcan youth when they learn about the true nature 

‘of the war from South Vietnam and from the democratic 
jrepublic of Vietnam. If this is possible and agreeable 
to the Vietnam friends we would like to know how many 
should come, for what lencth of time, etc. It would 

. be most important to us in general and to me in 
particular if you would see that the above problems 
are attended to and taken care of. I am quite concerned 
about this therefore my reason for this message. 

"Sus dali" 

On 12/30/64, GUS HALL advised NY 694-S* that when HALL met 
GRONYKO on 12/18/64, GROMYKO said nothing startling but HALL recalls 
that one interesting thing said was GROHYKO'S characterization of 
President JOHNSON. HALL told W¥ 694-5" that GROMYKO stated that he 

and the Soviets were not impressed by President JOHNSON and that they 
do not expect anything important from him in relation to the easing 
of the cold war. GROMYKO said that President JOHMNSOW is a man who 
does not evaluate or think ahead on important problems and is unlike 
former President KENNEDY who was very good in foreseeing and making 
Long-range plans in regard to the cold war. GROMYKO stated that 
President JOHNSON had one thing in his favor and that was his ability 
to solve, quickly, short-range immediate problems. 
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Mr. W. , Sullivan 47/65 

. 1. hiv. 

Mr. W. A. Branigan 1 = Hr. 
, é 1 - Mr. 

1 = Mr. 
NIEQIAY ROMANOVICH MARAREVICH 1 = Mr. 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ RUSSIA 1 = Mr. 

. This recommends New York be allowed to recentact persons 
who manage property wherein subject resides. Now Yerk previous! . 
contacted these persons on 10/27/64 and thereafter through NY 6944S* 
we learned the Soviets were being informed of our interest in subject. 

Subject is a Counsejor of the Sovict Mission to the a 
United Nations. He is the Bead of the Political Branch of the Ν 
Commi. Security Ci / 27/64 Now York cowerctcd, ας 
lr. and Mr. ‘ho a 
which subject resides. Thereatter our highly placed invormont in | 
the Cosmumist Party, NY 694-S*, received a massage from Gus Halli, , Ἂ 
General Secretary of the Communist’ Party, which message was τὸ be = 
relayed to Moscow. The message indicated that microphones have been 
lanted in apartment (apparently the one occupied by subject 11/2/64). i. 

fi τὶ ᾿ i 
\ 

fe have not installed microphones in subject’ s\apartnent. 

Dene the subject of an investigation which shows he” ,.. | 
‘has been a n communist front organizations in the o ‘one 
unfavorable information as of yet has been developed o ἮΝ 

spd 
f New York has requested ermission to make additional watt 

innocuous contact with eithe ie inquire with respec,” 
to the continuous residence of the subject at the eddress where ha ont 
resided when inquiry was made 10/27/64. The primary purpese is to 4 
protect the security of NY 694~5%,: We normally make efforts to verify - | 
addresses of Sovict officials similar to subject and it is felt that 
failure to make some further inquiry might cast suspicion on NY 694-5*%, 

The Bonestiec Intelligence Division aprees with New York 
that the security of NY 694-S* is paramount and that the action ᾿ 
New York purperes might protect our source. The New York Office was~ 
instructed 01 11/17/64 Ὁ dices should be checked before making th? 
type of cer act made with n 10/27/64. τὴς 
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Memorandum Branigan to Sullivan 
KOLAY VICH RE: NI CH MAKAREVICH 

105~128925 

Attached fo yr to New York authorizing 
New York to recontact in accordance with the above. 
New York has been catt 0 e contact at such time as ng 
NY 694-S* is rder that we might learn if our next 
contact with is reported to Gus Halil and in turn 
to the Sovie 

=~ Qe 
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ΩΣ Director 
Surcau of Intellicence and Research 
Vepartnent of State 

4 4, 
Rrowt wobn Hogar lloover, Director f- be Le Fa 

Subject τ CONDERHHICN OF LATINGAUEDICATT Ἵ “τι ae CQMIUNISE PARTIES, _MAVANA, ὰ ΔΓ." 
ὀὐδώπτλκαλλλλῳ ΡΥ 

an - 

The following information wag supplied by a source 7 
which has curnishad reliable information in the past. 

| __ an Hovesber, 1964, a conference was held in Yovann, 
Cuba, with leaders of approximately 20 of the more immortant 
Commmiat Variles of Latin America in attendance. Tia 
conference wau called to discuss Latin-Amerienn probiend, 
including th¢ yelations between the Latin-American Communist 
Partigs and the Cuban Government and the nature of Cuban 
dntexference in the intexrtal affaive of other Communist 
Parties in Latin America. Reportedly Prenier Fidel Castro 
of Cuba attended this conference and, as ἃ remit of the 
diccugsious af the conference, Castre promided ta: /00 -τ τ; ΠΣ i WE, 

REC- 5 ΓΑ Θήης- 

(1) Gespect the rights of other tabtnimexican’s Jan 12 1965 
Comminist Ὁ ai . st Portier. eT —_ 

(22) Lecéusider the support Gubs rendered to cortein 
Mmervillia bands In these Latin-American countries  , 
not recoguized by the Commundot Parties in thosc ees 

} countries. ΙΝ 
is με {3} Reconsider the support rendered te cortain ασξλοπδλ 
aan groups whiel have eplintered away from the recomiized 
Belen Conmoaist Darby io certain Latin-American countries. 
cor, Reeduse ΟΣ the, ‘sensttive uature of our sgurec, ve hav | 
Cat #hassified this communication “fepsieeros, 4h 7 * fie 
Evans "απ ag 7 
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TOP-SECRET 

Dixvector . . 
Central Interlligence Agency 
Department of State 

NOTE: 

. Classified "Top-Secret" because unauthorized disclosure 
of this. information could reveal the identity of the source, who 
is of continuing value, and such revelation could resvit in 
exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. Source is CG 5824-S* 
who obtained this data while on Solo Mission 17. Sée NYairtel 
1/3/65 captioned "Solo, IS -- c." 

TOP-SECRET 
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SENT BY CODED TF! 
FEI NEV/LYORK 

4-474 PM URGENT 1/2/65 ROF Une Pr eer 

Tole, Reom____ 
TO DIRECTOR 2 ~ ENCODED 1 se Holmes. 

sliss Gandy. 

FROM NEW YORK δὲ 

Choro, ὴ tae Tar: Ξε. Secu “π΄ τ- IPA 00 A bi bt πο 

REFERENCE BOSTON TELEPHONE CALL TO BUREAU, DECFMRER 

THIRTY ONE, LAST. 
8 

UNITED STATES DECEMBER THIRTY ONE LAST FROM SEVENTEENTH 

SOLO ΤΊΤΟΝ ‘gto COMMENCED NOVEMBER THIRTY LAST. 

DUE TO sftsroa. EXHAUSTION SOURCE REMAINED OVER NIGHT WAIN 

BOSTON WITH LINITED DEBRIEFING AND PROCEEDED NEW YORK 

CITY JANUARY ONE “ays TANT FOR MEETING JANUARY T¥O INS STANT qh 
“ CG SGU = 

WITH aus, ων τα DURING SOLO MISSION GQ FIVE SIGH? See Foun 

DASH -castEn Ey VISITED USSR, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, ne EAST _ \ sfteg 
ae 

ERMANY,..MET ITH sUUMEROUS OFFICIALS INCLUDING MIMHATL 
CENTRAL COMNITTE En CEM MME paaee Mage SUSLOV, MEMBER PRES[DIUN AND SECRETAREAT, εἰ βῆ 200 4.2 8 211: WEY 

PRS NAME BAM EG AS Ἐξ 

= BELIKOV, DEPUTY TO BORIS ΡΟ oNAREY, ENBER OF 5 
B JAN 12 1865." 

SECRETARIAT AND HEAD OF INTERNATICNAL DEPARTWENT, CC, CPSI., “ὧῶἥ.-τπππ΄΄΄ 

i” A ae 
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PAGE TWO 

NIKOLAI MOSTOVETS, HEADOF NORTH AND SOUTH AMERICAN SECTION, 

INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT, CC, CPSU., VLADIMIR FOUCKY, 
ΘΟ ΜΙ PART CrEGH OSLOVAIOIE 

SECRETARY, CC, 6Pe&, ALEXANDER SOBOLEV, ACTING EDITOR, 
jf 

GEeES WORLD MARXIST REVIEW ‘UBSHOEE AND LEADERS OF LATIN 
ComMunisT PARTIES 

AMERICAN 6PAS-THEN IN MOSCOW., CARLOS RODRIQUEZ OF CUBA., ARNOLDO 

VERDICO OF MEXICO., RCDNEY ARISMENDI OF URUGUAY., AND VICTORIO 

CORDOVILLA OF ARGENTINA. ANOUS UORE IMPORTANT IUFCRYATION 

OBTAINED WERE THE FOLLOWING.. 
COMPUT CRRTHOE Hl eA 

ONE. RELATIVE TO @P¢-CPSU MEETING IN mMoscaoYy, 
FS ia TSE 

NOVEMBER LAST.. SUSLOV CHARACTERIZED @MEETING AS FOUR DAYS 

OF FRUITLESS DISCUSSIONS. LEONID BREZHNEV AND ALEXEI KOSYGIN 

AFFIRMED CHPSU GENERAL LINE AND USSR POLICIES REMAINED 

ΜΝ IN SPITF OF REMOVAL CF KHRUSCHEV. CHOU EN BASH 

LAI STATED IN VIEW OF UNCHANGED SOVIET LINE, THERE WAS 

NOTHING FOR THEM TO DISCUSS AND rae QueEE YOUR 

FATE WILL BE THE SAFE AS KHRUSCHEV/S. ΕΝ CPSU 

| coveruves THAT CPC AND CPSU AS OF NOW ARE IRRECONCILABLE. 

SND PAGE TWO 
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PAGE ΤΗΞΕΕ 

CPC WILL AGREE ONLY TO COMPLETE SURRENDER OF CPSU PRINCIPLES 

ON PEACEFUL COEXISTENCE, ETC., WHICH CPSI! REFIISES. CHOU 

STATED MEE YOU, THe LEADERSHIP OF THE CPSU, ARE RUNNING 

IN THE S4ME HARNESS ALONG THE SAME PATH AS UNITED STATED 

IMPERIALISN BRSHSSE. 

TWO. RELATIVE TO MARCH NEXT MEETING OF PREPARATORY 

COMMISSION FOR MEETING OF VORLD CP/S.. ALL OFFICIALS 
CG 392. SH 

CONTACTED BY €a-PiVE—-EEGHE-FVO-FOUR—DASH—S-ASTERTSY FROM 

CPSU AND OTHER COUNTRIES INDICATED NINETY BASH" NINE PERCENT 

CERTAINTY NEETING WILL BE HELD MARCH CNE NEXT. OF 

TWENTY BASH SIX PARTIES INVITED FOLLOWING SEVEN PRESENTLY 

HAVE DECLINED TO PARTICTPATE.. CHINA, ALBANIA, JAPAN, NORTH 

KOREA, INDONESIA, NORTH VIET NAM AND RUMANIA. CPSU BELIEVES 

LAST TWO MAY BE PERSUADED TO ATTEND BUT STATE BRITISH AND ITALIAN 

CP/S ARE HESITANT. SEVENTEEN ADDITIONAL PARTIES 

HAVE STATED INTENTION TO ATTEND MEETING. SUSLOV STATED 

PURPOSE NOT TO EXCOMMUNICATE ANY PARTY BUT TO UNITE ALL 

PARTIES. SUSLOV STATED FIRST SESSION IN MARCH MOT 

END PASE THREE 
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PAGE FOUR 

TO DEAL ¥ITH SUBSTANTIVE SUZSTIONS BUT ONLY WITH UHAT 

MATTERS SHOULD BE SUBJECT OF TALKS AND IDENTIFY THOSE 

MATTERS ON WHICH AGREEMENTS CAN BE REACHED OR LNITY 

ACHIEVED. 

THREE. RECENT CONFERENCE OF SOME LATIN AMERICAN 

CP/S IN CUBA.. ACCORDING TO LATIN A4YERICAN LEADERS, MORE 

IMPORTANT CP/S OF LATIN AMERICA RECENTLY MET IN HAVANA 

TO DISCUSS WITH FIDEL CASTRO CUBA RASH LATIN AMERICAN 

OMLATION?T ΜΡ ΟΣ ΔΝ TUTIIPIIUTNCE IM THEIR AFPArTIZ. attr 

PROMISED TQ RESPECT THEIR RIGHTS INCLUDING DISCCYTINUING 

SUPPORT OF GUERRILL4 BANDS AND FACTICNALIST GROUPS IN THEIR 

COUNTRIES NOT UNDER CP CONTROL. 

FOUR. LATIN AMERICAN CP DELEGATION TO PEKING.. 

FOLLOSING ABOVE CONFERENCE IN HAVANA AND AT INSISTANCE OF 

CASTRO, LATIN AMERICAN CP DELEGATION PROCEEDED TO PEKING 

IN EFFORT TO ACHIEVE UNITY. DELEGATION INCLUDED ARISMENDI, 

VERDUGO AND RODRISUEZ. THEY STATED RESULTS WERE TOTALLY 

NEGATIVE. THE CPC DEMANDED COMPLETE SURRENDER OF PRINCIPLES 

AND ACCEPTANCE OF CP LINE AS PRICE FOR UNITY. 

END PAGE FOUR 



FIVE 

FIVE. HOBILIZATION OF WORLD COMMUNIST MOVEMENT AGAINST 

WC CARRAN ACT.. DURING DECEMBER, LAST, CP, USA, MEMBERS 

ABROAD CONTACTED LEADERS or Witiveansop/s AND GOVERNMENT 

OFFICIALS OF SOCIALIST COUNTRIES TO MOBILIZE BROAD CAMPAIGN 

AGAINST UNITED STSTES FNFORCEMENT OF MC CARRAN ACT AGAINST 

CP, Ushe CANPAIGN TO INCLUDE DELUGING WHITE HOUSE, DEPARTHENT 

OF JUSTICE, AND UNITED STATES EMBASSIES WITH PETITIONS, ETC., 

AND AGREENENT OBTAINED TO RAISE THIS MATTER IN NON DASH SOCIALIST 

PARLIAMENTS IN THOSE COUNTRIES WITH ELECTED COMMUNIST 

REPRESENTATION SUCH AS CHILE, URUGUAY, CYPRUS AND ARGENTINA. 

CPSU PRESIDIL'Y VOTED TO INITIATE EROAD CAMPAIGN AND IS 

ADVISING ALL OTHER CP/5 BY CIRCULAR LETTER OF CP, USA 

DIFFICULTIES AND QUTLINING SCOPE OF CPSU PROGRAM WITH 

EXPECTATION SUCH OTHER PARTIES MILL DO LIKEWISE. 

SIX. CPSU APPROVED NINETEEN SIXTY B&SH FIVE SUBSIDY 

TO CP, USA, IN AMOUNT OF ONE MILLICN DOLLARS. 

CS σῷ χ ζ-- OX 
DEBRIEFING OF (6 τς ᾿ ᾿ ἵν ERICK 

BEING EXPEDITED COMMENSURATE WITH HIS PHYSICAL CONDITION 

AND AVAILABILITY. LHMS AND INFORMANT STATEMENT “ILL FOLLOW. 

OND PAGE FIVE 
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PAGE SIX 

CG FIVE EIGHT T¥O FOUR DASH 5 ASTERISK WILL RETURN CHICAGO 

UPON COMPLETION OF HIS CONMFITHENTS TC GUS HALL. DATES 

PRESENTLY UNKNOWN. 

AIR MAIL REGISTERED MAIL COPY TO CHICAGO. 

EMD 

CORRECTION... P22, L2, WD FOUCKY SHOULD BE KOUCKY.... 

WBS 

PRI WASHDC 
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JRECLASSIFIC ATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 
ν TY ππιμν e 

DATE Gf-0%~ 

| FEI AUTUWAT 

Belmont 

Mohr 
ἊΝ Loach 

Conrad 

Evang — 

Gale 
Rosen 

Sullivan 
Tavel 
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Tele. Room. 

Tolson ioe Ober Anerican organization, This position is taken by th 

Hol mead 4 ts olmes -Ὲ -͵Ἴλ τ én |: = 
Gandy, 5 τῦϊ μὲν MATE ROOM reLerype unit L_] 

ale 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

(XS? 109. 2808} 
BY LIATSON 

: Ἕ , = Mr, Thompson Bate January &, 2965 1 - Ladson 

Tes Birector L~R. €. Putnan 

Buveau of Inteliigence and Research 
Department of State 

Frome pone Edgar Hoover, Director ‘4 ῇ 

Subject: ULTED STATES ΞΈΒΕΣΨΑΣ, COMRITTTER nad pe Lf | 
_SINDLOSLD r far [be age 
~SEGERIA, £965 -- ἐν pd 

The following information was suppited by sources ἣν 
which have furnished reliable information in the past. 

The Comunist Party, USA, wuld Tike to organize 
& youth delegation composed of πότ Leaders of the major 
eivii, zights, general. youth and student oxganizations in 
the United States to attend the Youth Festival to be held 
in Algevin in.3965. EE permission can be obtained from the 
Government of Cuba, part of this delegation will visit Cuba 
on the return trip to the United States. The Party aiss 
feel¢ it is desirable to have αὶ group from the Utted States 
delegation visit Vietnam to report te American youth on the 
“trae nature’ of the war dt South Vietnam and what they Tear 
from the "Democratic Republic of ἀμ εἴ ἡ + 1 ὃ τ ie “Hi [i 

61219 
The Harvist-oriented Youth organization, the’ 

W. EB. Dubois Clubs of Awerica, formed under the sponsom — 
ship of the Communist Party, USA, in June, 1964, has been 
asked to serve on the International Preparatory Committee 
of the Youth Festival to be held in Algeria in 7965, The 
Communist Party, USA, is oppdsed to this action since it 
feels a united front-type group, the United States Fegtival 
Comittee, which is soon to be announced -pubiicly, should y 
receive this invitatiou in piace of the Dulois Clubs or any 

“ mr , oR! e ἥ 

= fie ΕΣ " Wea itr 
TOP-SECRET (See NOTE, pera THO) 

~~ BY 



Director 
Bureat of intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

Communist Party, USA, to preserve the broad wilted front 
character of the United States Festival Committee. The Party 
eptends to have the DuBois Clubs play a leading role in this 
ὃ ea. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, we 
have classified thic communication "Fop=secret.” 

i = Director BY LIAISON 
Central Intelligence Agency 

Attention: Leputy Director, Pland i ie 

NOTE: 
Classified iop-setret because unauthorized disclosuxe 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source, who 
is of continuing value, and such revelation could resutt in 
exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. Sourte is NY 694-S* 
who is referred to as "sources" to further protect his identity. 
See NYairtel 12/31/64, captioned "Solo, IS ~ ¢." 



5-113 (1-10-61) 

, . 

es! 7 

Domestic Intelligence Division 

INFORMATIVE NOTE 

pate 1π2-685 

Attached are highlights of SOL@ 
mission #17, Dissemination 
will be made to top-level 
government officials upon receipt 
of complete details of mission, 

JID 
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 DECLASSIFICATION ἈΠΤΗΘΈΕΤΤΕ DERIVED FEOH: 

FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIPICATION GUILE 

DATE Gf-O%~-20Le . 

w 

; The Acting Attorney General. January 12, 1965 

At Director, FBI ᾿ ~ Hr, Sullivan 
f x ἢ - Hr. Branigan 

VOLG ! i =~ Mr. Wannall 
COMMUNIST “PARTY, USA i~ Mr. Baumgardner 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 1... Mr. Shaw 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ € 

Material contained in the enclosed memorandum, . moos 
captioned "Status of the ERditorial Commission Meeting 2 = 
Scheduled to be Heid in Moscow, Russia, to Prepare fora 4,7 = 
World-Wide Meeting of Communist Parties,” was. supplied by mo 
sources which have furnished reliable information inthe ws © 

= io 

The enclosed memorandum sets forth the plans and Θ᾽. “Ξ 
strategy of the Sovieta in connection with the meeting of x 2 
the Editorial Commission currently scheduied to take place. 
in Moscow, Russia, on March £1, 1965, ~ 

f 
Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, 2 

this communication and its enclosure are classified Bon : 
Seeret." This information is being furnished to the . 
President and other interested officials of the Government. 

Enclosure MAILED 2 

100-428091, 

1... The Deput 

- κ᾿ Δ es ele 

ᾺΤῚ 1 w late 

OMM-FEI | | 
ἕ eral (Enclosure} 

. κοι Ep 
το MX, {0b - ἐς at A ae ΠΡ 

ao NOTE: Classified "Top-Secret” because unauthorized disclosure 
df this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revélation could 
result in exceptionaliy grave damage to the Nation. CG 5824-s* 

᾿ referred to as "sources" in ordex to further protect the identity 
¢ of this valuable source. See NY¥airtel 1/3/6 
a’ oe ae té Mr. Sullivan, 141/65, ho 

Tolson - + ” 
βθίποηὶ 

and mémorandun, 
captioned "Sola, 
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@ “EOE SECRET 2 Mir. Beinont 
i ~ Hr, DeLoach 

aor” 1 = Mr. Sullivan 
L- Mr. Branigan 
1 = Mr. Wannall 
i ~- Liaison. 
i - Mr. Baumgardner 

January 12, 1965 

STATUS OF THE EDITORIAL. COMMISSION ae 
SCHEDULED TO BE HELD IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA, TO 

PREPARE FOR A WORLD-WIDE MEETING OF 
COMMUNIST PARTIES 

During December, 1964, a discussion was: held in Hoscow, 
Russia, in whieh various officials of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPSs) commented on the status of the Editorial 
Commission meeting to prepare for a world-wide meeting of 
orange st portion in 2065. In ecrenco, this diccucciton eas 
OLLOWS: 

It is almost certain that the scheduled meeting on 
Warch 1, 1965, of the Editorial Comission, which had been 
rescheduled from December 15, 1964, will be held as now planned 
in Moscow, Russia. The decision to postpone the meeting from 
December 15, 1964, to March 1, 1965, followed a favorable 
response from over fifty conmmnist parties throughout. the worid 
which had received an inguiry sent ont by the CPSd on this matter. 
However, all communist parties which agreed to the postponement 
of the Editorial Commission informed the CPSU that this must be 
the last postponement. 

The time now intervening before the scheduled March 1, 
4965, meeting will he used by the CPSU to attempt to convince 
the various commniat parties that the CPSU wWili not surrender 
any of its principles. During this period, the CPSY wild also 
seek to carry out distussions with those parties which are 
hesitant concerning attendance in the hope that, on the basis 
Of Marxist-Leninist principles of unity of the international 
movenent, they will change their positions and attend. 

As of late December, 1964, seventeen of the twenty-six 
COmVMEnLst: parties, including all. commmist. parties in 
Latin Anerica to which invitations had been sent, had replied and 
accepted the invitation to participate in the March 1, 1965, 

Tolson ——_-HGLtorial Commission meeting in Moscow. Seven commmist parties 
Wehr. 
DeLoach 
Casper 
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STATUS OF THE EDITORTAL COKMISSION MEETING 
SCHEDULED TO BE HELD IN MOSCOW, RUSSIA, TO . 
PREPARE FOR A WORLD-WIDE MEETING OF 
COMMUNIST PARTIES 

receiving similar invitations to attend the meeting have refused 
to participate, They are as follows: Conminist Party of China, 
Albanian Party of Lahor, Communist Paxty of Japan, Korean Party 
of Labor, Communist Party of Indonesia, Rumanian Workers Party 
and the Workers Party of Vietnam. In addition, neither the 
Communist Party of Great Britain nor the Communist Party of 
Italy kag responded to the invitation for the March 1, 1965, 
mceting. These parties are hesitant about. attending; however, 
the CPSU is of the opinion that they will be present when the 
meeting convenes. . 

in regard to the Rumanian Workers Farty's decision not 
to attend the Maven 1, 1965, meetine, 1t is known thet the 
Rumanian Party is not in total agreement with the ideological 
position of the Communist Party of China (CPC). The Rumanian 
Workers Party has at times condemed some of the policies of the 
CPC. However, the Rumanian Workers Party ia of the opinion that 
it ia impossible to hold any kind of an international meoting 
without the participation of the CPC and that the absence of the 
GPC ftom such a meeting would show the entire world that there 
is a split in the international communiat movements At the 
present time, fhe CPSU is carrying on bilateral discussions with 
representatives of the Rumanian Workers Party on the topic of 
ausonian participation in the Hareh 1, 1965, Editorial Commission 
MEGCLINE « 

In regard to the Workers Party of Yietnam, the Psu 
has been entouraged by some retent events and believes that 
there is a “slight possibility" of 2 breakthrough with the 
Workers Party of Vietnam and that there is a good possibility 
that the Vietnam Party will be in attendance at the Rditorial 
Commission meeting. . 

In view of tha objections raised by some couminist 
parties in regard to the calling of the March 1, 1965, Editorisl 
Comission meeting, the CPSU has prepared ahd circulated a letter 
to various communist parties throughout the world. In this 
letter the CPSU pointed out that the March 1, 1965, meeting has 
not been called for the murpose of excommunicating any party. 



Φ 

STATUS OF ΤῊΣ EDITORIAL COMMISSION BRETING 
SCHEDULED TO BE HELD ZN MOSCOW, RUSSIA, TO - 
PREPARE FOR A WORLD-WIDE MEETING OF 
COMMUNTST. PARTIES 

This meeting, the CPS noted, is necessary in order that the 
international communist movement can take note of changes in 
the world situation and be able to scientifically determine 
how these changes “can ovbtline the general tasks of the 
communist movenent.* 

In preparation for the holding of the Editorial 
Commission meeting, leading theoreticians of the CPSU are pre« 
paring documents which will be presented at the meeting. Some 
other communist parties also are reportedly preparing drafts 
of their own documenta which they plan to submit at the meeting. 
ALL gonmunist parties will receive copies of documents being 
dvattcd by the CPSy end they moy offer thelr anendsetts. An ἃ 
result, these documents will be collective and will serve te 
unify the international comminist moyenent. 

The firet session of the March 1, 1965, Editorial 
Commission meeting will not atieupt to deal with substantive 
questions. The general alm will be first to decide what matters 
should be the subject of discussion and identification witl be 
wade of those items on which agreement can be reached or which 
Will promote unity om the basis of Marxist-heninist principles. 

NOTE: 
Classified “Top—Secret" because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could result in exceptionally grave damage to 
the Nation. Source is CG 5824-S*, See Hemorandum, Mr. Baumgardner 
to Mr. Sullivan, 1/1/65, captioned "Sold, Internal Security - 
Communist," which sets forth the dissemination of this letterhead 
memorandum. . 

we oe 



.TEOM AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: 

ΜΠ ἐ ι 18 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

(is) τοθεάσθοσι (So) 
BY LIAISON 

Date: January 8, 2965 | or I> ) L=~ Mr, Warinall 9. ae ne: , L- τῇ aison 

Tor PIceolor 1 =- Mr. Ἐς Putnan 
Bureat of intellirence and Lesearch 
Depattment of State 

" 

From: , dobn Edgar Hoover, Director oa 

Subject: CGngursr piney oF SoA 
ἘΣ, SEOURYIY = TADS. 

Lending vepresentatives of the Comiunist Dorty of 
the Soviet Usion 1 (CEBU) weconviy a made an atalysie of The 
Ὧο murine Carty af Japae {CPs} which, in esHence, is as 
ollows: 

The Communtal Party of China (CPC) exertse « strong 
influence on the CPU. The line of the Ces is oppeded to the 
best duterestas of the Japanese people. The Japanese people. 
were the "first and oaly" to suffer the effects of an atone 
pomb blast; therefore, they welconed the test ban treaty. 
Yet the CPs repudiated the trentyy cheered the atom test of 
the Feophe’s. pepublig OF Chine and is spaduet sisermament 
or anything that leads to understanding among na Ag 2 
F eestit, the Cp as lisinge moabers ani the δ sbiiontion o£ if ‘4 
the Contrat Coundiitee of the CPs, ““kahata,” ia losing 
circulation. 

ΗΝ ~ The CPS is now conducting a most vicious anti~ 
Spytet sampaisn in spite of the fact thet there is a Lot of 
sympathy for the Soviet Uniow tn Japan aud Soviet vahepaeiens 
have been well received there.. There appears to be a "Β ἱτῇ 
contradiction" between the ΟΘΟΡῈΒ of Japan 2 anc the ΠΝ 24 iw { 4 
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Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

A new group isa rising in Japan under the leadership 
of Yoshio Siga, a member of the Japanese Diet who Was expelled 
from the CPd for defending the teat ban treaty and vating fox 
its ratification in the Diet. The CPSU tends ta give support 
to Siga and will support 421 groups in Japon who are for peace. 

While the CPC considers all anti«Party factiong in | 
all countries as “Parties}' the Soviets do not and still formally 
recognize the CPJ ag the one and only Communist Party there, 
Unlike the Crt which does not comamieate or recognise any 
Parity, escept those wakch totally agree with thetr ins, tle 
CPSU expects to continue formal relations and comiunications 
with the CPJ, 

_ ‘fhe above inxormation wag furmished by sources which 
have furnished reliable information in the past. Because of 
tha senditive nature of our sources we have ¢lassified this 
conmunication "Top Secret.” 

1 ~ Director BY LIAISON 
Central Intelligence Agency 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plane 

NOTE: 
| Classified "fep-Secret"™ hecause unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824~S*) who is af continuing value and such revelation could 
réeguit in exceptionally graye damage to the Nabion. CG 5824-s* 
is referred to as "sources"* in order to further protect the 
Adentity of this valuable source. 566 CGairtel 1/4/64 captioned 
ἘΙ 016, I ol ὦ ' 

be 
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DECLASSIFLCATION AUTHORITY DRETYED FROM: 

᾿ AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GOIDE 

E OZ-O7-EZ012 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 

A Fox ce al.‘ 15) 100-423003, (6 BY LIATSON a ἡ 
a ~~ Σ = Liaison 

Ἂ 2 .- Mr. Wannalil 
F 

᾿ a ἢ ΘΠ, (ὁ 
Data: Jandary 8. 3965 ~~ ὃ οο- 

τος Director 
Bureau oF inteliigence and Research 
Department of State \ ΄ 

Fron? John Edgar Hoover, Director | ee ae 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY OF NEW ZEALAND 
ERTERNAL SECURITY ~ NEW ZEALAND 

A menber of the Central Comiites of the EComumist Ψ 
Party of the Soviek Union (CRSU} recently made the following CA, 
componts conrernlag the Comamist Party of New Zealund {CPNZ): ~ 

White the CONZ has formelly aligned Itai? with 
e Communist Party of Chine snd has accepted that Party's 

idoolosions tine, there in new opposition to tits position 
in Hew Zealand. A new group hos been forme]? which standa 
for peace, favors the test ban traaty and favera the position 
taken by the CPSU and the προσ τυ of the autexnationad 
communist movement. whee Sovieta intend to Hew feats 4 

oun O27 group or eny group stends for New ΠΡΟΣ το Ὁ «μη A 
The shove information was sound ΤΩ 

whieh have supplied reliable information in the past. B JAN 12 1965 
Because of the senugitive uature of our sources, wa wa have 
CLasaified this. comsnication ' t.! 

1 «Director SY LIATSON 
| Central. Intelligence ΜΝ in bed, oe 

ιν Attention: Deputy Director’, piats ΞΕ δ 
a 

NOTE: Classified “Top-Secret” because unauthorized diselsoure 
τοῖος of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
Belmont__.CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation could 

Mohr == wsult in exceptionally grave damage te the Nation: CG-5824-S* 
Caper iS referred to as "sources", in order. to, further protect the identity 
Cailshen = on source, 4 ‘See CGairtel 4/4/65 captioned 
Evans οἷο, 18}- ἘΡΟΈ ΤΣ 
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DECLASSERICATION ΑΕΗ ΘΕΤΡ DERIVED FRO: 

lrex ADTOMATIC DECLASEITPICATION GOLDE 

BATE Of-OQ7-Z20LE 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
ἢ 

οἰ ys 
( ODe6 lo = 

Date: © January 15, 1965 + πὶ Be. ἤβπθαν 
To? Director: i- Mr. Broyles 

Bureau of Intelligence and Hesearch 
Bepartment of State 

Bro: John Rdgar Hoover, Director \ \ () 

Subject: CESAR ESCALANTE ’ yy" ΝΜ" We ve 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ CUDA κὐ τα ἃ] 
ANIBAL ESCALANTE | 
INTERNAL SECURITY ~ CUBA 

. Reference ig made to previous correspondence per— 
tainlug to Gaptioned Jndividuais. 4 

The following information was supplied by sources 
which have furnished reliable information in the past. 

Cesar Escalante, an old-time Cuban communist and 
a former Director of the Integrated Revolutionary Organization 
{iRG}, the predecessor of the United Party of the Socialist 
Revolution (PURS), is back in Cuba. He continues to be very 
#11 and is expected to die soon. He hag undergone treatment 
in the | Soviet Union and very tittle, medically, can be done 
for him. 

His brother, Anibai Eacalante, Was recentiy granted 
permission by the PURS to make a xeturn visit to Cuba from the 
Soviet Union for the aole purpose of seeing Caner. Anibal. 
Eacelante was onte a, menber of the Directorate of the IRO and 

᾿ 8 1οηρ θα Cuban Communist Party συῶν who was προ ρα in 
A 1962 for sectarianten and went Inte exile in the Soviet Union. 
" | _- Beeause of the sensitive nature of our sourcds, ve 92} ὙΠ] 
Tolson have Classified this letter “Top-Femret.” J0O-G9 FO aay Ψ 
elmont ᾿ ᾿ JZ w 

DeLoah _* ™ Director ὮΣ PILL SON \REe 7 ti Bs VAY. 2996 i’ 
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TOD SECRET 

Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

NOTE: 
Classified "fap-Seeret" because unauthorized disclosure 

of thé information could reveal the identity of the source, who is 
of continuing value, and such revelation could result in 
exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. Source is CG 5824-5* 
who is referred to as sources in order to further protect the 
identity of this valuable informant. 

TOP-SECRET 



LASSIETCATION teens Pee 

51 AUTOMATIC QS IFICATION GHIiDe 

ἩΚΤῈ QS 0? 2012 

January 7; 1965 

O° BY LIAISON ear BY LIAISC 

i - Mr. Belmont 

Honorable John A, McCone a ee ‘foamed 
pirgetor ted A ALE - Liaison — 
entral Intelligence Agency A. iL~ Mr. B ardned 

Washington, Ὡς ¢. IN baa = - Mr. Shaw” ἢ 
ὴ The 

Dear Mr. McCone: oy} a 

(y> 

Ἷ qd 

HOdH ONdVay-d.954 «ἢ. Hd ἐξ gL Ny 

Material contained in the enclosed memorandum 
captioned "Sino-Soviet Relationa” was supplied by sources 
which have furnished reliable information in the past. 

Thé enclosed memorandum sets forth the results 
of the meeting between Sino-Soviet representatives which 
was held in Moscow, Russia, following the November 7, 1964, 
celebration of the 47th anniversary of the Bolshevik 
Revolution, 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, 
thia communication and lis enclosure are classified "fop- 
Secret." Thig information is being furnished to other 
interested officials of the Governmenéy pal 

ebb) AO) Maer 
Sincerely yours, /GO-F} ee il~ 

B JAN 13 1965 
᾿ —— 
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Honorable John A, McCone 

τας 

NOTE: | 
Classified "fop-Secret* because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation could 
résult in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. CG 5824-9* 
referred to as "sources" in order to further protect the identity 
of this valuable source. See NY¥airtel 1/3/65 captioned ‘Solio, 
is. - C" and memorandu, Baumgardner to Sullivan, 1/6/65, same 
caption, prepared by WGS:pah. 

TOP-SECRET 



προ Φ δ. Φ 
Transmit the following in 

σῶς ychegl BRE 

- 

πὶ Tt 

AIRTEL REGISTERED | 
OT , ε - (Priority) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

᾿ a Tae 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

suBsecT:—-S0L0.. 
Ἴ8-Ὁ 

Approved: Wen AY ὃ mas : ϑΞς. τἕἝἕ᾽΄᾽]3ἢὃὉ Μ Per  . 

ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

On 1/5/65, thex¢g was received via a New York mail 
drep a letter from WILLIAM KASHTAN, Trade Secretary of the 
Canadian CP, for transmittal, to GUS HALL. The text of the | 
said letter is as follows: NG ce eu . pu! pai | 

"Dec. 29th, 1964. S Dec 3 ait foment 7 

‘Dear Herbert: sor | ̓  Soe Le 

"First, thanks for your welcome note and all the } 6, 
best for the New Year. As you say its been a mixed year, Ja Y " 
with many losses, but also with considerable gains and |, 
advances. On the whole however it does shape up as a year | 
of forward advance for democracy and a growing left ward turn, 
particularly in Western Europe. It ends with some dangerous 
tension spots but that is all part of the process. 

"We will be having a chin wag the middle of the 
month to analyze events here. There is some speculation about 
a possible Federal election, but at the moment it remains 
speculative. However we will need to include it in our thinking 
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NY 100-134637 

Hand approach, because if it does not take place this year, 

its in the cards sooner or later, 

“Have passed on your note and draw your attention 

to the following from your girl friend: 

''Please inform my friends that I will send some 
detailed information with either yours or ours, whoever will 
be coming here next month. But for now please convey this 
urgent message. I was approached by an official rep. of the 
GP of Honduras, asking that ovr p help them financially in a 
very important undertaking. They have made tremendous headway 
in the recent period altho fighting a vicious dictatorship 
and are ready now to start a publication inside the country. 
The machine they want to buy is a photographic process which 
costs $1500 ~ for them ἃ vast amount. They ask that a rep 
of our people contact_R.*‘Amaya\Amandor who works on the WMR, 
in Pr, to talk over the project and arrange all financial ᾿ 
matters. None of it can be done\‘from here. They are a oe 
sphéendid and brave party that needs and deserves assistance. 
Ask our friends and let me know about this as soon as possible. 
Please also tell 6 that travel from Pr is OK.' 

Nall the best, 

Has ever, 

MR : TF 

Paragraph \three in the above letter refers to a 

message from BEATRICE\ JOHNSON, CPUSA representative in Cuba, 
for transmittal to GUS\ HALL, 

In paragraph four, "WMR” is a reference to the 
World Marxist Review in Prague. 

In view of the fact that NY 694-S* is currently in 
Puerto Rico on vacation, the original of the above letter is 
being transmitted to the Chicago Office for delivery to CG 5824+8* 
in order that the daitter may transmit the information therein 
to GUS HALL. 

= Den 
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Dear Mr o Moyers: 

aw 3..;, OL particular interest to the President, -Ὁ 
NaterlaY contained in the encloced memoranda im captioned “Sino-Soviet Relations" wag supplied by sources τῷ which have furnished reliable information in the past. as ee 
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The enclosed memorandum séts forth the results Cs 

was held in Moscow, Ruggin, following the November 7, 1964, Ὁ celebration of the 47th anniversary of the Bolshevik 2 
Revolution, = 

of the meeting between Sino-Soviet sepregéntatives which μ- Ν 

4. Hd 2E δ΄ Nip 

Sgn 
Because of the sensitive natura of our sources, 

this communication and its enclosure are classified ‘Toy 
ferret." Thig information is being furnished to the 
Acting Attorney General and ether interested officials 
of the Government, a 
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Honorable Bill D. Moyers 

NOTE: 

Classified "Zep-Secret" because unauthorized disclosure 
of this information could reyeal the identity of the source (CG 
5824-S*) who is of continuing yalue and such revelation could 
result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. CG 5824~s* 
referred to as "sources" in order to further protect the identity 
of this valuable source. See NYairtel 1/3/65 captioned "Solo, ὁ 
iS ~ Ὁ" and memorandum, Baumgardner to Sullivan, 1/6/65, sane 
caption, prepared by WGS:pah. 
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a 1 Mr. Belmont Dale 
A{ Memorandum 1, ~ Mr. DeLoach Callahan 

1. = Mr. Sullivan road 
Gale 

TO Mrs. W. C, sutSevéy DATE: January 6, 1965 as 
Tavel == 

1 + Mr, Branigan Tele. Room 
FROM: Mr, Ὁ, J. Baungaraner{( 010 1. Mx. Wannatt Holmes 

oO -- 1 + Liaison a 
i -—- Mr, Baumgardne 

SUBJECT: Soave i - Mr. Shaw 
NERNAL SECURITY ~ COMMUNIST 

CG 5824-S* was in the Soviet Union during December, 1964, 
while on Solo Mission 17 and conferred with several Soviet officiais, 
including Mikhail A. Suslov, Secretary of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), who made the following 
comments concerning the meeting between Sino-Soviet representatives 
which. was held in Moscow, Russia, following the 11/7/64 celebration of 
the 47th anniversary of the Bolshevik Revolution. 

There were four days of fruitless discussions, The Chinese 
delegation, led by Chinese Premier CHOU En-lai, was of the opinion that 
the removal of former Soviet Premier Nikita 8. Khrushchev was done to 
improve Sino-Soviet relations. The Chinese were told that despite the 
removal of Khrushchev, the policy of the CPSU remained the same, The 
Soviet leaders expressed a willingness to discuss any reasonable pro- 
posal which could lead to greater unity. The Chinese delegation insisted 
that unity could be accomplished only if the Soviets would give up their 
program of peaceful coexistence, The Soviets refused to agree to this, 
and CHOU stated, in that case, there is nothing to discuss. ~ 

The Soviets asked the Chinese to forget the past and suggested 
that discussions could be carried out on the manner of how to put an end 
to open polemics and how to stop the factional activities in the inter- 
national communist movement. CHOU replied that he had_not been author- 
ized to discuss such matters. *. 

The Soviets suggested that a discussion be held concerning 
the holding of a meeting of an Editorial Commission to prepare for a 
meeting of all communist parties of the world, CHOU indicated he was 
authorized to discuss matters with the Soviets only if he found there 
was a "new spirit" in the Soviet Union, CHOU commented that it was 
obvious that nothing had changed since the removal of Khrushchev, 

CHOU on a number of occasions threatened Leonid I. Brezhnev, 
First Secretary, Central Committee, CPSU, by stating, "If you persist, 
your fate will be the same as Khrushchev's,* Brezhnev suggested that 
the meeting be held on another level, even in Peking, China, if the 
Chinese desired, CHOU indicated 2 aks; inform MAO Tse-tung, Chairman, 
Communist Party of China (CPC), of @ $oppesestion. CO") 201/- - NGS 
100428091 REC- 16 a Enclosures 426, 24. 7-ἀ6 CONTINUED~-OVER 9 JAN 13 1958 
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Memorandum to Mr. W. C. Sullivan 
Re: SOLO 

» 

. £00-428091 
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CHOU accused the Soviets as being “a willing tool of 
United States imperialism." The Soviets protested and CHOU asked 
if it were not a fact that Aleksey N. Kosygin, Chairman of the Soviet 
Council of Ministers, had “shook the hand of the American Ambassador, 
who is a representative of United States imperialism.” CHOU further 
accused the Soviets of "running in the same harness, along the same 
path as United States imperialism.” 

Although the Soviet delegation had a difficult time con- 
trolling itself, it asked the Chinese delegation if it had any other 
suggestions on which to deal with the CPSU. After several minutes of 
complete silence, the Soviet delegation suggested that a meeting at the 
highest level be held and requested the Chinese delegation to suggest 
the place for such a meeting. CHOU replied that perhaps consideration 
would be given this suggestion and perhaps the CPC would have some 
answer. The CPC's answer was the vicious attack upon the policies and 
leadership of the CPSU which appeared in an editorial in ‘Red Flag," 
theoretical organ of the Central Committee, CPC, 

The CPSU leadership has come to the conclusion that the CPC 
leadership is irreconcilable as it now stands since the CPC wants the 
complete surrender of the Soviets' program of peaceful coexistence. 
The CPSU, after the discussions with the delegation from the CPC, has 
decided to make another attempt to hold a conference of all communist 
parties of the world, 

OBSERVATION: 

This information pertaining to Sino~Soviet relations which 
was obtained by CG 5824~S* on his current Solo mission should be of 
vital interest to top Government officials. 

ACTION: 

Attached for approval are appropriate letters to the White 
House, Secretary of State, Director of the Central Intelligence Agency 
and the Acting Attorney General incorporating the information obtained 
by CG 5824=5*, 
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Per avromaritce pectasstr raion corre 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
= ut The Acting Attorney General January 14, 1965 

. ; 4 ™ 1 - Mr. Belmont 

Director, FBI Sole! L = Mr. Sullivan 
, "" 1 ~ Mr. Branigan 

ΒΝ Mr'e 1 

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA i - Mr. ἜΡΟΝ inex 
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS L+ Mr. Shaw 
INTERNAL SECURITY = Ὁ 

The enclosed memorandum, capiioned “Sdviet Attitude 
Regarding Relations Betyeen the United States and the 
People's Republic of China,” sets forth the comments. of 
Mikhail Susiov, a member of the Presidium and the Secretariat, 
Central Comnittee, Comminist Party of the Soviet Union, 
concerning this mnetter. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, 
which have supplied reliable information in the past, this 

Top -Seere communication and its enclosure are classified " eto -. 
This information is being furnished to the President and & Ξ 
other interested officials of the Government. “1 7 = 

pe 
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400-428091 pq Ὁ 
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| ἢ ~ The Deputy Attorney General (Enclosuze) © ee 

NOTE: Vv ᾿ Ὁ 
Classified "fop-Seeret" because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824~4$%) who is of continuing value and such revelation could 

a 4 resuit in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. CG 5824~s* 
2° referred to as "sources" in order to further protect the identity 

: of this valuable source, See CGairtel 1/6/65 and memorandun 
ἢ J Mx. Baumgardner to Mr. Sullivan, 1/13/65, both captioned Wet 
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. 1 — Mr. Sullivan 
br oo 1 = Mr. Branigan 

Liaison 
Mx. Baumgardner 
Mr. Shaw foot fod μεὶ μὴ oe ROUTE IN στ ΟΡΕ 

January 24, 2965 

SOVIET ATTITUDE REGARDING RELATIONS 
BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE 

PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

During December, 2964, Mikhail Suslov, a member of the 
Pregidium and the Secretariat, Central Committee, Comsunist Party 
o£ the Soviet Union {CPsu), made the following comments concerning 
the attitude of the leadership of the CPSU regarding relations 
between the United States and the People's Republic of China (PRG) . 

The CPSU is fearful that the United States Governuent ἀπ Ξ 
going to “double«crogs" the Soviet Government in regard ta relas PF 
tions with the PRC, In this connection, the CPSU is of the opinten 
that "certain interests” in the United States are trying to ιαχὰ 46) 
far as to recognize the PRC "de facto" if not "de jure.” Aitho = 
the CPS does not expect the United States Government to folldw' the .. 
same course of action taken by the Government of France, the CPsSg =~ 
believes that “certain interests” in the United States will exer@ 93 
pressure to have the United States carry on trade relations with ; 
the PRC. The CPSU is concerned over the possibility that the 
United nates may try to “use the PRC in some manner arainst the 

VLEC. - on « . 

Sustov characterized the PRC as “a bride with too many 
suitors” and Lacluded the United States as being among the “suitors.* 
in this connection, Susioy noted the discussions whieh have been 
Carried on over a period of years in Warsaw, Poland, between repre- 
sentatives of the United States and the PRC. Suslov remarked that 
while the Soviet Union does not know what transpired during these 
discussions, Soviet officials are of the opinion that “certain 
interests" in the United States are “rushine for trade relations 
with the PRC which would be merely a prelude to more concrete forms 
of recognition. 

δ, In view of this fear on the part of the Soviet Union, 
δ Suslov noted that the Saviet Union must make every effort to counter 
/ Chinese influence wherever possible. As a result, the Soviet Union 

Tolsn _&& FeLUCtantly supporting the Government of the Democratic Republic 
ne —ee-Vietnan (North Vietnam}, since it believes that this is. the only 
DeLooch_ Way tO keep the Chinese out. However, Susiov indicated that as 2 
τς, —aaxtter of fact, the Soviet Union would like to see the Chinese 
Commi involved in the Vietnam war and would not. be sorry to see the i) 
Gsie_ ettinese “geriously hurt" in this war. Ss Ae) 
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SOVIET ATTITUDE REGARDING RELATIONS 
BETWEEN THE UNITED STATES AND THE 
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 

NOTE: 
. Classified “Top—Secret" because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation could 
result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. CG 5824-S* 
referred to ag "sourtes"” im order to further protect the identity 
of this valuable source, See CGairtel 1/6/65 and memorandun 
ue . Baumgardner to Mr, Sullivan, 1/13/68, both captioned "Solo, 
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SAC, New York (105-66554} 1/8/65 

[OG — fe Σ 42) 1 Mr. Bel 
Director, FBI (105-128925) 1 + Mr. Sullivan 

1 - fr. Ba ardner 

NIKOLAY ROMANOVECH NAKAREVICH 7 Me Ποὺ ον 
=~ R (SHUN-~KGB) : ~ ΤᾺ Sha © 

Reurairtel 12/30/64. 

ἴῃ accord with your request, authority is granted 
to recontact eithe ἢ accordance with 
reairtel. 

ΤῈ is sussested that you do not make this contact 
until you know that NY 694-S* has returned to New York in 
order that we will have an additional opportunity to learn 
185 our contact is reported to Gas Hell for reloy to Moscow, 

1 + New York (100-1346387 Solo) 

> 100-428091 (Solo) 
IML: wig 

(11) 

ΚΌΤΕΣ 

See memorandum Branigan to Sullivan 5 
prepared by IML:wig, dated Vel 65. Sane caption, 
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Ν 12/30/64 

AIRTEL 

to: DIRECTOR, FBI (105~12392) 
PROM: SAC, NEW YORK (165-G6554) 

SUBIKCT : NIKOLAY ROMANOVICH HAKARBVICH 

(SetUN-Kan) 

ReNVYairtel te Director 11/6/64, 

ϑυρύσοῦ, who is bead of the Political Branch of the 
Kab, New xoris Sesidency, contimes to reside at 

yo premises are 

result of thie contact inforna- 
tion was furnished to the *coviete through channele which 
included RY G¢4-S%, 

primary importance in connection with tale matter 
45. the provechion of the security of NY 694-8", In order to 
fully protect the security of this very veluabie guiformant » 

ἘΠ oe ese be mde for the sole pe of verify- 
ing eat ΤΕ, at 225 Rast 63rt Street, 

the 

clude ti ΝΣ ΡΟΝ ΝΣ obnet chate in tae τὸ δ 
between! to the Soviets was responsivie for 
aierting Ὁ P gocurity riak which exists in 
connection with ‘these two individuals, J φ Σ 
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NY 2105-66954 

Accordingly, qupaced for this i> 
office to recontact either 570 
purpose of making an immociuocus respect & to the 
continued residence of subject at pod East 63rd Street, New ὁ 
York, ΝΥ, 

.ὃ- 
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Π ΒΟΌΤΕ IN ENVELOPE 
ΓΝ 
ἣν The Acting Attorney General January 13, 1965 

Director, FBL [ ΟΞ. (5 _ i = Mr, Belmont 
Wee 1 ~ Ur, Sullivan 

i 
πως ° B - 

| COMMUNIST PARTY, USA 1 τ Ἀπ. Roe 
r INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS L- Hr, Shaw 

INTERNAL SECURITY - Ὁ 

Material contained in the enclosed memorandun, 
captioned “Mobilization of Communist Parties of the ΠΟΣΊ ἃ 
for a Campaign Against the McCarran Act," was supplied by 4 
sources. Which have furnished reliabie information in the 
Past. . 

The enclosed memorandum pertains to efforts by the 
Communist Party, USA, to mobilize all communist parties of 
the world against the enforcement by the. United States 
Government of the Internal Security Act of 1950, which is 
also known as the McCarran Act. 

+ Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, ma SS 
this commnication and its euclosure are classified "Pap 2 Ξ 
Secret." . This information is being furnished to the τ 
President’ and other interested officials of the Government. ‘12 

me ™ Enclosure = 5 
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100-428091 revs [009.3061 | “HBTS Ξ 
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ἫΝ “ NOTE: Classified "Tep—Seeret" because unauthorized disclosure 
of this information could\yeveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation could 

L result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. CG 5824.9* 
() referred to as "sources" in order to further protect the identity 
a: Of this yaluable source. See NYairtel, 1/4/65 and memorandun, 
a Mr. Baumgardner to Mr. Sullivan, 1/12/65, both captioned “Solo, 
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TOP-SECRET ΓῚ 1® Mr. Belmont 
᾿ ” 1 ἙἘ Mr.-DeLoach 

. . 1 - Mr. Sullivan 
1 - Liaison 
1 - Mr. Baumgardner 
1 - Mr. Reddy 
i Mr. Shaw 

ROU ad x IN ENVELOPE danuary 13, i965 

MOBILIZATION OF COMMUNIST PARTIES OF THE WORLD 
FOR A CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE MC CARRAN ACT 

The announcement. during December, 1964, by the 
United States Department of Justice that the United States 
Government plans ta proceed with the prosecution of the 
Communist Party, USA, under the provisions of the Internal 
Security Act of 1950, which is also known as the MeCarzan 
Act, has initiated an immediate response from the Communist 
Party, USA. The Coumunist Party, USA, is endenvarinn to 
mobilize 411 communist parties of the world in a broad 
campaign agalust the enforcement of the McCarran Act, 

The Communist Party, USA, hopes that, as a result ες 
of this campaign, the White House, the United States Depart- 
ment of Justice and the United States embassies will be 
geluged with telegrams, petitions and delegations making 
charges concerning the alleged injustice of the McCarran Act. 
The United States Goverument. will be accused of hypocrisy on 
the subject of justice and President Lyndon B. Johnson will 
be charged with “violating the overwhelming wandate of the 
pespis of the United States reflected in the recent election 
campaign. 

rg | 
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Some communist parties, such as those in Chile, 
Uruguay, Argentina and Cyprus, have promised to raise this 
matter in the parliaments of their countries. ΤῈ is. expected 
that wherever the commmists have elected representation in 
pariiaments, they will try to agitate against the McCarran Aet. 

On December 27, 1964, the Presidium of the Central 
Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union, met and voted 
tG@ conduct a broad campaign against the McCarran Act in 

ΕΠ sSOlidarity with the Communist Party, USA. The leadership of 
Loy the Comminist Party of the Soviet Union finds it difficult to 

understand the action of the United States Government in 
shew initiating prosecitive action against ‘the Communist Party, 
Μοῦ; ἜΑ. in hight of the alleged defeat οὐ thd “political right 
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HOBILIZATION OF COMMUNEST PARTIES OF THE WORLD 
FOR A CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE MC CARRAN ACT 

iu the recent national elections in the United States. Sone 
soviet officials expressed the opinion that it is possibile 
that the United States is planning a war and may be trying 
to “strike the first blow" against the communists. e 
Comsunist Paxty of the Soviet Union will make its campaign 
very broad and it will include mass meetings in factories 
and on farms as well as articles in Soviet publications 
dealing with the “injustice in the United States directed 
against Negroes in Mississippi." In addition, the Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union will send a circular letter to most 
of the communist parties of the world apprising them of the 
fight of the Comumiat Party, USA, against the NeCarran Act 
and informing them of the broad canpsign being undertaken by 
the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. Although the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Unien exnnot tell cther fraternal 
parties what to do, the Commnisat Party of the Soviet Union 
expects that these other commmist parties will initiate a 
similar campaifcn. 

Rodney Arismendi, Firat Secrétary, Central. Comittee, 
Communist Party of Uruguay, has promised the Communist Party, 
USA, that he will raiae the issue of the McCarran Act in Uruguay. 
in this connection, Arismendi indicated he would make use of the 
prese, radio and television, He also indicated he would endeavor 
to raise this issue in parliament and in numerous city counciise 
Avisuendi further promised that demonstrations would be conducted 
in Uruguay in front of “United States institutions” and in | 
factories "controlled by United States money." He requested that 
the Communist Party, USA, have its Jawyers prepare documents 
Bhowlnug how the HeCarran Act “stands in violation of the 
Ynited States Constitution" and, in reality, “puts people in 
jail for their ideas." 

Ἡ, Trada, ἃ member of the Political Bureau of the 
Commntiat Party of Chile, promised the Communist Party, USA, 
that the Communist Party of Chile will use the campaign against 
the McCarray Act to expose "United States imperislian." He 
indicated that the popwilar forces of Chile, including the 
Communist Party of Chile and the intellectuais, will organize 
a Gampalgn to assist the Communiat Party, USA, in its fight 
against the McCarran Act. Trado requested that the Communist 
Party, USA, send material to him pertaining to the McCarran Act 
BO that the Commmist Party of Chile can wise the material during 
the parliamentary elections in Chile. Trado based his support 
Of the Communist Party, USA, in this fight on the statement, 
"We will be true to our international duties." 
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MOBILIZATION OF COMMUNIST PARTIES OF THE WORLD 
FOR A CAMPAIGN AGAINST THE MC CARRAN ACT 

Gilberto Vieira, Political Secretary of the Central \ 
Committee, Commnist Party of Colombia, promised the Commimist 
Party, USA, that the Communist Party of Colombia will raise 
the problem of the fight by the Communieat Party, USA, against. 
the McCarran Act in trade unions, parliamentary groups and 
among the workers in general. He urged the Communist Party, 
USA, to send some Of its representatives to Colombia and 
promised that the Communist Party of Colombia would give 
the Communist Party, USA, its full and complete support. 

NOTE: 
Classified “Top-Seeret" because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could result incexceptionally grave damage to 
the Nktion, Source is CG 5824-S*, See memorandum, Mx, Baumgardner 
to Mr. Sullivan, 1/12/65, captioned "Solo, Internal Security <- 
Conmunist,'" which sets forth the dissemination of this letterhead 
nenorandum, 
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Tos Director | 
Given of Tnteiticence and Research 
Papattinent of Fate 

From: John Zdger Hoover, iroctas 10 2 
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POP -SECRET 

Director . . 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

Following the CP of India Congregs, Lightfaot 
traveled to Moscow, Russia, where he was warmly received by the 
leadership of the CPSU in appreciation for his efforts, to 
counter the influence of the CP of China and to retain the 
CP of India within the sphere of influence of the CPSU, 

Lightfoot planned ta leave Moscow during the first 
week in January, 1965, for a tour of African countries, where 
he hoped to contact national ieadera as well ag leaders of 
the CPs of those countries, He was briefed by the CPSU on 
various African countries prior to his departure, 

Lightfoot expected to visit Ghana firet where he 
hoped to neat with President Kwane Nkrumah and Shirley Graham 
Du Bois, a former American now residing in Ghana, who was 
considered to be a pro-Chinede Maraiat, Lightfoot is scheduled 
next to visit Guinea and from there to Kenya to see Joma Kenyatta,. 
President of Kenya, Reportediy, one reason for Lightfoot's 
visit to Kenya ia that there have been numerous rumors that 
Kenyatta ia spent and is no Longer a revolutionary, - 

Lightfoot will slse try to visit Algeria to see 
President Ahmed Ben Belia, whom the CPSU leadership has 
characterized as “cooperative” although not a communist, 
Lightfoot would like to visit .Great Britain if he can secure 
permission to visit that country, Following this, Lightfoot will 
return to the United States. He expects this taur to take 
approximately two and one-half weeks, 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, we 
fiave classified this letter “Tep—Smcret,." 

1. Director. BY LIAISON 
Central Intelligence Agency 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 

1 =r, J, Walter Yeagley 
‘Adsistant Attorney General 

TOE-SECSET 



ΤῸΡ SECRET 

Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

NOTE: 

Classified ‘fop—Seeret" because unauthorized disclosure 
of the information could reveal the identity of the source, who 
is of continuing value, and such revelation could result in -- 
exceptionally grave damage to the Nation, Source is CG 5894-s8 
who is referred to as sources in order to further protect the . 
identity of this valuable informant, 
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— en 

Honorable Dean Rusk b i = Liaison 
The Secretary of State lp § i = Mr. Baumgardner 
Washington, D. ὦ. ie J 1 — Hr. Reddy 
| γκ {με i ~ Mr. Shaw 
Dear My. Ruek: i 

Materiol contained in the enclosed merorandum, 2 
captioned “Mobilization of Communist Parties of the World for a 
Campaign Against the McCarran Act," was supplied by sources 
which have furnished réliable information in the past. 

The enclosed memorandum pertains to efforts by the 
Comminist Party, USA, to mobilize all communist parties of 
the world againgt the enforcement by the United States _ 
Government of the Internal Security Act of 1950, which is 
aiso known as the McCarran Act, 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, B = 
this communication and its enclosure are classified "op Ξ ὡς 

crwi.."" This information is being furnished to other αὶ “Ὁ 
dnterested officials of the Government. Ἢ 

meg © 
Sincerely yours, μξ ὃ 
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ἘΘΕΞΞΒΕΘΒΌΤ 

Honorable Bean Rusk 

Classified ἔτυπτον τῆν hecalise unauthorized disclosure 
of this information could reveal the identity of the souzce 
(CG 5824-S+) who is of continuing value ard such revelation could 
result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. CG 5824~5* 
referred t6 as "sources in order to further protect the identity 
of this valuable source, See NYairtel 1/4/65 and meniorandun, 
Me Baumgarduer to Mx. Suilivan, 1/12/65, both captioned "Sole, 
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ROUTE IN ENVELOPE 
(IS) 100«498002 (Sete) τοῖν BY LIATSON 

Date: January 15, 1965 ᾿ - ur. Branigan ΜΝ 

To: Diregetor L-~liaison 66 
Bureau of Intelligence wnid Research i ~- Mr. Ἐν Putnam 
Department of State 

Froms Joha Edgar Hoover, Director \ us ν᾿ 

Subject: SOVIET-RUMANYAN RELATLONS νὰ ΑΝ ἀν 
pr oF 

Recently ἃ ranking official of the Central Comittee 
of the Comunint ἢ Party @f the Soviet Union (CPSUs nede the 4 
velationst comments Yerearding the status of Soviet-Runanion 
elations: 

The Tunmatians have theiy own ideas concerning the 
Counctt ὅρον πὴ Economic Δεαξεσαου (COMECON), the East 
European equiveient for the Common Uarket, and <bey wont their 
ow ποτε εἰς The Rumatians mishi be characterized ag neo- 
Titolate or, more correctiy, nationalists. Fhiie the Comunigt 
Party of Ching is explolting thia situation and taking advantare 
of the Rumanian position in the socialist camp and in CONECON, 
the. £PSU ennnot use force or cosreion. 

a ‘The above information was supplied by a souree which 
has furnished reiinbite information in the pasts Because of the 
sensitive nature of cur aouree, we αν Classified this Laforma~ 
th don” Top secret .* " τοῦ, κοῦ ρογο τ yg 

ἃ -<Dixector BY LIAISON aie ὃ : 
Sentral Intelligence Areucy- Lie κ΄ B SAN 14 1065 
Attention: Depity Director, Bland “a Ch Pe 

NOTE: Classified “Top-Seeret" since tmauthorized disclosure of 
this information could xréveal the identity of the source, who is of 
continuing yalue and such revelation could result in exceptionally 

who obtained this. 
j Captioned ata while on Solo Mission 17. See CGairtelr' t/t 
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| AUTORETIC DECLASSIF CATIOS GUIDE 
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_ - ̓ ; . Φ Ὡς 0 ΡὉ 

‘ours ὦ NY 
i = Liaison 
iL =~ Branigan 

emis 1 = Wannall 
ἔτεῦ ἀρδωςϑοθῖ, ΝΣ Etetson 

ae / Ὁ) ols 2 1 = H, Broyles 

Dates SJenuary 22, 1905 

Tas Director 
Bureau oF iIntoklicence and Research 
Papartwent of State . κΧΖ, 

Fron: John Edgax Hoover, Director 2 dy δ " 

Subject: ESOT RUROPEAY HILITARY | “σ᾽, [, μοι, 
ΟΣ ΤΟΤΌΣΙ ΣῊ NOSSO, NUSSEA, "ἢ 
PEGI ‘. GC . 

Tne Following Information was sippliad by 
surces which hava Furnished velinble information in the paet. 

A muiber of groups of mbiltery officers Fro 
Sart European counties were in Moscow, Tusain, iti: 
Pecenmier, I9G4. Each croup wae componed ox approximately 
twelve officers with aba thrac or four afiicers from each 
brench of the rdbiitary sereiecs. These Οὔ λους were voiatively 
young, with most boing from thivty to thinty-Zive years old. 
None of the offieuve appeared to be shove the rank of Colony 
ezconk far ong Navel Ceptain, Each group wae accompanied by 
x Tussien officer. The groups wexe In Momcor Zor shout one 
poek at different timod. | trie  ceprepented ‘eer Poland, 
Seechoslovakia, Dolgaria sii the German Denocratic ¢ Repunt ac le 

need 22 BE29'5 SHY isto, 
The pianist tcance ἔτι ἡ these gies 

they wore quavtorad du the hotel of the i do Comebbine-oF 
Communist warty os the voviiet Unien which ia oniy uned Zor tne” 
ancomodation of Communist Party people in Moscow om Baktyt 1968 
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Director . 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

business, These groups stayed together and did not mix 
with others at the hotel, dust prior to theiy departure, each 

. group had a party, These parties were attended by a high«ranking 
Ruselan officer, usually « General, but in one case a Marshal, 

sources, we _ Bédatise of the Sensitive nature of our 
have clasalfied thia letter πα, " 

1 .« Director ΒΥ LEAISON iC 
a Central Intelligence Agency 

, Attention; Deputy Director, Plans ra 

| i = Office of Counterintelligence and Security ἘΝ LIAISON 
| Defense Intelligence Agency , foie 
| ihe Pentagon dite a 

NOTE: 

Classified"fop—Sotret" because unauthorized disclosure 
of this information could reveal the identity of the source, who 
is of continuing value, and such revdation could resuit in exceptionaly 
grave danger to the Nation, Source is CG 5824.5*, which is referred 
ἴο as sources to further protect the identity of this valuable 
nformant, 
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Bate: damuary 12, 1965 7 - tee Mannald 

Dureau of Intelligence and Necsearch 
Departuent of State 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director \, οἷ 

Subject: SINQSOWIET RELATIONS v ul! Cu " us ἐπ 
iu’ 

Highly pinged representatives of the Commnist Party Y 4 
of the Soviet Union (CPSU) conntder that the Communist Party 
of Chinn (000) eave ite reaction to a meeting held to discuss 
international commrdet unity in. Boneow, Russie, foliowing the 
47th anpiversary of the Rudsian Revolution in an editorial 
which appeared in "Honggi' (‘Red Flag"), the theoretical organ of 
the Centrsi Committee, CeO. This editorial pot only attacked 
former Soviet Preniex Nikita Khrushchev, put the CPSU and the 
iiternationsl movement. The CPC charged the CPS with betraying 
the Soviet people and openky neked the Soviet people to overthrow 
the new leadership of the Cea. The contents of this editorial 
were broaddast for days by the CPC radio in Russian so that 
Soviet people might benr it. Every day siuce then the CHC has 

ὃ bSrordcast or published sone new material in the Ruasian language ame , ἀν on the same theme. ἊΝ ρερ δ /b0- 509) - — unag 

The Albanian Party: ‘of Labor (APL) has τος the 
CoC reaction toe the unity taiks. Euver Hoxha, First Secretary 
of the APL, at the time of the celebration of Albanin's Itbera- 
tion, totally ignored this anniversary and di¢livered a speech 
attacking “Khrushthev, Eheushcheviem, and the Soviet peopie.” Ὁ ὁ 
He stated that other communist parties shovld get rid of their” ~~~ 
present leadership so new Marxist parties and ieaders would. 1: τεὸς 

ς, S¥ise. Hoxha went so fer us to name factional groups and” oe 
ae leaders in bis speech, We called fox the removal of Leonid. 

| Brezhnev, Fivst Secretary, Centzal Committes, CPSU; and Alekae 
| Tolson —_¥Ygavetin, Chairuon of the Counchil of Ministers in the Soviet Uaton, 
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Director " 
Bureau of Intelligence and Researck 
Department of State 

Hoxha Was more outspoken than the Chinese in Galling for the 
overthrow of the Soviet Government. The CPC reprinted and 
rebroadcast the contents of the Albanian attacks on the 
Soviet Union. 

The above information was supplied by a source which 
has furnished reliable information in the past. Because of the 
sensitive nature of our source, we have classified this 
communication "Top Seoet .* 

i ~ Divector BY LIAISON 
Central Inteliigence Ageénay 58 

IC Bot ble 

Attention: Depuby Diregter, Flange 

NOTE: 
Classified "Tep-Secret" since unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reyesl the identity of the source, who 
is of continuing value, and such revelation could result in 

-- exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. Source is CG 5824-S* 
who obtained this data while on Solo Mission 17. See CG airtel 
1/4/65, captioned “Solo, IS -- ¢." 
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nd F « ἔς σα σπ΄----ὄ..Ὁ 1 = Mr. Wannali Date: vanuany 1, 1965 1 — Gisison 

Pos Dix: L = Mr. BR. Putnan BOL GF 
Boreat of Intellinernxcs and Research 
Department of State 

From: ohn Edgar Hoover, Director NN Wo [. 7 
΄ OM 

Subjowk: WORKERS PARTY OF VIETHAU Py. pear 
TUVERNAL, SECURETY ~ VEETHAH Ik ic jute 

οὖ tanking official of the Setxvetariat of the Central . a 
Committee of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPs) 
recently made the following observetions regarding the Yorkers 
Party of Vietnam: 

The Vorkera Party of Vietnam is currentiy alégued 
with the Communist Party of Chinn (Ch); however, thor 
indications which wight be daterpretad ag a eee pogsibilaty 
of ἃ breakthrough” for the CeSU. ΤῈ de possible tha 
Workers Party of Vietnam 131 participate an the inch Ἧ ᾿ 1965, 
Preparatory ox Editorinl Comilasion meeting in Moscow, Russia, 
which is to prepare for a ΒΕ ΟΣ meeting oF sit conmnist and 
Workers parties. SL ΜΚ ΕΣ “al YE ΚΙ 

wt ' - JAN 1 ς 

in the setent pest αὶ confer oF an andisclosed 

5 a tata 

nature, Was held in Henok, Democratic Republic of ¥ietasw.... emer 
&t this conference the delegation of the CPO made αὶ determined 
effort to isolate the deleration of the CPSU. The Yorkers Farty 
oF Vietuan vejected ni} proposais to igoiate the Soviet delega 
tion. While there are πέση forces pee the Vorkers Party or 
Vietnam exercising pressures on behalf of the OPC, HO Chi-minh, 
Chairman of the Workers Party of Vietuan, for one, is Tiguting 
hard aad hag what the Soviets consider "the correct line.” ee 

2 The above inforuation vas. δος ως by ἃ SORTCE : which 
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TOP-SECRET 

Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Départient of State 

NOTE: 
Classified “Fop-Seeret" since unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source, who 
is of continuing value, and such revelation could result in 
exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. Source is CG 5824~s* 
wh obtained this data while on Solo Mission 17, See CGairtel 
1/4/65 captioned "Solo, IS ~ ¢," 
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1 -- Mr, Belmont 
"ἢ “ Mr, DeLoach 

~ . ἂν 
Honorablé Β111 D, Hoyérs - Ἐπ᾿ Sullivan 
Special Assistant to the Président 1 - Hr, Wannall 
The White Houge 1 - Mr. Baumgardner 
Washington, D. C, i ~ Mr. Shay 

Dear Mr, Woyera: 

The enclosed néserandun, captioned "Soviot Attitude 4, 
Regarding Relations Betweon the United States and the 
Peoples. Republic of China," sets forth the comments of sg 
Wikhail Buslov,; a member of the Presidium and the Secretariat, = 
Central Committee, Communist Barty of the Soviet Union, 5 o> 
concérning this matter. Thia information ig beine brought “ae 
to your attention ag a matter of possible interest to the eg 
President. 2 ΝΣ 

= oa 

Because of the séneitive natiire of ον sources, τι = 
which have supplied reliable information in the past, this 3 ἡ 
communication and ifs enclosure are ¢lhassified ἢ st KoA 
This information ig being furnished to the Acting Attorney 
General and other interested officials of the Govermnent. We 

4 

Sincerely yours, Νὰ 
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Honorable Bili Ὁ, Moyers 

NOTE: 
Classified "fop-feeret™ because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-8*) who is of continuing value and such revelation could 
result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation, CG 5824-s« 
referred to as “sources” in order to further protect the identity 
of this valuable source, See CGairtel 1/6/65 and memorandum 
Mee Beaeeraner to Mr, Sullivan, 1/13/65, both captioned "Solo, 
I = * ! 
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- 1 ~ Mr, Belmont 
i- Mr. DeLoach 

Honorable Bill D. Moyers — 1... ir, Sullivan 
Special Assistant to the President 4 - Mx, Baumgardner 
The White House . iL ~ Mr, Reddy 

i _ Mr, Shaw Washington, BD. C. 

Dear Mr. Moyers: 
Ay 

Material contained in the enclosed memorandun, -- 
captioned "Mobilization of Comiunist Parties of the World for a 
Canpaign Against the McCarran Act," was supplied by sources 
which have furnished reliable information in the past. This 
material is being brotight to your attention as a matter of 
possible interest to the President, 

| _ The enclosed memorandum pertains to efforts by the 
Communist Party, USA, to mobilize all. communist parties of 
the world against the enforcement by the United States 
Government of the Intérnal Security Act of 1950, which is 
Also known as the McCarran Act, 

d wad YG, 735 

8 

ἃ! ΘΗΙΟΥΞ 
this communication aud its enclostire are classified "9 
Seetet." This information is being furnished to the Actiué-i 
Attorney General, aid other interested officials of the 
Government. GS LARA | πη ΔΩ 00 ἐ iH | ey = 
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Honorable Bill D. Moyers. 

NOTE: 
Classified "Zep-Secret" because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824~8*) who is of continuing value and such revelation could 
result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation, CG 5824-s* 
referred to as "sources" in order to further protect the identity 
of this valuable source. See NYairtei 1/4/65 and memorandum, 
Mir. Banneardaer to Mr. Sullivan, 1/12/65, both captioned "Solo, 
Ts ΜΉΝ 2 
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μ Enclosure 

January 12, 1965 

BY LIAISON 

- Mr. Belmont 

- Liaison 
ν ἘΞ: .. λέν, Baumgardner 

Honorable Dean Rusk 
the Secretary of State οἵ οἱ 
jashington, D. C,——~ ag? Vv 

Dear Mr. Rusk: συ 

μι fod at μα 

Material contained in the enclosed memorandam, 
a ‘tem 

captioned "Status of the Editorial Commission Meeting > 2 
scheduled to be Held in Moscow, Rugais, to Prepare for a Ξ τ 
World-Wide Meeting of Communist Parties, was supplied by ΤΊ-Ὁ 
sources which have furnished reliable information in the ree} > Ss 
past. μ᾿ Ξ us 

The enclosed meorandum sets forth the plane and τῷ = 
strategy of the Sovieta in connection with the meéting of S 3 
the Edltoriel Commisaion currently scheduled to take place 
in Moscow, Russia, on March 1, 1965. 

Because of the sensitive nature of our sources, (Ἱ 
thig communication and ita enclosure are classified “Foy ΝΙΝ ΟΝ 
Secret; Thig information is being f£uxnished to other va 
interested officlala of the Governuent. (/ 

Sincerely yours, 
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Casper ._ 9 ἷ downer - As SE and na a πος  g ie 
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Trot {το πε ἢ * rr ae 
Tele, Hodm atte . - 
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Honorable Dean Rusk 

NOTE: 
Classified "Tép-Secret"” because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation could 
result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. CG 5824-8* 
referred to as “sources in order to further protect the identity 
of this valuable source. 566 NYairtel 1/3/65 and memorandum, 
Mr, Baumgardner +o Hr. Sullivan, ΑΨ ΘΒ, both captioned “Sole, 
ts. “ων ᾿ 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the origin 
and three copies each and for New York one oP each/ of 
letterhead memoranda entitled “ἢ, ee de 

hyiGibbons, Former American, Ra ἡ! rs δ oa 
Czechdslovakia"” ae 7 LL A Af 

The information appearing in the ΨΩ letterhead 
memoranda was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/31/64 to SAs WALTER 
A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

The enclosed letterhead memoranda are classified 
either "C " since they contain information 
furnished by CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed source furnishing 
information.on the highest level concerning the international 
communist movement. Unauthorized disclosure of the information 
contained therein would, by its nature, tend to identify 
CG 5824-S* as the source, thereby jeopardizing the security 
of this ΜΕΝ adversely affecting the national 
interest, ne 
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The information concerning IVANOV was obtained 
during general discussions with representatives of the 
North and South American Section, International Depart- 
ment, Central Committee, CPSU, during 12/64 in Moscow, 
USSR. 

The information concerning GIBEONS was developed 
at a brief contact of CG 5824-S* with GIBEONS, himself, 
when CG 5824-S* was in Prague, Czechoslovakia, 12/29/64 
for a meeting with representatives of the "World Marxist 
Review," 

in order to provide additional security to the 
snuree, the enelased letterhend rerarands are sharn a4 
having been made at Washington, D. C. 



BDECLAGSTPICATION AUTHORITY DRETVED FROWN: 

fERI BAUTCHETIE PECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 

DATE 02-08-2012 " 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ. C. 
File No. 

January 12, 1965 

poe 
YURI SERGEOVITCH IVANOV 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in late December, 1964, advised as follows: 

As of December, 1964, it was learned that Yuri 
Bergeovitch Ivanov, who had been serving as an English 
translator and security officer in the International Depart- 
ment, Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union 
(CPSU), had now been assigned to the Diplomatic Service of 
the USSR. Ivanov's present assignment is with the USSR 
Diplomatic Staff in Israel. 

Ivanov is known to speak perfect English and 
based on past contacts and association with him could 
easily pass himself off as an Englishman or a native of 
an English-speaking country. His present assignment is 
of particular interest in view of the fact that in the 
past he has given a definite impression of being a "real 
anti-Semitic” and has been known to make a number of anti- 
semitic remarks. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributnod 
outside your agency. 

) 00-4 300-4 YF 5 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. C. 
File Ne, 

January 12, 1965 

copa 

JOHN GIBBONS, FORMER AMERICAN, 
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKTA 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in late December, 1964, advised as follows: 

As of late December, 1964, John Gibbons, a former 
American, continues to reside in Prague, Czechoslovakia. 
He also is still employed by the publication "Problems of 
Peace and Socialism," also known as the "World Marxist 
Review," the official theoretical organ of the international 
communist movement, which headquarters in Prague, Czechoslo- 
vakia. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 
agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed outside 
your agency. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) ὰ wf! a 
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τὴν 
Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three co 

and for New York one copy of an informant's statement tf 
entitled, "Information Concerning Activities of Communist ES 
Party, USA Delegation Members in USSR for November 7, 1964, en 
Celebration.” ΝΙ͂Σ 

statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/31/64 and 1717 
The information set forth in the enclosed hae Ξ 

to SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, 
oN, 

The information contained in the enclosed informant's 
statement is based on general conversations had with various 
CP, USA delegation members as well as conversations with repre- 

sentatives of the North and South American Section, Interna- 
tional Department, Central Committee, CPSU. 

The source has further noted that the responsibility 
for arranging additional travel for the members of this dele- 
gation to other socialist countries was his responsibility and 
he, therefore, made the necessary contacts. In addition, the 
credentials which” were issued in the name of JAMES TORMEY were 
drawn up by CG 58248.- 
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The Chicago Office will disseminate, with ali 
necessary cautionary statements, any pertinent information 
appearing in the enclosed informant's statement. 



O C 

YEFORMATION CONCERNING. ACTIVITIES OF COMMUNIST 
PARTY, USA DELEGATION MEMBERS IN USSR FOR. 
MOVEMBER 7, 1964, CELEBRATION. - 

Ap of the latter part of December, 1964, the 
following individuals vere still in the USSE after ‘having 
traveled there. in late October or early Novenber, 1964, 
in order to be present at the 47th Anniversary of the: 
October Revolution on November 7, 1964, in Moscou, USSE: 

Phil Bart and wife Connie 
‘et 

Tc 

All of the above-noted individuals traveled exten- 
sively throughout the USSR as guests of the Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union (CPSU). The Russiansprovided them with 
medical treatment and hospitalization where found necessary. 
All of the delegates were furnished with translators and 
given winter clothing as woll as a number of gifts plus 
spending money. In addition, each and every delegate or 
his wife was presented with a watch--the men received 
wafer thin gold watches and the women 18 carat gold watches. 
In this latter regard, when the watches wera presented by 
Hikolai V¥. Mostovete, Head of the Yorth and South American 
Section, International Department, Central Committees, CPSU, 
they were given in the name of the Presidium of the CPSU 
to each individual member of the delegation. 

In late December, 1964, on behalf of the entire 
Conmunist Party, USA (CP, UBA) delegation, Phil Bart prepared 
a letter to the Central Committees, CPSU, in which he thanked 
the Russians and the CPSU for all that had been done for hin 
and the rest of the delegation. 

In regard to the specific activities of the above 
members of the delegation, the following vas learned: 

Phil and Connie Bart 

During their travels in the USSE, Phil Bart becane 
111 and was hospitalized Zor a tine in Tashkent, Uzbek Sovict 
Socialist Republic. When the Barts are prepared to lenve the 
USSR, they plan to travel to the German Democratic Republic 
(608) and then continue on to Paris, France, before returning 

- 100+ FOF lm ῴ UGG 

ANCLUSwhie 



to the United States. Phis vickh of tho Barts had beon mado 
θοῦ to the CPSU aad they agreed. Xn addition, contact 
was nade with F tatives of the Socialist Unity Party 
eof Germany (SUPG) and they had agreed to accept the Barta 
Zor a visit; hovever, they requested that such travel to 
the GD not be peFforred prior to January 3, 1965, because 
of tho holiday. 

Wilidan , Pattercon 

William Patterson, during his current stay in tho 
USSR, spent approximately four weeks in the hospital. Based 
on the resuits of the examinations and treatment given to 
hin at this time, the Soviet doctors recommended that Patterson 
not cagage in hia planned travel to Airiea. 

ᾳ ρον, Patterson was in frequent contact 
who is married to a 

Cuban national who is a student at the Patrico_Lumunbs 

Friendship of niversity, Moscow. Ld hao 
a desperately and vould like very 4 
able to come to the United States with this a | however, 
ghe 10 running into problems with the United States Govern= 
nent. 

Pattergon also traveled to_Len ad where δξ wad 
learned be had visited vith anot ἃ 
| = (asti‘(<ié‘i OY cp ἀλζονουηυςζ marriage Ὁ apparcautly cecurred 

bo USSR a number of years ago. He hater brewusht this 
| |Ὸο Boscov and intreduced her ἢ who had 

aoaviousiy known of tho existence ὦ family. 

After returning te Cescou from his Lonuingrad visit, 
Patterson had upset the Bussians a bit donanding a larger 
apartment for his ΔῈ; approzinately 
28 years of age, apparentiy 4 Uv v a fanily, and lives 
in a very small apartment. 

[ ἣἮῃ΄᾿΄᾽' 1 
Both of these individuale were hoopitalized chen 

in the USSR. Fhe Russias doctors are considering trying 
nome neurological treatment on Burt but are of the opinion 
that he is definitely a mental cace. 

ee 159 had upset their Russian 
heets vit e regues [τ they were ready to leave 
the USSR that they be givem a paid trip to travel "all over 

πο 

το 

Europe”, not only to secialict but to UVestern Eeropean countries. 

- De 



ς 7: ν᾽; 

[τοτττε Ἰαιποά that he bad Gus Hall's approval Zor this 
request and desired to learn about waterfront activities. 

be 

το 

Both of t wore italized ‘for various 
poriods while in Hoscow. caso, he vas 
hospitalised after he return Fou a p to Siberia after 
he came down with a severe case of the flu, His iilness 
was apparently oo severe that he was placed in an isolation 
vard and for a week his wife was unable to see hin. 

While in Yoscow,| 696δΘοΟ αλαο Fealized that 
his house mortgage payment, car paynent, and GI insurance _ 
prenium were all due, He was desperate and pleaded that be 
gome communication be gotten back to the United States and ὧν 
in this connection he Ἡχοῖθ. ἃ note addressed tol aha 
a [τβασοῖη he requested that that individua 10 

matters, The note δο wrote was placed in δῷ envelope 
addressed to Dorothy Realey in Los Mugeles and turned over 
to a GP, UGA representative, then also in Moseov. This 
Cp, USA representative later carried this note to East 
Berlin where with the cooperation of a member of the Inter- 
national Department, SUPG, 11 vas carried into West Berlin 
and mailed on December 21, 1964. 

Xm general, it vas learned that the were _ 
somewhat of @ problem to the Russians. They came vith the © be 

ting all they could for aothing. for sczauple, IC 
is an allergy pationt and had seen dozens of 

re previously in the United States and they could not 
really help hex much. However, she kept going to the Rusaian 
clinics and made Life so miserable for the dectora and everyone 
else that they finally agreed to hospitalize her. Then, in 
adéition, juat to get all she could, ske had complete dental 
work although she had to sccure the Russion atainless steel 
fillings. 

When the| ___—*(izinally do depart from the §SSR, IC 
they desire te go to Czechoglovakia and the G2. ACP, JUBA 
representative in Moscow succeeded in getting pormission 
Zor them to make thoge visits; hovever, both the CP of 
Czechoslovakia and the 8UPG requested that they not perform 
this travel until sometime after January 3, 1965, because of 
the holiday season. 



Jim Vout 

dim Vest created few, if any, ronl problens for 
the Rugsians while in the 08SR. He did not δεῖς for any- 
rains except medical treatment although he did participate 
in goveral trips. in goneral, he wae “szoli-deaying and 
acting as a martyr.” He was getting extensive aedical. 
treatment and the Russian doctors may perform surgery oF 
may perform sone skin grafts on hin. He tas not optimistic 
regarding hie physical condition and refuged to write or 
digcugs hig health or future in communications with his 
wife in Chicago. 

When Vest conpietes his stay in the USER, he 
would like to atop over for three to five dayd in Czecho~ 
Glovakia and Poland. In beth of these cases, the CPs 
of these countries have already agreed to such stops, 
but here agnin requested no travel before January 3, 1965. 

| J Torney 
log 

Ὁ ' Ip7c 

Of all the CP, USA delegates, James Tormey reportedly 
was the least demanding, Se did sot vant to vieit other 
mociniist countries eithough he ἃ dia request that he be allowed 

Through:the efforts of α CP, UA representative 
then in Goscov,. Tormey did travel to Poland in nid-December, 
1964. He carried with him credentisis identifying him as 
a member of the National Cammitteos, CP, 584, and ag the 
hughand of the Rditor of "Political Affairs," ofzicial με 
theoretical organ of the G@, 954. In the 

and that cooperation of the Polish | Yorkers 
would. be greatly appreciated. Apparently- the 

oredeatisia served formey‘s purposes because upon arriving in 
amet at the airport ria a | Party erfficial and his 

' that becauge of his visi ch ang hie status ae cet . 
” aan imaging menber of the CP, USA, 

he wae sure that h {_ would probably now recoive 
better treatment fron the Put! 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's 
statement entitled, "NEGOTIATION FOR AND FINAL SUBSIDY AGREED 
TO BY COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION FOR COMMUNIST PARTY, 
USA, 1965." | 

: ἘΝ 
The information appearing in the enclosed informant's 

statement was furnished by. CG 5824-8* on 12/31/64 and 
1/1, 2, 3 and 8/65, tq SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD 
HANSEN. | ῃ eS 
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RBGOTIATION FOR AD PINAL SUBSIDY 
AGRE TO BY ΟΣ Ὁ PARTY OF 

, THB SOVIET UNION TOR COMMUNIST 
PARTY, USA, 1996 

Secerbor, 1934, a representative of 
ἡ arrived in Hoscow, USSR, 

Ror the main purpose of negotiating vith the CP of the 
Seviet Union (CPSU) the matter of a 1965 subsidy for the 
Aveyican Party. fa line with this, the cP, UBA reprenentative 
immediately after hic arrival speat the next several days in 
the preparation of a detailed asd extensive nemoranduz in 
which he outlined the exact financial needs of the CP, US4 
for the year 1965. When this document was finally conpleted 
end in ἃ form suitable for presentation te the Central 
Committee, CPS, it consisted of 12 pases and contained the 
entire basis fer a subsidy request which was for tke amount 
ef $1, 435, 000, 60. 

Tm this 12 page document acted above, the folloving 
items of expenses for the C?, Δ 42 1065 vere noted as the 
justification Zor the figure which bad keen get forth: 

Por work in the Negro 2recsden 
e0verment and work in tas Seuth 8 250,000.00 

Yor political activity ---—-----~ 200,600.60 

Por defense, including court. 
COSTES ANE FILO g creer ce mscscameswcrneto 200,300.00 

vor subsidy of Party supported 
magazines and periodicalsq---- 100,000.00 

be issued by the Partye--e<enesc0 100, 600. 00 

Yor Party mailing service, 

100-280 η|-- GYF 
ENCLOSURS 177 



Yor the renewal and purchase of 
new press for paper ond print shop -“ $ 200,000.00 

Yor daily pa wermrmanenvowns - 300,000.00 

For support cf Mexican and Puerto | 
Rican minority groups in the United 
Sta en th te Gen 8 Cn ee: 

For support and upkeep of old and sick 
comrades with no Social Security or 
pensions nee —mensnenmenmen 50,000.00 

Yor poasible use of American Marxist 
Institute, New York -o-nc-ceseerenee 20,000.00 

| - Sotal BY, 405,000.00 

πο the above document had been completed, it was 
submitted to the North and South Aserican Section, 
International Department, Central Committee, in ¥oscov. 
Following a review by that Department, it was arranged that 
preliminary discusgions were to begin with the CP, USA 
representative:.on this request for eid and it was stated 
that the American representative would be weeting with ono 
Dimitri Shevilyagin, ἃ dopaty to Boris W. Ponozarev, the Head 
of the International Department aad a cember of the 
Secretariat, Centra] Commttea, CPST. However, the CP, USA 

of utmost importance to his Party he, therefore, sust 
discuss it with one of the leading Party functionaries, ἃ 
nembor of the Central Committes. In addition it was learned 
that thie American representative had in the past sonc 
difficulties erieing over a difference in political opinions 
with Shevlyagin and since that time he had refused to deal 
with that CPSU official. 42 ἃ result of the CP, USA 
representative's refusal to deal with the individual 
designated, arrangezents vere thus nade for hin to seat with 
Mikheil A. Guslov, a sember of the Presidium and Secretariat 
of the Central Committee, CPSU, sae Ponomarer, the porsen in 
the past νῦν had handled such negotiations with the CP, USA, 
was then in Indian attending ἃ Congress of the CP of Indic. 

meena 15,000.00 



the acheduled weeting with θυθῖου occurred during 
the first 8617 of December at Central Committee Hendquarters 
in Moscow. Cthers who vere present 25 addition to Suslov 
and the Οὗ, USA representative vore (First Name Unknewn) 
Belikov, a deputy of Ponomarev's; Nikolai Y. Nostoveta, Head 

translator of. the International Department. When the meeting 
with Suslov opened, he cordially greeted the CP, USA 
representative and a friendly though tough discussion was 
carried out on the financial request. Suslov noted that he 
had read the mencrandum submitted by the cP, UsA representative 
on this uatter. In discussing the menorandun, Suslov made 

import 
romarked, can you function without one? i2Z only tor the 
purpoce of weeping your wembers informed, such a paper is 
necessary." 

Another point raised by Gusiev and one which he 
atated would precondition any granting of funds was his 
inquiry about James Jackson of "The Worker" olways coming to 
the United Nations in New York and complaining of ond speaking 
about shortages of funds for the paper. He stated that just 
two weeks ago Jackson had come to the United Nations and asked 
Zor an emergency loan of $10,000 and stated that the paper 
would fold without it. Suslov indicated that euch requests 
gust stop and that if the CP, GSA expecta to rensive a 
substantial subsidy based on the budget submitted, then they 
must see to it that Jackson no longer makes such appeals. 



Upon conclusion.of the discussion cf this matter, 
at this tine Suslov remarked as fellows: "You know cur 
iaconme has been seduced. Chinn and Zerea have stopped 
paying into the international fund which cupperte non-cecilalist 
country Parties. Gur expenses are increasing and ve must 
also support many new and younger Parties. We will consider 
your figures on aid. I can't say or guarantee that you will 
get all that you réquest but Σ 131} consult with our leading 
conrades, . 

δυθῖον then advised that he would meet again with 
this ΟΡ, USA representative after a decision had been made 
on the amount of subsidy which would be granted. 

in late Decenber, 1934, the CF, USA representative 
eas informed that a second aceting had been arranged for bin 
with Suslov and that this meeting would be held at Central 
Comaittes Headquarters. fc a reqwit, on Pscomber 27, 1964, 
this CP, USA representative, accompanied by Mostovets and 
Michaelov, proceeded to the Central Committee building and 
the office of Sualeov. This neeting was opened by Susley and 
at this time he ande.the following remarks: "tie have taken 
into consideration the needs of your Party and the fact 
that you are planning to rebuild your press and the fact 
that you say hold « convention nezt year. Se, on the basis 

4 of all the facts, we have decided to grant your request. for 
material aid and we will give in 1838 one million 

dolla — | Ee EE 565 ἐπ προ 
“Please convey to conrade Halil that this arount 

ic not an all tize precedent or habit. We juat don't herve 
gsuch amounte or reserves. We de knve difficulties: at home 
and these will be increasing in the future. Finances will 
bo ὃ problem for a long time to corms. ‘Tho Central Comittee, 
however, understands your situation ond has digcussed your 
appeal in a very favorable spirit. Dsepite our oun 
difficuities, we have decided to render you this sid. 

"Z and the rest of the Presidium of the Contral 
Committee, CPSU, send our personal grectings and vwarnest 
regards to comrade Gus and other cembers of your Central 
Committee. < assure you wo understand your struggle and 
please convey this te comrade Gus.” 
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Each of letterhead memoranda captioned as follows: < 
A cain (PHONETIC), AMERICAN, NOW EMPLOYED IN PEKING, τ ὦ 

N τὸ and "UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE FORMERLY FRO CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, be | 
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“ 

~“NOW WORKING FOR THE SECRETARIAT OF ORGANT ZATION OF AFRICAN 
1. UNITY, ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA." 

\ ll The information appearing in the enclosed letterhea 
memoranda was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/31/64 to 
SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. η 

The enclosed letterhead memoranda are classified GAN, Rap 
confidential since they contain information furnished by ' Figs: 

CG 5824~-8*, a very highly placed source furnishing information ~ 
on the highest level concerning the international communist 
movement, Unauthorized disclosure of the information contained 
herein would, by its nature, tend to identify CG 5824-S* as the 
source, thereby jeopardizing the security of this source and 
thus adversely affecting the national security. 

The information in the enclosed letterhead memoranda 
, Was secured by CG 5824-S* during a conversation with CLAUDE 
Ψ' LIGHTFCOT, Vice Chairman, Communist Party, USA, in Moscow, 

| during early 12/64. In view of the circumstances under which 
A tu he received this information, the source was not in a position 

Als. to solicit, adfitional ἃ details. 
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DECLASSIFICATION AODTHORITY DREIVED FROM: 

FET AUTOMATINT DECLASSTFICATION Cy 

DATE O2-O8-Z012 

Φ Φ ο 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

Ἂν is] 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 
Washington, D.C. 
January 12, 1965 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

File Ne. 

CONF DRANTIAL 

VICKI GARVIN (PHONETIC), 
AMERICAN, NOW EMPLOYED 
IN PEKING, CHINA 

Source, who has furnished reliable information in 
the past, during late December, 1964, advised as follows: 

Vicki Garvin, an American Negro, is presently in 
Peking, China, where she is working. Garvin reportedly is 
pro-Chinese and supports the position of the Communist Party 
of China in their current ideological differences with the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is 
the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is 
loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 
File No. January 12, 1965 

UNIDENTIFIED FEMALE FORMERLY 
FROM CHICAGO, TLLINOIS, NOW 
WORKING FOR THE SECRETARIAT OF 
ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNITY, 
ADDIS ABABA, ETHIOPIA 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during late December, 1964, advised as follows: 

According to a leading representative of the 
Communist Party, USA (CP, USA), there is presently a woman 
formerly from Chicago, Illinois, who is serving on the 
Secretariat of the Organization of African Unity, which 
headquarters are Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. This woman is 
reportedly pro-Chinese and supports the CP of China position 
in their current ideological differences with the CP of the 
Soviet Union. While this individual did not so state, it is 
believed that on the basis of the discussion that this woman 
is probably of Negro origin. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, It 

is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 

and for New York one copy each of the following captioned 
informant's statements: 

"Addresses for Mail Sent from United 

States to USSR and to Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union” 2 

to SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. 
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The information set forth in the enclosed informant's 
statements was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/31/64 and 1/1/65 
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in order to provide additional security to the | 
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as haying been made at “Iashington, D.C. 
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ADDRESSES FOR MAIL SENT FROM UNITED STATES 
1ὸ USSR AND TO COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE 
SOVIET UNION 

. dn discussion with Hikolai V. Mestovets, Head of 
the North and South American Section, International Depart- 
nent, Central Comnittee, Communist Party of the Soviet 
Union (CPSU), which wae held during Decenber, 1964, in 
Moscow, USSR, this individual advised a representative of 
the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) that for this individual’s 
personal use and in order to insure that certain panphlets, 
books, clippings and other material which was hoing sont 
officially to the Gol was reeelved, he shonid direct it 
to the following address: 

Hotel 
cst Ofiiee 152 
Zoscow, USSR 

Kostovets then noted that this mail box is located 
in the Central Coumittee Hotel and is resevved for official 
us¢, Accordingly, whenever mail is received at that box, 
the Central Coauiitce will immediately know who has sent 
it and there will be no delay in its delivery. In addition, 
Wostovets provided asother address which was as follovs: 

Lutourist 
Fost Gifice 606 
Hoscow, USSR 

According to Kostovets, this address ean be used for 
personal correspondence and wiil enable members οὐ Party deie~ 
gations from the United States te communicate with family and 
friends. The using of this address will insure delivery in 
the future of such correspondence and ailoy individuals to 
rétain eontact with their families, 



in discussions held im Hoacow, USSR, in December, 
1964, reprosentatives of tho Borth and South American Section, 
tatermational Separtuent, Central Comittee, Communist Party 
of the Soviet Union (CPSU), which included Wikela’ V. Eostevets 
and Alexses ἃ. Grechukhin, tho matter wag raised cons 

" ἃ from the CPJ to further the ὁ edneation of 

interaation;l Belations, USSR Academy ef Science, Mosceu. 
AS a result of those diseugsicas, εἰ tentative promise was 
Eade, if meratt mot involve hingelt £¢ 

cons. to allotting 2600 a year to 
for t three years. With this money, was 
young could continue his efforts tovard. his 

Master's degree at the University of Visconzia. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's 
statement captioned, "MONEY RECEIVED FROM COMMUNIST PARTY OF 
THE SOVIET UNION AS REIMBURSEMENT OF FARES AND EXPENSES FOR 
COMMUNIST PARTY, USA PARTY DELEGATION, NOVEMBER, 1964, AND 
EXPENSES FOR CARE OF ESTHER FOSTER." 

The information appearing in the enclosed 
informant's statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/31/64, 
1/1 and 1/3/65, to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. 

The Chicago Office will disseminate, with the 
proper cautionary statements, any pertinent information. 
appearing in enclosed informant's statement. 
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During the latter part of Bacexnher, 964, in 
meetings with representotives of the Korth and South 
Azoerican Section, International Department, Central 
Comittee, Communist Party of the Geviet Gnion (CFSy), 
which included Hikolai Ὁ, Dostovets, Bead of the Bepartuent, 
and an euployoo, Igor MMckhoaolov, a representative of theo 
ΟΡ, USA placed officially with thom ἃ request zor 
roinwursenent to the Party Zor the seat of fareg ond 
expenses paid for a delognatien of CP, USA mosbers to Lescoy, 
for the Novenker 7th celebration. Tho identities of tho 
individuals for when this cinin for transportation and 
cazponse was submitted is op folilava: 
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Burt Helsod sss Ἢ] 
Waliiem Lb. THON 

49 ὃ rosult of the submiesion of the above clnain 
and roguiting discussions, fgor Michaelev on Decenber 27, 
1934, turned over to the representative of the ΟἿ, USA, the 
sus of 39,052.30 in United tates currencica. At the tice, 
Hichnelov noted that this sun covers all cutotanding 
obligetions of the CPSU to the αὖ, USA. 

Set forth below in ea linting of the pertinent data 
which appearcd on tho abeve moted 93,092.00 in United Staten 
currency? 
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St tlie πρῶ tine that απ πέρ Ἐπ over to 
this CP, iA repteneutative the above money, he turned over 
Sa auditiodal sun totaling $4,000 in Usited Statea currency. 
‘hig money was being provided by the COST] ta the GP, USA as 
the cost £2 the Smerican Perty fos the continaiag εξ ρα 
end eave OF hethexr Poster, wife of former deresged πε σα, 
ce, Hol, The CEST had bean treviciely infosced That Foster 
PER ON WOOTEneO To αὶ mwirsadi hone in Chicnga. When sptiar 
oyailable the above noted £3,063 fuy Foster's nalotenaaca, 
Sichselov advised taat the Ce, SU has agreed that for as 
Fens pe Soster Liven, they «woundd previce op te 63,000 ger 
year Zor ger ochre. 

Set forth below is vn listing of the pertinent cate 
Which syvearec on the ahove voted °7,000: 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for New York one copy of a letterhead 
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memorandum entitled, "Discussion by Representatives of the 
Leadership of the Socialist Unity Party of Germany on th 
Matter of German Relations and International Affairs, 

December, 1964," 

The information appearing in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/8/65 to SAs WALTER 
A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified "FOP 
SECRET since it contains information furnished by CG 5824-S*, 
a very highly placed source furnishing information on the 
highest level concerning the international communist movement. 
Unauthorized disclosure of the information contained therein 
would, by its nature, tend to identify CG 5824-5* as the source, 
thereby jeopardizing the security of this source and thus 
adversely affecting the national interest. 

The discussions referred to in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum ocgurred during a meting with the leadership 
of the SUPG in Befbin, East Germany , on 12/19/64. This meeting 
vas 5 arranged | Soe θα 24-S* in order that he could take up | 
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1 CG 134-46 Sub B 

whatever other Party matters he had with representatives of 
the SUPG and he was furnished with this briefing in order 
that he could pass on to the CP, USA this information. 
No other American representative was present at this meeting 
and at the present time the facts set forth herein are only 
known to GUS HALL, whom source briefed on 1/3/65. 

In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at Washington, Ὁ. C. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Ἵ Washington, D. C. 
File No. 

January 12, 1965 

TOP-SECRET 

DISCUSSION BY REPRESENTATIVES OF THE LEADERSHIP 
OF THE SOCIALIST UNITY PARTY OF GERMANY ON THE 
MATTER OF GERMAN RELATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL 
AFFAIRS, DECEMBER, 1964 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early January, 1965, advised as follows: 

was held in Berlin, German Democratic Republic (GDR) , at which 
time discussions took place on matters pertaining to German 
relations and international affairs. Present at the time and 
participating in the discussions were _Comrade Herman xen, 
a memher of the Central Committee and Politburo of, the, 
Socialist.Unity_Party..of Germany , (SUPG) and the ie Editor~in- 
Chief of "Neues Deutschland," the official organ of 
Central Committee, SUPG; Comrade (first name unknown y \Gegedl 
i iehagen, 2. a SUPG..leader: and, Comrade (first. name unknown) 

ΜΙ During the latter part of December, 1964, a meeting 

Rehagen, a SURG leader and member of its Ideological “Depart 
ment. Axen led off the discussion and the essence of his 

remarks is as follows: 

Greetings from the Central Committee of the SUPG. 
— 

First of all, on the question of the political 
situation in the world and particularly about our relations 
with West Germany and the United States. 

The Multilateral Nuclear Force (MNF) being proposed 
by the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) is a horrible 
thing, We know that at the last meeting of NATO, Georges 
Pompidou, Premier of France, addressed the group and warned 
NATO by quoting President Charles DeGaulle as saying, "That 
if you insist on MNF, you will never unite Germany, it will 
forever remain divided." If this MNF idea is accepted, 
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DISCUSSION BY REPRESENTATIVES OF THE TOPR-SECRET 
LEADERSHIP OF THE SUPG ON THE MATTER 
OF GERMAN RELATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL 
AFFAIRS, DECEMBER, 1964 

this would lead to war by giving the West German militarists 
a finger on the trigger of a nuclear bomb. Maybe you don't 
know their purpose, As soon as they get the finger on the 
bomb in MNF, they will practice brinkmanship and will make 
John Foster Dulles, the former United States Secretary of 
State, look Tike a piker, 

Why do you think the West Germans want to abolish 
the Statute of Limitations on Nazi war criminals? It is 
because they are getting ready to rearm and want .these former 
Nazis and former generals back. This new law which they are 
trying to put over is no accident and is related to the 
rearmament of West Germany. If it is passed, ail of those 
ex-generals, criminals, and butchers living under new names, 
both in Germany and all over the world, will crawl out of the 
woodwork and once again come out in the open. 

There is a struggle today in the Western Alliance 
on the question of East-West trade. Many do not fall for 
the West German line of don't trade with the East. DeGaulie, 
for one, is in favor of expanding this trade, and he knows 
that West Germany is only shouting because it wants this trade 
for themselves. The British are doing the same thing and are 
now even going beyond the arguments and are preparing treaties. 
Only the United States is being fooled. Don't they know that 
we are doing half a billion dollar trade a year with West 
Germany and that they don't want anyone else to get it? On 
this expansion of trade, the allies are getting wise to the 
German monopolists. 

1965 marks the 800th Anniversary of the Leipzig 
Fair. We are planning a big fair and already have received 
nany commitments, both from firms and countries. This is 
proof that the plans to isolate the GDR have failed because 
more importers and exporters are coming to the fair in 1965 
than ever before, 

Now, on the question of the East German and West 
German political situation. For us the German question is 
nost important and the biggest problem is revengism. The 
real head of the most important Party, the Christian Democratic 
Union, in West Germany is Dr. Konrad Adenauer. He has grouped 
around him leading Nazis and the most brutal revenge seekers 
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DISCUSSION BY REPRESENTATIVES OF THE 
LEADERSHIP OF THE SUPG ON THE MATTER 
OF GERMAN RELATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL 
AFFAIRS, DECEMBER, 1964 

who would not hesitate to start another World War. This is 
the group pushing for the law dealing with the Statute of 
Limitations before the Bundestag, the Federal Republic of 
Germany's Parliament. Ironically, May 20th is the anniversary 
of the end of Worid War II and this is the day they want to 
pass the law which will invoke a Statute of Limitations on 
war criminals. Do American World War veterans, especially 
those who fought in Europe, ever give thought to the fact that 
the Germans who were their enemies and were shooting at then 
and who committed the tortures are going to go scot-free? 
Perhaps it is easy for them to forget since the United States 
escaped the ravages of war, Maybe as a nation and as a people 
they cannot remember the havoc and casualties, as their's 
were insignificant. However, in the next war lots of people 
will get hurt, first of all the Germans. The Germans no longer 
have room to maneuver--where can they go? Nor will the United 
States escape during the next war from the bombings and nuclear 
attacks, Distances no longer mean anything. Our Party, I want 
you to know, is fighting against war and a revengist war by 
Germans armed with American weapons. 

Do the American people know that there are no other 
people, except those in Bonn, who would introduce such a lav 
Which would forgive murder and other war crimes? No other 
country has forgiven murder, but this is what they plan to do. 
Already there is a campaign against this law developing among 
the people all over Europe, especially in those countries which 
were invaded by Germany and where there are millions of victims 
of Nazi and fascist crimes. Even in West Germany there is a 
campaign developing against this law. 

Can the question of the recognition of the GDR be 
raised in the United States? It is now being raised in some 
other countries, Perhaps such a campaign for recognition 
in Europe suggesting they take a second look at the GDR might 
get some attention in the United States. Why must the old 

patterns of World War I and the cold war remain forever? 

At this point Axen's remarks were concluded and Comrade 
Geggdl spoke, The essence of Geggdi's remarks is as follows: 
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DISCUSSION BY REPRESENTATIVES OF THE TOP-SECRET 
LEADERSHIP OF THE SUPG ON THE MATTER 
OF GERMAN RELATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL 
AFFAIRS, DECEMBER, 1964 

Greetings from Comrade Ulbricht, Comrade Florin, and 
other members of our Central Committee. 

Revengism and anti-communism are deep-seated in West 
Germany. This goes back a few generations, and I am sorry to 
Say that such influences even penetrate the rank of the working 
class also, 

The Social Democratic Party, headed by Willy Brandt, 
in West Germany is steeped in chauvinism and revengism. At the 
Social Democratic Party Congress of last November they hung up 
a big map of Germany which contained all of the frontiers of 
1937. Under the map they had the following words inscribed: 
"This is our heritage, this is our task." What did this 
indicate? This indicated they seek restoration of these 
boundaries. 

. Today, the West German monopolists, with the help 
of United States imperialism, have become very strong and 
prosperous. In the GDR you hear the boast everyday, "Who lost 
the war, not ὅθ. Even the United States wants our money and 
wants to sell us armaments. Yes, the English and the French 
are even borrowing from us. Yes, we poor Germans lost the war!" 
This great power, chauvinism or revengism, is very dangerous 
and could lead the world to another catastrophe. 

Today, there are sharp contradictions between the 
capitalist portion and the socialist portion of Germany. Up 
until three years ago there was not a barrier between these 
two factions and ali one had to do was walk across the street. 
However, since I do not want to be one~sided, I will say that 
among the trade unionists and masses of people in West Germany, 
there are millions of people against nuclear war. However, 
because of a weak class consciousness on their part, there is 
still a lot of revengism which often overwhelms the class feeling 
of the Germans, 

At the moment, the biggest task of the Central Committee, 
SUPG, is to unmask the secret preparations for war in the Federal 
Republic of Germany. We also have the task of showing the West 
German working class the class roots of revengism. 
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DISCUSSION BY REPRESENTATIVES OF THE TOR SECRET 
LEADERSHIP OF THE SUPG ON THE MATTER 
OF GERMAN RELATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL 
AFFATRS, DECEMBER, 1964 

At this point, let me describe revengism again 
and see if I can make it clear. In West Germany today 
this means "Correct the outcome of World War II and restore 
the old leaders." In essence, this means nuclear war. 

On August 13, 1961, we put up our boundary which 
you may, if you please, call the "wall." This was our 
reaction to the open forms of aggression, The West German 
monopolists, with the help of their American counterparts, 
charged we wanted to sell out to the USSR. Of course, this 
is not so. Now this line has failed. The West Germans 
then tried economic pressures, but this failed also and they 
are, beginning to realize that it will not work. We answered 
this infiltration of our ideology. We did not isolate 
ourselves but instead answered these revengists aggressively. 
We answered we will keep out the jack boot of the storm 
troopers as well as the soft shoe of subversion. They do not 
"recognize" us and, according to them, we do not exist. But 
Since we put up our boundary on August 13, 1961, we have 
proved that we do exist and more; that is, we coexist with 
then, 

We are making progress in the GDR and the people 
in West Germany are now demanding a liberalization of the Bonn 
regime. You undoubtedly know that the people in West Germany 
forced the removal of notorious Nazis such as (first name 
unknown) Krueger and others. 

In the GDR we are proud to say that there is little 
nationalism, no revengism or racism, 

This concluded the remarks of Geggdl, and he was 
followed by Comrade Rehagen. The essence of Rehagen's remarks 
is as follows: 

The West Germans have been hiding the truth from 
ther people since 1945, we can say, about the existence of 
fascism, militarism, etc. They even have been hiding the 
truth of these things even before World War ΤΊ. They have 
eliminated reference to this from their history books; they 
do not talk about it at all and they raise their youth in 
ignorance, 
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DISCUSSION BY REPRESENTATIVES OF THE TOP-SECRET 
LEADERSHIP OF THE SUPG ON THE MATTER 
OF GERMAN RELATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL 
AFFAIRS, DECEMBER, 1964 _ 

In West Germany there are two secret Ministries, 
the Refugee Ministry and Ministry of All German Question. 
The cost for the operation of these Ministries is covered 
in the budget of the West German Government. What are the 
aims of these Ministries? First of all, it is to spearhead 
the destruction of the GDR; next, they want part of the 
territory now belonging to Poland; thirdly, they want 
sections belonging to the Soviet Union; and last, they want 
parts of Czechoslovakia. We know what they are talking about 
in these Ministries, as they plot the war of revengism. Who 

are the people who run these Ministries? They are from the 
German trusts and represent 1, G. Farben, Krupp, and Seemes. 

On the proposed law dealing with the Statute of 
Limitations on war crimes. ‘This is not yet a law, but there 
is a good possibility that it will be made into law. Its 
enactment means that criminals and mass murderers, like 
(first name unknown) Boermann, Hitler's deputy,who is in 
hiding, can reappear in public and go scot-free. We are 
fighting against this law and insist there is no time Limit 
on murder. If the American people also protest this law, it 
might help in the unmasking of the fascists in West Germany. 
As you know, many thousands of fascists and SS criminals 
live underground in West Germany and abroad. They will come 
out in the cpen when this law is passed. 

What do we do with our former fascists and Nazis 
in the@R? We make a determination between Nazi leaders and 
the rank and file. We are not too blind to know that all were 
Somewhat or a bit Nazi. We say, let the past be the past and 
if you are now for peace and freedom, it is all right with 
us and you can lead anormal life. But if we find a leader 
who was a criminal or murderer, this is a different story. We 
do not give such people positions in the Cabinet or in the 
military--we lock them up or execute them, 

some time in March there is going to be an international 
conference somewhere in a Western country for protesting against 
this new law dealing with the Statute of Limitations on war 
crimes in West Germany, There will be representatives from 



DISCUSSION BY REPRESENTATIVES OF THE ‘TOP-SECRET 
LEADERSHIP OF THE SUPG ON THE MATTER 
OF GERMAN RELATIONS AND INTERNATIONAL 
AFFAIRS, DECEMBER, 1964 

every part of the globe at this conference and they will 
demand that this law not be adopted as it is contrary to 
a clause of the United Nations. 

In the GDR we have a multi-~Party coalition. 
There is an economic basis for such coalitions. Some of 
these Parties operate auxiliary enterprises that cooperate 
with industries that operate for the state. There are 
also private entrepreneurs. For example, there has been 
now for years a private entrepreneur who has been building 
metal parts for our ships. He has done a wonderful job 
and continues to do so and no one interferes with him, 

The SUPG does not camouflage its cooperation 
with other political parties in the GDR. For example,. 
there is the Christian Democratic Union, a Protestant 
political organization. Dr. Lothar Bolz, Deputy Chairman, 
Foreign Affairs, GDR, is from the Christian Democratic 
Union, The head of the Ministry of Health in the GDR is 
from the small owners party which represents small property 
owners. .There are also independent parties like the Peasant 
Party which represents the people in the rural areas, All 
of these different parties, in our opinion, have a genuine 
function, However,while we do cooperate with these other 
parties, we, as communists, do not give up ourbasic aims. 

Presently, we are carrying on a bigger trade with 
West Germany because the socialist countries have not been 
able to live up to agreements to supply certain things con- 
tracted for, 

In the GDR, our socialist agriculture has made 
tremendous progress during the Last three to four years... The 
weather has been favorable and this did help. But there 
were other factors that helped this progress. 

Why has the GDR had economic difficulties in the 
past? Here, you must remember that people in the past, when 
they thought of Germany, always considered it as one big 
Ruhr. They forgot that some sections of Germany were backward 
and underdeveloped, Much of the GDR is made up of such under- 
developed and backward agricultural areas. Therefore, in some 
areas we had to start from scratch, particularly in agriculture 
and to an extent in industry. This is why our progress up to 

now has been so significant. 
-7- FOP-SECEEY 
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As to the shortages in skilled labor, we are 
hundreds of thousands of workers short. Even with the 
rising crop of new scientists and the like, we will in the 
next few years be 350,000 workers short unless we can speed 
it up with automation. This we are trying to do as fast 
as is humanly possible. 

Here ended the remarks of Rehagen. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 

of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 

- 8 - TOP-SECRET 
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Purpose: 

To recommend furnishing to the White' House information 
received by NY 694-S* from Gus Hall, General Secretary, Communist 
Party, USA (CPUSA), relative to the Soviets' appraisa of President 
Johnson, :. ( 

ι τ ὅλα Agdie 
Background: Russie. - ἡ vie 

Χ On 12/18/64 Gus Hall met with Soviet Foreign Minister 
Andre omyko at the headquarters of the Soviet MiSsion to the 
United Wations in j City. On 12/21/64 Hall :told NY 694-S* 
that his meeting with/Gromyko has been a“complete waste of times; 
inasmuch as he had conferred with Gromyko without an interpreter 
and Hall believed that Gromyko did not understand much of what Hall 
had said. However, on 12/30/64, Hall told NY 694-S* that although 
Gromyko had said nothing startling, Hall recalled that Gromyko nad /} 
made the following comments concerning President Johnson. “ὦ 

pany, 
λαβὴ 

-- 

The Soviets are not impressed with President Johnson and 
do not expect him to take any important action relative to easing the 

4cold war. President Johnson “does not evaluate or think ahead on 
{important problems" and is totally different from former President 
Kennedy who was very good in making long-range plans. However, 
President Johnson has one thing in his favor and that is his ability 
to "solve, quickly, short-range ee Te, Ay 6 ‘ 

RECOMMENDATION: 35 “ On > 8a δ ) Ke Ζ ————— REG S92 δ 5 = δ 
. That the attached@Nletter comraining Gronfyko's comments 
concerning President Johnson be sent to the Honorable Bill Ὡς. 
Moyers, Special Assistant to the President, the White House. In 
view of the fact that the information pertaining to President 
Johnson is of a personal nature, no additional dissemination is,éi 
contemplated. 4 
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Birector 
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Note: 

Classified "Top Seeret" because unauthorized disclosure 
of the information could reveal the identity of the source, who 
is 61 continuing value, and such revelation could resuit in 
exceptionally grave damage te the Nation, Source is CG 5824~s* 
who is referred to as "sources" in order to further protect the 
identity of this valuable informant. 
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FROM Mr. Ἐς d. Baumgardner f “Ee 1 - Mr. Sullivan Holmes 

a> 1 - Mr. Baumgardner ᾿ 
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SUBJECT: Con tp ce” 
poo τ SECURITY -- COMMUNIST PIS 

My memorandum of 12/8/64 set son ΔῊ detail receipts and 
disbursements of funds from the Soviet Union and Red China during 
November, 1964. No funds were received during December, 1964. The... 
following schedule shows the present status of these funds togethexy 
with the disbursements for December, 1964: 

SUMMARY: er 2 ON Une 

Total recéived: from Soviet Union 9/58 to 12/31/64. 000000..$2, 373 991.00 
Total received.from Red China 2/60 to 12/31/64. .ccccseceeee 0 
Grand total received 9/58 to 12/31/64 decccereseseensenerecs 2 a39 991.00 

sbursements to L2/31/B4cccccnnccevecssearesevcener 1,816,626. 11 

Balance Of _Fund 12/31/64. cccccccccccccssccescesesccees 613,364. 89% 

¥$558,595,00 maintained by NY 694-S* in New York City. Ge 
$ 54, 769.6 89 maintained by CG 5824-$* in Chicago. 

DETAILS: 

Total received from Soviet Union 9/58 to 11/30/64. .0000000$2,379,991.00 
Total received from Red China 2/60 to 11/30/64. cccccccceee 50,,000,,00 

Grand total received 9/58 to 11/30/64. sessessscoceeccsesee 23429,991.,00 
Total disbursements to 11/30/64. ccccessacnccseanvesosseces 103 758,626,121 

Balance of Fund 11/30/64. ccvccescenaveccnccceccasesend 671, 364. 89 

Receipts during December , L9G evenecascensensacesensevecer 

DISBURSEMENTS DURING DECEMBER, 1964: 
tra rrr lira ef πὸ 

12/10/64 - To Lena Scherer, CPUSA Reserve Fund official for 
CPUSA National Office expenses and payroll.ewese$ 22,000.00 

12/14/64 ~ To Gus Hall, CPUSA General Secretary, for 
political and election campaign ῬΌΧΡΟΒΘΒΟ eeeeees εὖ 000,00 

12/30/64 - To Gus Hall for: politica OXPENSCSsesseccecesee’ ἢ 10, 000,00 
ἊΣ Political DOA ROOT 8, 000.00 

nee ν δ oe ἰ ὉΠ} τ Θ it ay RAB οὐκ τ 
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12/31/64 - To Lena Scherer for CPUSA National Office 
EXPENSES. secre enesareveceseneesecevessvesevesed 8,000.00 

TOTAL DISBURSEMENTS = DECEMBER, L964. cece ccc cere vecensveres 58,000.00 

BALANCE OF FUND - 12/31/64 ecccccscccescasccacsencctncscesee 613,364.89 

ACTION: 

None, This memorandum is submitted for your information, 
An up-to-date accounting of Solo funds will be brought to your attention 
each month. Details of the accounting of these funds are not to be 
disseminated. 

ihe v aA 
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Dear Mr. Hetone: 

Material contained in the @iclosed memorandum, 
captioned "Status of the Editerial Commission Meeting 
Scheduled to be Held in Moscow, Russia, to Prepare for a 
World-Wide Meeting of Communiat Parties," was supphied by 
soueces which have furnished reliable information in the ti 
DPaRE a 

wad .2 

WOOW ONIGVSH 0.934 The enclosed manoratidum sets forth the plane and 
strategy of the Sdvieta in connection with the meeting of 
the Editorial Commission currently scheduled to take place 
in Moscow, Russia, on March 1, 1965. 

᾿ Because of thé sensitive nature of our sources, 
this communication and its enclosure are classified ΘΚ 
geeret.” This information is bélug furnished to other © 
interested officials of the Government. 

Sincerely yours, 
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Honorable John A. McCone 

NOTE: | 
Classified "Fep-Seeret" because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation could 
résult in exceptionally graye damage ἐσ the Nation. CG 5824=8* 
referred t6 as “sources” in order to further protect the identity 
of this valuable source. Se NY¥airtel 1/5/65 and memorandum, 
Mr. Baunigardner to Mr. Sullivan, 1A3/65, both captioned "Solo, 
is ~ ¢.* 
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- - Mr. Baumgardner 
SUBJECT: ᾿ so10> Mr . Shaw ἢ» 

““TRTERNAL SECURITY -- COMMUNIST 2} 

While in the Soviet Union on Solo Mission 17 during 12/64, 
CG 5824-S* conferred with several officials of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union (CPSU), who made the following comments relative to 
the status of the Editorial Commission meeting scheduled to be held 
in Moscow, Russia, 6n 3/1/65 to prepare for a world-wide meeting of 
communist parties (CPs). 

Trotter 
- Mr. Branigan Tele. Room 

fet bt bt μ" 

It is almost certain that the Editorial Commission meeting 
which had been rescheduled from 12/15/64, will be held on 3/1/65. The 
decision to postpone the meeting followed a favorable response from , 
over fifty CPs throughout the world which agreed to the postponement , 
but informed the CPSU that this must be the last postponement. 

The time now intervening before the scheduled 3/1/65 meeting 
will be used by the CPSU to convince the various CPs that the CPSU will 
not surrender any of its principles. The CPSU will also seek to con~ 
vince those CPs which are hesitant concerning attendance at the Editorial 
Commission meeting to change their positions and attend, 

As of late 12/64, 17 of the 26 CPs invited by the CPSU to 
attend the Editorial Commission meeting have accepted the invitation, 
However, the CPs of China, Albania, Japan, Korea, Indonesia, Rumania 
and Vietnam have refused to participate. In addition, the CPs of 
Great Britain and Italy have not responded to the invitation, However, 
the CPSU is confident that these two CPs will be present when the 
meeting convenes, 

Sd fr 

. The CPSU is currently carrying on bilateral discussions 
with the Rumanians in an effort to convince them that they should 
participate in the meeting, The Rumanians, although not in total 
agreement with the Chinese position, feel that it is impossible to 
hold any kind of international meeting without the participation of 
the Chinese and the absence of the Chinese from such a meeting would 
show the world that there is a Rye" in the international communist 
movement, a ν τ Ὁ ἰδ é2 φ» μ᾿" χε [ 
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100—428091, 

: The CPSU has circulated a letter to the various CPs pointing 
out that the Editorial Commission meeting has not been called for the 
purpose of excommunicating any Party, but rather to take note of 
changes in the world situation so that a determination can be made 
as to how these changes "can outlive the general tasks of the communist 
movement, 

in preparation for the Editorial Commission meeting, Soviet 
theoreticians are preparing documents which will be presented at the 
meeting. All CPs will receive copies of these documents and may offer 
their amendments. 

The first session of the Editorial Commission meeting will 
not attempt to deal with substantive questions. The general aim will 
be first to decide what matters should be the subject of the discussion 
and identification will be made of those items on which agreement can 
be reached, 

OBSERVATIONS : 

There has been considerable speculation throughout the 
world as to the status of the Editorial Commission meeting and the 
information obtained by CG 5824—-S* concerning this matter should be 
of considerable interest to officials of our Government, 

ACTION: 

Attached for approval are appropriate letters to the 
White House, the Secretary of State, Director McCone of Central 
Intelligence Agency and the Acting Attorney General. 
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Caries ΠΑΡ ΘῈ Rodriquez, a winkatex du the Government 
of Cubs and ἃ, member of the Dixettorate of the United Party of 
the Socialiat Revolution CPURS), wan in Moscow, Russian, in 
Decenber, 1964. While there ne wade = nucher/of comments, the 
egcence δὲ which werg ag follows: 

The economic aktuation in. Cabo ig “"rourh" but νει σαν 
dmproving and the government is slowly getting the econgnuy πῦον 
control. More enphasia is being placed on the teaching"? Zoci: 
ist discipline and the workers are Learning. prospects Forng 
larger and better suger crop in 1965 ore excellent. 1: z 

Efficiency has been developed in the queban? ea fauting 
Of suge: cane to the ΤΕ, The introduction of a ἐς 5] 
gutting machine developed by the Soviet: Union wiil nea sf ooat τρις. 
able heip in this regard. 

. Since Cuba 185 a smakE nation, it must be alert at whl 
4 tines. ee & big power Onn negotiate and Oo 93 bo awe so] 

5 [7 Guba could not sign the ‘test ban necileateath® 
hundred per cent guarantee from all the big powers, τρλουῦε, ay ? 
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Director 
Bureau of intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

the Directorate of the PURS, is under arrest as 2 spy. The “olde 
time Party people hope and believe the eclreumstantial evidence 
being used againet hin is untrue, but believe it will be difficult 
to overcome. They beileve that Lf the case against Ordoqud stands 
up ΣῈ will xeflect upon all the o1d commimists in Cube. 

. There is a belief that sone of the young original people 
who Were with Fidei. Castro in the duly 26th Movement vere 
vesponsibie for the Ordoqui affair since these young people uge 
their imagination arid take satisfaction in such tragedy. There is 
glso ἃ belief that this whole matter is a “franc-up" by thece young 
people to déstroy the oid suard Party seopke who, to comes extent, 
still hold Fidel Castro in check. 

Rodriquez gave indications that he was worrled about his 
own fubure and the overeall effects which could result from this 

Phe above information was supplied by a source which 
hag furnished relinbie information in the past. Bectansé of the 
sensitive nature of our source, we have classified this communica« 
tion ‘Tep-Searet," 

1 - Bivector ΒΥ LIAISON 
Cantral Intelligenta Agency 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 

NOTE: 
Classified "Toap-Seeret" since unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source, who 
is. of continuing value, and such revelation could resuit in 
exceptionally grave daniage to the Nation. Source is CG 5824-9* 
who obtained this data while on Solo Mission 17. See CGairtel 
1/5/65 captioned "Solo, IS ~ Cc." 
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| The encloséd memorandum, ¢aptioned “Soviet Attitude 
Regarding Relations Betwaen the Untied States and the 
People's Republic of Ching," sets forth the comments of 

Honovable Dean Rusk 
The Secretary of State ΠΝ 

Mikhail Suslov, a membéi of the Presidium and the Secretartat® = 
Central Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union, 3 Ξ 
concerning this matter. ὦ =. 

my 

Because of the senaitive nature of oux sources, DIZ & 
which have supplied reliable information in the past, this, ,= Ὁ 
communication and its enclosure are classified “Fon Secret." S om 
This information is being furnished ta other interested 5 = 
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Honorable Dean Rusk 

NOTE: 
Classified "Tep-Sesret" because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source . 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation could 
result in exceptionally srayé damage to the Nation. CG 5824~S* 
referred to as “sources in order to further protect the identity 
of this valuable source. See CGairtel 1/6/65 and memorandum 
itr, Baumgardner to Ur. Sullivan, 1/13/65, both captioned ‘Solo, 
ms =~ Ὁ," 
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BY LIAISON 

1 — Mr. Belmont 
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i - Mr, Baumgardner 
y The waite House 
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Dear Hr, Hoyers: 

Moatorial contained in the enclosed monorandun, 
captioned "Status of the Editorial Commission Meeting 
Acheduled to be Held in Moscow, Rusgia, to Prepare for a [| 
World-Wide Meeting of Communist Parties," was supplied by 
sources which have furnished reliable information in the 2 ς Ἢ 
past. This material is being brought to your attention | Ss 2 
as ἃ matter of possible interest to the Presidént. pnd ς -Ξ μι 

" me : 

The enclosed memorandum sets forth the plans andgg > -- 
atratesy of the Soviets in connection with the meeting of = 9 
the Editorial Commission currently schéduied to take placeFia oy 
in Moscow, Bussia, on Maych 1, 1965, = 

oe ed 

Becausé of the sensitive nature of our sources, 
this communication and its enclosuye are classified "Top ΙΑ 
Secret." This information is being fuynished to the x 

“2 
Acting Attorney General and other interested officials 
of the Governnent. 
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Honorable Bill D. Moyers 

NOTE: 
. Classified “Top-Searee" because unauthorized disciosure 

of this information cofld reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of contimiing value and such revelation could 
result in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation, CG 5824-S* 
referred to as "sources" in order to further protect the identity 
of this valuable source, See N¥airtel, 1/3/65 and memorandum, 
Mr Baumgardner to Mr. Sullivan, 1/2V65, both captioned "Solo, 
I =~ ὦ. " 
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INTERNAL SECURITY -- COMMUNIST 

PURPOSE: ΧΩ 
To recommend that information obtained by CG 5824--5 

concerning efforts by the Communist Party, USA (CPUSA), to 
mobilize all communist parties of the world in a broad campaign 
against the enforcement of the McCarran Act be disseminated to 
the White House, Secretary of State Rusk, Director of Central 
Intelligence Agency McCone and the Acting Attorney General. 

BACKGROUND: 

You will recall that during December, 1964, the Department 
of Justice announced that it planned to proceed with the prosecu- 
tion of the CPUSA under the provisions of the Internal security Act 

As a result, the 
CPUSA is endeavoring to mobilize all communist parties in a broad 
Campaign against the enforcement of the McCarran Act, 

CG 5824-S*, while in the Soviet Union on his recent Solo 
mission, conferred with officials of the Communist Party of the _ 
Soviet Union (CPSU), as well as with officials of other traternai! // 
parties who were visiting in the Soviet Union, relative to the , 
CPUSA's campaign against the McCarran Act. CG 5824~$*, at the \- 
instructions of the CPUSA, told these officials that the CPUSA 
hopes that as a result of this campaign against the McCarran Act, 
the White House, Department of Justice and United States embassies 
will be deluged with telegrams, petitions and delegations making 
charges concerning the alleged injustice of the McCarran Act. 

On 12/27/64 the Presidium, Central Committee, CPSU, met 
and voted to conduct a broad campaign against the McCarran Act in 
solidarity with the CPUSA. The Soviets find it difficult to under- 
stand the action of the United States Government in initiating 
prosecutive action against the CPUSA in light of the alleged defeat 
of the "political right." Some Soviet officials e essed the,; καρ γὰ 
00 ᾿ soi ᾿ ἐ B02 RN a HS | Ὀ 100-428091 ABLE REC. 16 
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Memorandum to Mr. Sullivan 
Re: SOLO 

100-428091 

opinion that it is possible that the United States is planning a 
war and may be trying to “strike the first blow" against the 
communists. The CPSU will send a circular letter to other 
communist parties apprising them of the campaign of the CPUSA 
against the McCarran Act and expects that these other communist 
parties will institute a similar campaign, 

Officials of the CPs of Uruguay, Chile and Colombia have 
promised the CPUSA that they will participate in the campaign 
against the McCarran Act in their countries. In this connection, 
Rodney Arismendi, a functionary of the CP of Uruguay, promised 
that demonstrations would be conducted in Uruguay in front of 
"United States institutions” and in factories "controlled by 
United States money." 

RECOMMENDATT ON: 

Attached for approval are appropriate letters to the 
White House, Secretary of State Rusk, Director of Central 
Intelligence Agency McCone and the Acting Attorney General. 
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Date: January 13, 1965 (ὅς...) 

To: Director Wa 
Bureau of Intelligence and Regearch 
Departaent of State \ (5 5 f 

΄ - 
From: John Edgar Hoover, Director , 4 ΔΑ 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY OF ITALY ὶ hi! ae dh 
THTERNAL, SECURITY = ITALY ke he 

A. Sobolev, Acting Editor-in-Chief of the 
World Marxist Review," official theoretical organ of the 
world communist movement, and highest ranking member oF the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) on the staff 
recently made the foliowing comments concerning the attitude 
aft the CPSU regarding the Communist Party (CP) of Italy: 

᾿ One of these days there wild be 2 “big explosica" μ 
in the CP of Italy and “it wii be torn asunder,“ There 7 
are ἃ muber of groups in the CP of Xialy and it is being 
kept together because these factions are making compromises. 
There is a right wing group Jed by Giorgio Amendolia, which 
has a aiade of “reformism" in it. Another step or two in 
that direction and this group will no longer be communist. 
There is another group Jed by Pletre Ingrac who is ciose ta 
Amendolla but not completely aligned with him. There is a 
third group which works within the Party but foliowa a 
dogmatic position, Then there is the group ied by Luigi Longo, 
General Secretary of the CP of Italy. This group is in “the 
middied".1 follows Leninist forms of organization: tut takes 
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Ti j2 ἡ ὅλα big danger within the CP of\i}aiy [38 the 
demand Zor j τ, not only in regard to the international 

, Suxrents but Riso in regard to regional autonomy, Regional 
P organizations in the north of Italy are demanding” the tight 
to decide and da things for themselves, a S JAN 18 1965 Val 
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Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 

Α big factional struggie and split are expected 
in the GP of Italy. While the iste Painiro Togiiatti 
was considered a forenost leader of the communist movement 
his "Memorandum" will be instrumental in helping to break 
up the world communist movement. 

The above information was supplied by sources which 
have furnished reliable information in the past, Because of 
the sensitive nature of our sources, We have classified this, 
communication “Top-Secret.' 

1 = Director BY LIAISON 
Central Inteliigence Agency 06 

76 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plan 

NOTE: 

Classified "“Fep-Secret" since unauthorized disclosure 
of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing value, and such revelation 
could resuit in exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. 
CG 5824-8* is referred to as “sources" in order to further protect 
the identity of this valuable source,. Data obtained while 
CG i is -¢ was on Solo Mission 17, See CGairtel 1/6/65 captioned 
"Solo, IS ~ € 
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vs ~ Mr. Sullivan 

Honorable John A, McGone τὰ i τ θά σον cardner 
Director ee ),3. - Kr, Reddy 
Central Intelligence Agency 7 ̓ Mr, Shaw 

«0: 2: 
Washington, D. Ὁ, 

Dear Mr, McCone: 

Material contained in the enclosed memorandun, 
captioned "Mobilization of Communist Parties of the World 
for a Campaign Against the McCarran Act," was supplied by 
sources which have furnished reliable information in the Sf 
ῬΈΕΙ, ὁ 

The enclosed memovandum pertains to efforts by the 
Communist Party, USA, to mobilize 33 communist parties of 
the world against the enforcement by the United States 
Government of the Internal Security Act of 1950, which AS mn κα 
also known as the McCarran Act. 3 = 

Π ae) 

Because Of the sensitive native of our sources, “Tl » 
this communication and its enclosure are classified “fon. coe Ὁ 

." This information ia being furnished to other μη = 
interested officials of the Government, = “ἜΣ 

J he 

Sincerely yours, ἘΞ 3 
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Honorable John A. McCone 

NOTE; 
.  €lassified “Pep-Seeret" because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing vaiue and such revelation could 
result in exceptionally graye damage to the Nation, CG 5824-S* 
referred to as "sources" in order to further protect the identity 
of this valuable source. SeeWWaintel 1/4/65 and memorandun, 
uy, Baumgardner to Mr. Suilivan, 1/12/65, both captioned "Solo, 
Is ~ οὖ ᾿ 
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Date: January 23, 2888: Ὁ τ Ἀεὶ famnall 
- 1... Liaison To: Director : 

Bureau of Intelligence and Research i - Hr. Broyles 
Department of State “΄ 

FLOM John Edgar Hoover, Director \ ue 7 | yo 

Subject: COMMUNIST PARTY OF CHILE 11 ΟΝ ied 
INTRANAL SECURITY ~ CHILE [i ieee 

The following information was eupplied. ΘΒ 
which have furnished reliable information man the πότῳ 

Following the removal of Nikita 5. Khrushchev from 
his posltions of igadership in the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPS0) and the Soviet Government in October, 
1964, 9 Corvalan, General Secretary of the Communist 
Party of Chile, ixaveind to the Sovlet Union to receive az 
firsthand briefing from the CPSU leaders on this develop~« 
ment, Cotvallan was raceived by CPSY Jeadera who furniched 
him the sawe explanations for Ehrvushches's rempval asx piven 
to xepresetitatives Gf other parties. 

~ Adtex sharp diucussion and αὶ storey senglon 
Corvalan- Petuged io accept ‘the explanations fo for Khrushchev’ 2 

L 
OX — 

x. 
ca 
Lo 

nr 

yvemoval. given by the ΟΡΒΙ͂Σ, Subsequent Ay, Corvaian did not 
Join. a delegation of Latin«Asgetican iat Leaders which 
traveled £6 Morcow, Russia, in Decenber, 1964. Another mem 
berot the Lender ship of the Comumist Party of Chile was 
degtenated by Corvalan to vepresent the Communist Part of 
Chile in this delegation aince Corvaian did not desire “Thr 53 
return to Moscow. | REC- 16 ΚΣ "ἢ yaa TE: 2985 
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Director 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Departmént of State 

NOTE: 
Classified “Tep—Secexet* because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of this source, who 
‘is of continuing value, and such revelation could result in 
exceptionally graye damage to the Nation. Source is CG 5824-s* 
who is referred to as "sources" in order to further protect the 
identity of this valuable informant. 
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; ee, I. 1+ Mr, Wannail Date: Jamiary 13, 1965 1 = Liaison 

Burentt of Intelligence and Resarch 
Bepartment of State. \ 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director 

Subject: CARLOS RAFAEL RODRIQUEZ 
FHTEBNAL SECURITY ~ CUBA 

Varios Rafael Rodriquez, a member of the Biractorate 
of the United Party of the Socialist Revolution and a minteter 
of the Cuban Government, recently stated that during the past | 
several years theré heve been two atteupts made to assassinate Z 
hin. Both of these assasaination attempts took pince in Cuba. . 
On one of these o¢casions he wars wounded in the arm, witle on 2... 
the other occasion he was wounded in the chest. ae has spent 
considerable time recovering frac these wounds and still carries 
netat fragments in bia Tungs and hag dittieulty ἃ manipulating one 
Ὁ 6 hands, 

The above information wae supplied by a source which 
hag furnished reliabie information in the past. Becsuse of the 
sensitive nature of our sources, wo have Siassitiod take anes 

son ree Bag (DL i 4S Vt 
1 Director BY LTATSON ᾿ 46 f 4 A -} 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plang 77 Vey fs S JAN 18 1965 

—| Peer | 

Me NOTE: Classified "Pop—-Seeret" since unauthorized disclosure of 
this information could reveal the identity of the source (CG 5824~S*) 
whe is of continuing value, and such revelation could result in 

Telson____@Xtremée damage to the Nation. CG 5824-S* obtained this data while 
delnont———on Solo Mis 1 17. See CGairtel 1/6/65, Aaptioned "Solo, IS-C." 
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᾿ SU10-406-08 

Ὁ STATES GOV. NT φ 

‘ DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) DATE* 4/8/65 

On January 8, 1965, I personally met with CG 5824-S5* 
under secure conditions to welcome him home from his latest 
Solo mission. We had a most fruitiul briefing and discussion 
and the informant's spirit and attitude toward the Bureau 
continue to be excellent. 

During the course Οὐ our conversation, the informant 
asked me to transmit a Christmas greeting to the Director on 
his part along with the informant's best wishes and regrets 
that he could not convey his sentiments to the Director at an 
earlier date due to circumstances. 

The informant stated that he purchased this card in ΄.. 
Moscow and that he has taken the liberty of expressing his 
sentiments and high esteem to the Director in a personal note 
on this card. 

I personaliy received this card and am forwarding 
it at the earliest possible time. The initials contained 
on this card were placed on the envelope in my presence and 
immediately before he gave the envelope containing the card 
to me, 
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Transmit the following in ! 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

νι. AIRTEL Φ ΦὋἝι᾿ἪὌὋὃ7. REGISTERED MATL 
(Priority) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

.ἷἮΝ 
᾿ ἘΦ FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B). Visa α! 

sono ͵ kh lt 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the πε 
and three copies each and for the New York Office one copy 
each of Letterhead memoranda captioned as follows: ¢ 

1) "Vitaly:G. Korianov, Chief Deputy, ER Ge! τ 
International Department, Central ev. f 
Committee, Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union" 

Ay 
2) "Residence for Visiting Communist φε UZ. 

Party Officiais, Berlin, German 

Democratic Republic" fir -. 
HAs 

3) "Art Shields, 'The Worker' Correspondent, 
Moscow, USSR” 

4) {First Name Unknown) Charif (Phonetic) “ΑΛ tty 
or Shaarif (Phonetic), ‘Problems of ΟΝ 
Peace and Socialism,’ Prague, Czechoslovakia" 

The information appearing in the enclosed letterhead 
memoranda was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/31/64 and 1/3 and 
1/8/65 to SAs WALTER A, BOYLE. and RICHARD W,. HANSEN. 

- awake tuna ly - mers 
Bag i6) one ‘Rec. 34 / OO 230 ἢ... ! £ Ib 

l-Nev York (100-134637) SOE rato), (RD, ., 
1-Chicago 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

enclosed Letterhead memoranda are either 
classified "COSHnEN ps iesr-TSECE ET since they contain 
information furnished by CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed 
source furnishing information on the highest level con~ 
cerning the international communist movement. Unauthorized 
disclosure of the information contained therein would, by 
its nature, tend to identify CG 5824-S* as the source, 
thereby jeopardizing the security of this source and thus 
adversely affecting the national interest. 

The enclosed letterhead memoranda have been shown 
as having been tade at ;ashington, Ὁ, C., in order to pro- 
vide additional security to the source, 
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Φ Φ ᾿ d 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to 

FileNo  ° Washington, D. C. 

January 13, 1965 

ra 
VITALYG, KORIANOV, CHIEF DEPUTY, 

<———TNTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT, “CENTRAL 
_._ COMMTT TEE, COMMUNIST | PARTY ας OF; THE 

SOVIET UNION ἜΗΝ 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during late December, 1964, advised as follows: 

As of December, 1964, Vitaly G. Korianov, Chief 
Deputy to Boris N. Ponomarev, Head of the International 
Department and a member of the Secretariat, Central Committee, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), was not working at 
his job in the International Department, Central Committee 
Building, Moscow, USSR. Reportedly, Korianov was supposed to 
be on vacation; however, there were a number of indications 
that Korianov was very 111 and was on a leave of absence, 
As of December, 1964, both Korianov's office and the tasks 
that this individual normally performed were being taken 
over by (first name unknown) Belikov, another Deputy to 

Ponomarev, 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ, C. 
File Ne, 

January 13, 1965 

cone 
RESIDENCE FOR VISITING COMMUNIST 
PARTY OFFICIALS, BERLIN, GERMAN 
DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in late December, na as follows: 

At the present time thegsocialist Unity Party of 
Germany. (SUPG) is utilizing the Karl Leibnecht House in 

“Berlin, German Democratic Republic (GDR), as a location 
where they house visiting Communist Party (CP) officials 
from other countries. The telephone number for this hotel 
is 42 65 43. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, DBD. C, 
File No. 

January 13, 1965 

aT 
DS, "THE WORKER" 

CORRESPONDENT , MOSCOW, USSR 
a a 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in late December, 1964, advised as follows: 

Arrangements have been made for Art Shields, 
Moscow correspondent for "The Worker," an East Coast 
communist publication, at that individual's request, to 
take a trip to the German Democratic Republic (GDR). 
This trip of Shields will be for a period of approximately 
eight to ten days, but at the request of the Socialist 
Unity Party of Germany (SUPG) would not commence prior to 
January 3, 1965. Shields will personally pay all of the 
expenses connected with this trip to the GDR. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 

of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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DATE O2-G9-20LEe ᾿ 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

cop aaa 

(FIRST NAME UNKNOWN) CHARIF (PHONETIC) OR SHAARIF 
(PHONETIC), "PROBLEMS OF PEACE AND SOCIALISM, 
PRAGUE, CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, DBD. C. 
File No. 

January 13, 1965 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early January, 1965, advised as follows: 

(First name unknown) Charif (phonetic) or Shaarif 
(phonetic) is the individual currently responsible for the 
Translation Department, which consists of 16 individuals, 
at the "Problems of Peace and Socialism," also known as the 
"World Marxist Review," the official theoretical organ of 
the international communist movement, which headquarters 
at Prague, Czechoslovakia. In addition, Charif also serves 
as an assistant to A. Sobolev, Acting Editor~in-Chief of 
the publication, 

Charif is a Russian citizen and a member of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU). He is officially 
Listed as a Georgian but is, in fact, of either Turkish or 
Asian origin, He is approximately 35 to 37 years of age, 
has a dark complexion, is short and slender. He is a capable 
translator and knows many languages among which are Turkish, 
English, Czech, Russian, and Spanish. He has on at least 
four occasions been to the United States where he served as 
official translator for delegations of various natures from 
the USSR. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, it is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 

and for the New York Offic pet 
statement captioned, "PEGGY ENNIS." ie 

The information appearing in the enclosed informant's 
statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/31/64 to SAs WALTER 
A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN, f 
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PEGGY GENHIS 

kt will be recalled that Peggy Dennis had recently 
indicated that she would like in 1965 to be able to uake a 
trin as special correspondent to the socialist countrics. 
She has not, however, specifically indicated to what countries, 
with the exception of the USSR, she would like te travel nor 
has she provided any dates when she would travel. Gus Hall, 
General Secretary of the Communist Party, USA {(CPUSA), however, 
has tentatively approved her request and suggested that it be 
takea up with representatives of the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPE). 

In Deecaber, loed, thig matter was discussed with 
representatives ox the Horth and ΠΟΘ Δύο σὰ Seetior , 
duourugtional Departwmeat, Central Comaittec, CPSU. At theo 
tins, they advised they could net officially invite Pececy 
Ponnis at this tine ln view οὐ the fact that tuey have so 
dates nor do they ave a list of countries she would Like +o 
visit. They surther noted that if they do accept her, which 
they probably will do once she sets sone dates, they will 
not pay the bull: of her travel bills if sho intends to ¢o 
to other socialist countries. in addition, they desira to 
snow specifically what she intends to investigate in the 
socialist countries if che does come as a spceial correspondent. 
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(Priority) 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

( FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) δ 

Peas 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three 
eopies and for New York one copy of an informant's 
statement entitled, “Information Regarding Future oy ee 
Communist Party, USA Delegations to USSR and Quotas ie ς ἡ 
Acceptable by Communist Party of the Soviet Union in © a 
1965,” ™ 

The information set forth in the enclosed 

informant's statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on Si 
1/1 and 3/65 to SAs WALTER A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. ‘ 
HANSEN. fi bd 
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Ν Φ Φ 
BEST COPY AVAILABLE 

INFORMATION WEGANDING ἘΣ COOMNIST 
PARTY, USA DELEGATIONS TO 0552 Aso QUOTAS 
ACCESTALLE BY COLAUR ES? DAREY OF ἘΠ SOVinS 
UNION IN 1906 

an Garly Deecuser, LoGée, the uattes of the πὸ πο χ᾽ 
gi individunis and delesationy that the Communist Party ox 
the Soviet Talon (C880) vould davite to vicit the GSSE aac 
pay expenses sor 1a 1965 tas raised and briefly discusses 
With Nilelai ¥. Koatovets, Head of the Horth and touth 
Auerican beation, fntornational Departucat, Contral Comistcn, 
Cost, Axter sono diseuesion of this ὈΡΈΩΝ; το σασ OR OT] 
οὐρα ὑῶν la order to sannye - Flv σοὶ το τ ob tain 
ΕΣ ἀεὶ & Leadias xsovres ssutative, he woudd Suggsest ERLE 
At ko sano arte Gobe th ot BT ree σ σῦν ate tana ot er deh eek atte ἀνὰ 

a. Sasiov, ἃ meanhoy as the Presidinn and ; POM OSYEAISY OS Sie 
ὥρα Commitee, Geo, 

At the nocting with αν, αὖ wiieb Se Bs 
WAs Mredout, the ubova natter was raised a san ote ἘΠ 
the xsollowing wass agreed to: 

hove 
hist tis 

In 2965 the Cec will agree to invite ayocox luately 
40> negple to the TEER, ti thict mumber, Ssopsurdastely ΞΘ “Ὁ 
σα Gaue ay individuals tor SO ἄν rest ume νοι in the 
USti, and another 20-22 individuals can come as “nenbers ox 
delegations, Such delegations should consist oi approxinately 
sive liegroes, Six te Seven wonen, and seven youths, Party 
τσ, ote. 

it wad alsa agreed that delesations “fon the Cosauniny 
Panty, USa COP, USS} for the March 1, 2ucu, Preparatory oc 
Buitovial Comission meeting in Hoseow and sinilar delavations 
Lor sho liay isc acd Novaemker Tth cvlebratious will not be 
inginded in the delegation quotas. in addition, any pexson 
Who las been previously invited, sor exauple in 1G, to 
evne to the Soviet UJaion but was delayed will not ta deducted 
ἀπο the overall 1955 quote if ae cowes durlag the next yerz. 
Kt was also decided that the overall 1566 quota would not 
include Peggy Deaais if she chould come to theo USS de Toot, 
but if Gus Ἐπὶ sonds his wite, son, daughter, and son-in-law, 
as he has suggested, these individuals would have to be includes? 
im such quotas. 

| vo? ma A 
- i - 



tt was also pointed out as kelag kest for the Cesu 
that any individuals or delegations sept chould be requested 
to travel between May 1 and November GO, 1355. It was stated 
that this is the :est season for travel ia the DSS= as they 
have aeconmadatiess at this tine. Aiter this tise tho weather 

can become a very important ractor. 

in concludiag and sumuing un the overall discussica 
whieh bed been held on thin cratter or deleyations, “lbnall 
4. fuslov, in essence, then mado the following rewmarus: 

As to delegations in the future, please tell sour 
Party that we are geing to ke strict. Ve will pay all ‘ares 
and 511 the expenses io our country and we will also do aur 
tect ta imke thear newole comfortable. Ditace οὐ tne 
is this regard in the United ταῦθα, 

¥hy does vour Party always include exgenses in 
addition to the foxes? They don't spond any coney here. 
Ve don't give other Turties such expeacc πον and ii thoy 
do coue up, those Parties hendle then thexselves. 

Please understand aleo that we work on a budget 
and wo can invite only so many delerates. we have to figure 
the faves, the cests of the stay here, and stay within our 
budget and that is it. Mlease ash your Party te waderstaad 
chic. Romind thes. We have to work by rules and budgets. 

On January 3, 1965, the arave inforiuation was cade 
nvailable to Gus Hall, General Sceretary of tho CP, USA. ait 
this tine Hall notea he already has four people in nind, ia 
addition to his own family, who he thinks should yo to tho 
Soviet Gnion in 1965, These individuals iacluded a couple 
who earn jolotly 349,000 85 year and nave apparentiy been 
= source of some substantial coutribationa which Gus Hall 
has in the past brought back to the Party. Hall did not 
ideatify these people by nane, but it is possibie they may 
be fron Ohio. The other people Hall had in wind were Lernard 
Adea, the accountant, and his wife. ‘Ades, according to Halli, 
is handling some settlement in a case vith the government 
and is saving the Party considerable money. This would ke 

the reward to Ades amlbis wife. 

in connection with discussing the ebove matter 
vegarding the quotas established by the CeSt, Hallvwss aot 
oa this eceasion infoxwmed that if his fauily travels, they 
would agcessarily have to bo included in the 1905 aqmota. 

wn Se 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
----- 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant'’s state~ 
ment entitied, "Memo Submitted to Central Committee, Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union, by Communist Party, USA Representa-— 
tive on Matter of Publication ‘Problems of Peace and Socialism.|'™ 

The information appearing in the enclosed informant’ 
statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/1/65 to SAs WALTER 
A. BOYLE and RICHARD W. HANSEN. ; 2 
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΄ν BEST COPY co 
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MEMO ΘΌΒΗΙΤΙΣΩ TO CENTRAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST 
PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION, BY ὦ IST 
USA REPRESENT 
"PROBLEMS OF PEACK AND SOCIALISY" 

During December, 1964, a representative of the 
Communist Party, USA (CP, USA), whe was then in Moscow, 
YSSR, prepared and sent to Mikhail A. Susiov, a member of 
the Presidium and 2 Scecretary of the Central Committee, 
Commnist Party of the Seviet Union (CPSU), an official 
commmication relating to the publication "Problens of 
Peace and Gocialien,” algo known as the "World Marxist 
Review," the official theoretical organ of the interna- 
tional communist povement, The essence of the text of this 
communications sent to Suslov and other menbera of the Central 
Committees, CPSU, is as follovs: 

In our digcussion the other day, I mentioned the 
journal, “Problems of Peace and Socialism.” We did not go 
into a discussion of this matter, but we have heard all 
kings of rumors from Italy to Scandinavia suggesting liquida- 
tion of the journal. It is the opinion of Comrade Hall aad 
our Party that liquidation would weakea stili further the 
ties between our Karxiet Parties. We want you to know the 
sentiment of our Party on this matter. 

The above decument was signed in the name of the 
cP, USA representative and it was noted thereon that it vas 
being submitted ‘in behali ef the Hational Comnittee of the 
Cr, UBA. 
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Transmit the following in 

a" TO : DIRECTOR, FBI for00-428001)) > 

FROM: ἦ SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub BK 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
each and for New York one copy each of informant's statements 
entitled as follo , ἢ 

8 J : oy ‘ 

Ἰουλίου; Vo" ΤΙΝ oe pe seen ... 

"Request for Reimbursement from Communist : 

tn Party of th i Travel A ἄκος 56 

ἢ ς Expenses of to Mexico hem x * & bre 
eu μὶ ἃ ἮΝ 

δ ἢ τὶ " cellaneous Discussion with _T. Timur } yo 
rk i 2 imofeeyv..—Deputy Director, Institute aw! ] 

a Οὐ Μὲ ΕἸ a ‘OF World Economy and International μ “πὰ 
ΒΕ κὶ ρὲ τς Réetations, USSR Academy of Science, 
abi 2 “Moscow, .December, 1964" 
δ Γ ΚΗ “ΕΞ ἐ.. vai? 

sa The information set forth in the enclosed ES” 
4 and 1/1/65 statements was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/3 

to SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD ἢ, HANSEN. 
Heel “ty 

WET: ν 
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a, " 

ΠΝ i 

Gir Gurex §2QRET 

En peeenser, Loc4, in a diseussion with Nikolai 
¥. mOStovets, head of the Rorth and South Aserican Sectioa, 
ruternational Pevartuent, Central Comsittee, Comiwunict 
arty of the Soviet Galion (Cag), Li was nentioned that 

Gil Greoa was being considered as a possible Communist Party, 
UF (CD, USA} delogaze te che πῦον 1, 1965, Preparatory or 
Sditorial Comission meeting in Nosesw which will vine for 
a dater ueeting of all Communist and sorkerg Parties. At 
ὑπὲρ thic, 2% vas pointed out that Green, gince his roturn 
to Party leadership after an extended sesiod ox inprisonucal, 
vies Lavi sertuin ocobleas in properly oriustlas biusoks 
tuts Ὁ} times bel taker polltieal positlans ἀν wvatissly in 
SPER eRE WT Rho σε DD Teadovahia,  Tovoeges, Pawieyrrne 

zeit it would te ali right for the CP, USA to include Green 
iu lis Hareh 1, λυ, delegation, und Le beiteved tat they 
eould work on Lia ana sivaighten hin cut. 



ET | 
REQUEST FOR ROUGE IAT FLOM CRS UNLST 
PARTY ~ Cree art rs, ΤῈ SAVER 

EXDENSES OF τὸ LEXICO = 

Curing Decenber, L934, tne matter ecnecrnaiag 
poselbhe | Tied iubursenent to the Comnunice τὴ wty, Wa (68, ὮΞᾺΣ 
ey the Caomnunaist Party ox pie fis: ταν τ) Oe. Gass 
Ga Cho penson OQ. ΤΕ ΔῊ; ta henuca Gity Dx 
WaS Paised with representative o1 the sorta and Sausls 
αν σθαι Rection, Eusernational Yepartueat, Contral Cocuities, 
ΟΠ, In discussions regarding thin θεοῦ, the Οὐδ roore- 
sentatives made it elear that they were gotiing such ΣΟ ΚΟ 
on tae catter of puying Such expen: hoy noced that ΘΑ 
weieginal agreement was onir SO got Son es CBR ame 
haga tO voseaw amid thon Tape, RHEE OL ee, tid ΟΣ, Lov 
iad ἅτ αὐλροθ os hoy trie which ultlantebe geot Ue ty Meoeetan 
Cy ἘΣ Baad ἜΝ πόδα ΙΑ Ji dnadas, en eike tes ΠΣ δα 

τας 

ΠΙΕΨΕΝ 
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SY a 

MISCELLANEOUS DISCUSSION WITH TINUE 
TIMOFERVY, DEPUTY DIRECTOR, INSTITUTE OF 
WORLD ECONOMY AND INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS, 
ueek ACADEMY OF SCINNCE,, MOSCOW, DECEMBER, 
1864 : 

On December 10, 1964, Timur Timofeev, Deputy Director, 
Inatitute of Worid Sconomy and international Relations, USSE 
Acadeny of Science, Moscow, came to the Central Committee Hotel, 
Moscow, and at this time the following miscellaneous discussion 
occurred: . 

. According to Timoefeev, he was working on his 
Doctorate Degree and was in the process of writing a thesis 
on the American Labor Movement. In this connection, he indi- 
cated he desired certain beoks dealing with the American Labor 
Movement and requested that they be sent to the Academy for 
hia, He further noted that such material cannot be personally 
sent to him unless it is official matter of another Communist 
Party (CP). 

Timofeev alse mentioned the fact that his mother, Se 
Peggy Bennis, who lives in San Francisco, would like te have 
a family reunion in the USSR in 1965. Ha noted that he had 
tried to get some personal funds to her in order that she 
might make this trip, but the CP of the Soviet Union had 
suggested to him that it was not “suitable” for him to do so. 

When jokingly told he was a “fine friend" for his 
refusal to talk at the time of the Khrushchev removal in 
October, 1964, Timofeev merely noted that be was afraid to 
discuss the matter at that time. Even during this present 
discussion Timofeev declined to garry on any discussion on 
the Ehrushchev problem and actuaily made no reference to that 
individual. 

Ib 

As to his Timofeey noted that ὍΤΟ 
they were fine. Sid aduation from the Moscow 
University, she has been a student at the State Language 
Courges where she is specializing in the English language. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are four copies 
each and for the New York Office one copy each of letterhead 

memoranda entitled as follows: 

. ; δ." 1) ‘“MiroslayiJizaska, International Wiens ee »,- 

Department, ‘Central Committee, 
nt? ς Communist Party of Czechoslovakia ‘oo 

a yr Ὁ i 

“ἢ 2) f Communist P Party of India" AB ARBRE δὴ 
. - 

κί re Pa 

3) .%S8tatus of Health of. “Mikhail A. yee ὃ ON 

“Buslov , Member of Presidium and 
‘Secretary of the Central Committee, 
ΜΕΝΟΝ οἵ the Soviet. Union" 

4) "“Matcol Little. Also Knoyn As | Rosner 

lalcolp ye . 

ae 
The information Set forth in the enclosed letterhead 

memoranda was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 12/31/64 and 1/1/65 
to SAs WALTER A, BOYLE and RICHARD Ἦ, HANSEN. 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

Spore en ince memoranda are classified 
_ "since they contain information 
furnished by CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed source fur- 
nishing information on the highest level concerning the 
international communist movement. Unauthorized disclosure 
of the information contained therein would, by its nature, 
tend to identify CG 5824-S* as the source, thereby 
jeopardizing the security of this source and thus adversely 

affecting the national interest, 

The information in connection with Letterhead 
memorandum entitled, "Maicoim Little, Also Known As Malcolm 
x" was received from CLAUDE LIGHTFOOCT in late 12/64 when 
that individual wan in FBoreorv, τ ΟΡ did not indicate 
where he learned this information and intimated that he 
did not have the reason for MALCOLM LITTLE's travel. 

in order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memoranda have been shown 
as having been made at Washington, D. C. 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. Ὁ. 
File No. 

January 13, 1965 

C TIAL 

MIROSLAV JIRASKA, INTERNATIONAL 
DEPARTMENT, CENTRAL COMMITTEE, 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in late December, 1964, advised as follows: 

Miroslav Jiraska is the individual currently in 
charge of that section of the International Department, 
Central Committee, Communist Party of Czechoslovakia (CPCZ) 
which handles relations with Communist Parties in Western 
countries and as such specifically deals with the Communist 
Party, USA (CPUSA) and with United States problems. For 
purposes of contact at the International Department, either 
in person or by mail, he can be reached at the following 
address: 

Miroslav Jiraska 

Prague 8 
NA Hrebenkach II 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 

of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D. C. 
File No. 

January 13, 1965 

Cc IAL 

COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, during early January, 1965, advised as follows: 

Mikhail A. Suslov, a riember of the Presidium and 
a Secretary of the Central Committee, Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union (CPSU), in early December, 1964, made, in 
essence, the following remarks concerning the Communist 
Party of India (CPI): 

The situation in the CPI is tough although the 
present leadership there has the support of the rank and 
file. However, the Communist Party of China (CPC) does 
have its "finger in the pie" as can be seen by the recent 
walkout of one-fourth of the Central Committee membership. 
The Chinese are also attacking the Party leader there, 
Amrit Shripat Dange, as being a tool of the imperialists. 
As a result, any additional split, even though small, today 
would help the ruling class and the imperialists. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI, It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

in Reply, Please Refer to Washington, Ὁ. C. 

File No. ᾿ 

January 13, 1965 

SR 

STATUS OF HEALTH OF MIKHAIL A. SUSLOV, 

MEMBER OF PRESIDIUM AND SECRETARY OF 

THE CENTRAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST PARTY 
OF THE SOVIET UNION 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early January, 1965, advised as follows: 

Mikhail A. Suslov, a member of the Presidium and 
a Secretary of the Central Committee, Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union (CPSU), as of late December, 1964, continued 
in extremely poor health. He appears very tired, coughs 
constantly, and is sometimes hardly able to talk. Inter- 
mittently, during discussions, he has to sip medical 
preparations consisting of hot tea and milk. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
-of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 

[Do ¥304U~ fsa 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington : Dd. Ὁ, 

File No, 

January 13, 1965 

C NTIAL 

MALCOLM LITTLE, ALSO KNOWN AS MALCOLM X 

A source, who has furnished reliable information 
in the past, in early January, 1965, advised as follows: 

According to a leading representative of the 
Communist Party, USA (CP, USA), Malcolm Little, also known 
as Malcolm X, had, prior to his recent return to the United 
States, been to Peking, China. No information was avail- 
able regarding the manner in which Little went to China or 
the exact period during which this travel was performed. 

Little is the founder and leader of the Muslim 
Mosque, Inc., and founder and chairman of the Organization 
of Afro-American Unity. 

Characterizations of the Muslim Mosque, Inc., 
Nation of Islam, and Organization of Afro-American Unity 
are attached as appendix hereto. 

)00-47304l- Use! 
ENCLOSty 
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MALCOLM LITTLE, ALSO KNOWN AS MALCOLM x ‘COSPRVRLIAL 

i. APPENDIX 

"» 

MUSLIM MOSQUE, INCORPORATED {1511} 

The March 13, 1964, edition of "The New York Times," a 
daily newspaper published in Hew York, New York, contained an 
article on page 20 which indicated that MALCOLM X (LITTLE), former 
national official of the Nation of Islam (NOI) who broke with the 

NOI on March 8, 1964, publicly announced in New York City on 
March 12, 1964, that he had torned the Muslim Mosque, Incorporated 
(Mit). The MX, according to the article,would be a broadly based 
politically oriented black nationalist movement for Negroes only, 
financed by voluntary contributions. In this public statement 
WALCOLL K urged Negreca to cbandon the doctrine of non-violence 
when it is necessary to defend themselves in the civil rights 
struggle, and he also suggested that Negroes form rifle clubs to 
protect their lives and property in time of emergencies in areas 
where the government is unable or unwilling to protect them. 

Incorporation papers of the MMI filed on March 16, 1964, 
with the Business Section, Clerk of Courts, New York County, New 
York, New York, reflect that the MMI was incorporated under the 
Religious Corporation Law of the State of New York to work for 
the imparting of the Islamic Faith and Islamic Religion in 
accordance with “accepted Islamic principals." The principal 
place of worship to be located in the Borough of Manhattan, New- 

york, New York. 

The May 23, 1964, edition of the "New York Amsterdam 
News," a weekly Negro newspapsr published in New York City, con-= 
tained an article by columnist JAMES BOOKER in which he indicated 
that he had heard that the visit by MALCOLM K with Muslim leaders 
during his African tour has changed him to become soft in his 
anti-white feclings and to become more religious. 

On October 6, 1964, a confidential source advised that 
the HMI is apparently affiliated with the true orthodox Islamic 
Religion through its affiliation with the Islamic Foundation (of 
New York), 1 Riverside Drive, New York City. The only teachings 
of the HMI are on the Islamic Religion. 

A second confidential source advised on October 20,1964, 
that the headquarters of the ΜῈ are located in Suite 128, Hotel 
Theresa, 2090 Seventh Avenue, New York, New York, where they were 
established on March 15, 1964. These headquarters are shared with 
the Organization of Afro-imerican Unity (OAAU) which is, also 
headed by MALCOLM X. 

APPENDIX 
aa Co TAL 
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MALCOLM LITTLE, ALSO KNOWN AS MALCOLM x _SaPrEIAL 

1, APPENDIX 

NATION OF ISLAM, Formerly Referred 
to as the Muslim Culit of Islam, Aka, 
Muhammad's Temples of Islam 

In January, 1957, a source advised ELIJAH MUHAMMAD has 
described his organization on a nationwide basis as the "Nation 
of Islam" and "Muhammad's Temples of Isiam." 

On May 8, 1964, a second source advised ELIJAH MUBAMMAD 
is the national leader of the Nation of Islam (NOI); Muhammad's 
Temple of Islam No. 2, 53385 South Greenwood Avenue, Chicago, 
illinois, is the national headquarters of the NOI; and in wid- 
1960 MUHAMMAD and other NOX officials, when referring to 
MUHAMMAD's organization on a nationwide basis, commenced using 
either "Mosque" or "Temple" when mentioning one of "Muhammad's 
Temples of Islam,'t 

The NOI is an all-Negro organization which was originally 
organized in 1930 in Detroit, Michigan. MUHAMMAD claims to have 

been selected by Allah, the Supreme Being, to lead the sorcalled 
Negro race out of slavery in the wilderness of North America hy 
establishing an independent black nation in the United States. 
Members following MUHANMAD's teachings and his interpretation of 
the "Koran" believe there ig no such thing as a Negro; that the 
so-called Negroes are slaves of the white race, referred to as 
"white devils," in the United States; and that the white race, 
because of its exploitation of the so-called Negroes, must and 
will be destroyed in the approaching "War of Armageddon," 

In the past, officials and members of the NOI,including 
MUHAMMAD, have refused to register under the provisions of the 

Selective Service Acts and have declared that members owe no ᾿ 
allegiance to the United States. 

On May 5, 1958, the first source advised MUHAMMAD had, 
upon advice of legal counsel, tempered his personal statements 

and instructions to his ministers concerning the principles of 
his organization in order to avoid possible prosecution by the 
United States Government; however, he did not indicate any funda- 
mental changes in the teachings of his organization. 

On May 7, 1964, a third source advised MUHAMMAD had, 
early in duly, 1958, decided to de-emphasize the religious 
aspects of the teachings of Islam and to stress the economic 

benefits to be derived by those Negroes who joined the NOI. 
This policy change, according to MUHAMMAD, would help him 
acguire additional followers and create more inte in bi 

programs. 4 
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MALCOLM LITTLE, ALSO KNOWN AS MALCOLM X co IAL 

μ- ΓῚ APPENDIX 

ORGANIZATION OF AFRO-AMERICAN UNITY (OAAU) 

On June 28, 1964, MALCOLM X LITTLE, founder and 
leader of the Muslim Mosque, Incorporated (MMI), publicly 
announced the formation of a new, all Negro, militant civil 
rights action group to be known as the Organization of Afro-= 
American Unity €OAAU), with himself as Chairman. This 
announcement was made at a public rally held by the MMI in 
the Audubon Ballroom, Broadway and 166th Street, New York City. 

A printed and published statement of basic OAAU aims 
read by MALCOLM X at this meeting indicates that it shall 
include "allt! people of African descent in the Western 
Hemisphere, as well as "“our'brothers and sisters on the African 
continent. it is patterned after the “letter and spirit" of 
the Organization of African Unity established (by African 
heads of States) at Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, in May, 1963. 

A recording of the remarks of MALCOLM X at this 
meeting indicates that the aim of the OAAU is to eliminate 
differences between Negroes so they can work together for 
"human rights," while the initial objective is to “inter= 
nationalize" the American civil rights movement by taking it 
te the United Nations. LITTLE condemned the non-violent 
elvil rights movement and claims that Negroes should be 
taught to protect themselves, when and if necessary. The 
OAAU will sponsor a program for Negroes of education, politics, 
culture, economics and social reform. 

On August 19, 1964, a confidential source advised 
that the heqdquarters of the OAAU are located in MMI head- 
quarters, Suite 128, Hotel Theresa, 2090 7th Avenue, New York 
City. 

APPENDIX 

This document contains neither recommendations nor conclusions 
of the FBI. It is the property of the FBI and is loaned to your 

agency; it and its contents are not to be-distributed outside 
your agency. 
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statement entitled, "VISA PROCEDURES OF THE CZECHOSLOVAK 
SOCIALIST REPUBLIC." 
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VISA PRCCERURES OF THE 
C2ECROSLOVAK SOCTALIST REPUBLIC 

Earaing carly Deeamber, 1964, a resvegentative of 
the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA) entered the Czechosloval: 
wOcLalist Republic by way of Prasue Airport. In view of the 
facet that this sane represcntative had previously becn 
through Czcchoslovasia during Iste October, 1964, and a 
Cece visa had been entered in his nasspart at that tire, 
which yas goed fer a nericd of three nonths, a nev visa was 

, ποῦ obteincd, Hovever, upon Τρηθέησ, he wees infoarceds by 
| citiclals of the Contral Counittesc, ον» of Cnreehsoclavalir 

that aithough the vies eovcred a period οἵ three HOntHS , 
εὐ “ἀρ ft he ἫΝ ἘᾺΝ μὰ ἕως ω- Leas Leecy bee fel δι aoe Li, | 

the theee conths and this vise hed exnired, 

in view of the treveler's official position in the 
: cornunist rovement, the Czech officials stated that it was 
με veriectly all sirht for the CP, USA representative to travel 

through Crechosioval.i2a even though the visa had expired. 
Severtheless, this CP, USA representative stated that ke 
refused to do so as this would Leck susvicicus once he leit 
C2echoslovatiin. Fherefvore, on his insistence the Czech 
orficlals changed his visa rirht at the airport so that the 
visa was valid throughout the three month voeriod. 

In view of the misunderstanding: that had occurred, 
the Csech officials reitercted their previous assurances 
to the representative of the (>, USA, thet he necd never 
Obtain 2 visa keforchend. They stated that in the future 
it would bho nest acceptable to them if he would fly inte 
Pracue without a visa and then merely vhone the office of 

| the Central Coundtteo to advise thet he was there at which 
| tinc an official of the Central Comnittce, CP of Csechoslovatia, 
| would come to the airport and handle all the arrangements for 
: his ontry and stay in Czechosloval:ia os well as any subsequent 

travel he mirht wish to performs. Althourh the CP, USA 
revresentative accepted their assurances at the tire, he 
retained some doubt as to the efficacy of this avnroach since 
customs and airlines snersonnel in the country of his denarture 
for Czechoslovat:ia might view as strange or in fact prevent 
his departure for Czechoslovakia without a visa guarantylar 
his aceevtance by that country. 
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MEETING WITH MIKHAIL A. SUSLOV, ἃ MEMBER OF THE 
PRESIDIUM AND A SECRETARY OF CENTRAL COMMITTEE, 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET UNION, LATE 
DECEMBER, 1964 

In late December, 1964, Mikhail 4. Sualev, a 
member of the Presidium and a Secretary of the Centrai 
Committee, Commnist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), 
met with a representative of the Commmist Party, USA 
(CP, USA), who was then im Moscow, USSR. Discuasions 
occurred relating te general inter=Party matters as they 
concerned the CPSU and the CP, USA. The essence of the 
remarks made by πῖον at this time is as follows: 

We thank you for the documents you have sent in 
and for the mote accompanying the lotter of apology. 
Farenthetically speaking, Suslov was, in his reference to 
the letter of apology, referring to a letter prepared by 
Hy Lumex, Editor of "Political Affaire", wherein that 
individual had expressed regret and self-critician for 
having authored and published an editorial which appeared 
in the November, 1964, issue of “Political Affaire" con- 
cerning Khrushchev’s removal in which he had been critical 
of ite handling by the CPSU. Suslev then continued by 
noting let's consider this matter now clesed, 

We do understand the position of your leadership 
and are glad that we are now united. We are glad that - 
your Party is in ἃ state of upsurge ag a result of the recent 
@leetion campaign. 

Some Parties at the time we changed leadership 
expressed fears and concern and exaggerated the effect thie 
change would have. Naturally, the reactionary forces used 
this change and did csguse some damage. Some Parties, like 
the Italians, had expressed feara that the Khrushchev removal 
would have a major effect on their forthcoming election, but, 
instead, they showed gains. Seme Parties even predicted 
it would affect the electicn in the United States but as you 
can see this did not happon. Those Parties who bad fears 
and forecasted dire consequences vere disappointed, Haw, wo 
ean forget all this, as life hag skown te the contrary. The 
world has icarned that though we have changed the leadership 
of our Party and government, our policies have remained the 
game. You can fool some of the people all the time, ail of 
the people some of the time, but you can't feol all of the 
people all the time. The world can geo the policies we follow. 
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SG3e Tole iu the election. 

“ue ling avd tne rode oi gub party scmain wiechanged, 
we Huy Cub down og polemics, but wa wilh deacn? aur principles 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of 
a letterhead memorandum entitled, “FORMATION OF SOCIETY IN 
GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC NAMED 'NEW MOTHERLAND' ."' 

The information appearing in the enctosed 
letterhead memorandum was furnished by CG 5824~-S* on 1/8/65 
to SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 9} 
Ton Seeret since it contains information furnished by — 
CG 5824-8*, a very highly placed source furnishing “Me 
information on the highest level concerning the international 
communist movement. Unauthorized disclosure of the 
information contained herein would, by its nature, tend to 
identify CG 5824-S* as the source, thereby jeopardizing the 
security of this source and thus adversely affecting the 
national security. 

The information in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was obtained by the source during the course of 
his visit to the German Democratic Republic (GDR), 
12/18-22/64, in discussions with a representative of the 
Sccialist Unity Party of Germany (SUPG). The source could 
not lad precisely the identity of the SUPG representative 
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CG 134-46 Sub B 

from whom he received this information, but the identities 
of the numerous officials with whom he had discussions in 
the GDR have previously been furnished to the Bureau. 

In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at Washington, D.C, 
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Yashington, D.C. 
in Reply, Please Refer to January 15, 1965 
File Na, 

, 

FORMATION OF SOCIETY IN 
GERMAN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC 
NAMED "NEW MOTHERLAND"! 

During early January, 1965, a source who has 
furnished reliable information in the past advised as 
follows: 

During December, 1964, an official of the 
Socialist Unity Party of Germany (SUPG) (German Democratic 
Republic) (GDR), reportedly stated that a new_society_is 
being formed in the GDR which has the nane We otherland." 

. 

Among the leaders of this new society is WilTMiamfenn, who .« 
was formerly a writer of note. The object of" "Ne 2, 
Motherland” is to make contact with Germans who are\living™~{ °°". ; 
abroad, including Germans from both the GDR and the Federal an 
Republic of Germany, in an effort to influence these 
Germans favorably toward the GDR. This new society will 
compete directly, according to this official of the SUPG, 
with the "West German Fascists" who have already under way 
a campaign of contacts for a parallel purpose with Germans 
all over the world. 

This document contains neither recommendations 
nor conclusions of the Federal Bureau of investigation. It 
is the property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and 
is loaned to your agency; it and its contents are not to be 
distributed outside your agency. 
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 case involves the Bureau's

 highly valuable confident
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informant NY 694-$* who has been receiving communications transmitted 
to him by radio. 
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SUBJECT... SOLO’ ~ 

INTERNAL SECURITY - C 

On 1/12/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's radio 
station at Midland at which time a message, NR 627 GR 206, waé 
intercepted. , 

ay 

Plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. Ay vi 

ACTION: - 

For information. 

Enclosures 

1 - Mr. Belmont 
1 - Mr. Conrad 
2- Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 
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To recommend that information obtained by CG 5824-s 
concerning the Soviet attitude toward relations between the 
United States and the People's Republic of China (PRC) be dissem~ 
inated to the White House, Secretary of State Rusk, Director of 
Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) McCone and the Acting Attorney 
General. 

BACKGROUND: 

CG 5824~$*, while in the Soviet Union during December, 
1964, on Solo Mission 17, conferred with Mikhail Suslov, member 
of the Presidium and the Secretariat, Central Committee, Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU), who made the following comments 
concerning the attitude of the leadership of the CPSU regarding 
relations between the United States and the PRC, 

The CPSU is fearful that the United States Government is 
going to “double=-cross" the Soviet Government in regard to relations 
with the PRC. In this connection, the CPSU is of the opinion that 
"certain interests” in the United States are trying to go so far 45) 
to recognize the PRC "de facto" if not "de jure." 

CG 
r Suslov characterized the PRC as "a bride with too many 

suitors.” In this connection, he noted the discussions which have 
been Carried on over a period of years in Wansaw, Poland, between 
representatives of the United States and the PRC. Suslov remarked 
that while the Soviet Union does not know what transpired during 
these discussions; Soviet officials are of the opinion that "certain 
interests" in the United States are "pushing" for tragetrelations 
with the PRC which would be merely a prelilde to more concrete forms 
of recognition, Ν 
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Memorandum to Mr, Sullivan 
Re: 5010 
100~428091 

Suslov noted that in an effort to counter Chinese 
influence, the Soviet Union is reluctantly supporting the 
North Vietnam Government since it believes that this is the 
only way to keep the Chinese out. However, Suslov indicated 
that as a matter of fact, the Soviet Union would like to see 
the Chinese involved in the Vietnam war and would not be sorry 
to see the Chinese "seriously hurt’ in this war. 

RECOMMENDATION : 

Attached for approval are appropriate letters to the 
White House, Secretary of State Rusk, Director of CIA McCone 
and the Acting Attorney General, incorporating the information 
supplied by CG 5824-S*, 
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Honorable John A. McCone 

NOTE: 
Classified ‘Eop—Secret" because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824-S*) who is of continuing valine and such revelation could 
result in exceptionally grave danage to the Nation. CG 5824~S+ 
referred to as “sources” in order to further protect the identity 
of this valuable source. See CGairtel 1/6/65 and memorandum 
Mr. Baumgardner to Mr. Sullivan, 1/13/65, both captioned "Solo, 
Is ~ ¢ 
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Date: January 25, 1965 1 = Mr. R. Putnam 

Tea: Director " 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State Ul of 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director i. . q L i“ fe 

Subject: FOREIGN POLITICAL BATTERS » OzEcHOSLOVAKIA ou” 
INTERNAT, SECIFINTY =» £2 

Recently πὶ Leading member of the Secretariat of the 
Central Committee of the Commnist Party of Czechoslovakia 
(ΠΡΟ) wade the following comnenta: 

The leadership of the COCA was very surpriged and 
had no advance warning of the vemoval of Nikite Khrushchev . 
trom his poaktiong of deddership in the Soviet Union in [ ; 
Octoher, 1964. a? 

The CPCZ decided against ΣΟ ον the precedent om 
of the Soviets whereby the leadership of the Party and the 
goverment wag pot in the handa of different individuals. 
The ὍΡΟΣ hss retained the tight to do things in ita om way, 
particularly Ju regard to reorganization of industry. 

The COZ does not expect miracles in the matter of 
negotiations with the United States concerning debts and trade. 
Particularly in connection with trade, the ὍΡΟΣ does not expect 
guy “favored nation clauge™ and realizes that there are forces 

ν in the United Staten opposing auch trade. 
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Director 
Bwreau of Intelligence and Research 
Department of State 

| . The above information was furnished by sources which 
have furnished réliable information in thé past. Because of 
the sensitive nature of ΟἿΣ sources, we have slsasif this 
eommunication 'fop-Seeret.'' 

1... Director BY LIATSON 
Central Intelligence Agency 

Attention; Deputy Director, Piang 

HOTE: 
Classified "“foep-Seeret" since unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source 
(CG 5824~S*) who is of continuing value and such revelation 
could result in exceptionally crave damage to the Nation. 
CG 5824-S* is referred to as "sources" in order to further 
protect the identity of this valuable informant. See CGairtel 
1/7/65 captioned "Solo, IS - Cc." 
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1 - Mr, Aull 

Date: dantaxry 15, 1865 " - ΠΝ ἊΝ 

αὶ Director 
Buyean ‘of intelligence and Reagntch 
Department of State σ΄ 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director \ | yy Γ 

Subject: "ONL mews? revi \“ JO ee 
INTERNAL SECURITY » Ἐ we 

The foliowing information was supplied by sources: 
which have furnished velinble information in the past. 

The Leadexvabinr of the Comeumist Party (CP) of 
italy ig conaidering adopting αὶ resdiution suggesting that 
the “World Narxiat Review,” official theoretical orran of 
the international commnhint movemant published in Prague, 
Czechosioyrakin, cense publication. 

The CPs of Great Britain and Teeland have propose 
that the wagazine be séved to a notsocialist country because 
they 7681 thet it shoutd not be sa completely influenced by ὟΣ 
the poclaliet countries. ae 

Alexel Rumyarteey, ἃ menber of the Central Conmittee 
o£ the OP of the pores or Union (CPSUY and former Editor—in- 
Chie? of "World Maxxiet Review,” bas been designated ta assume 
the poaltion as Editor~in-Chie? of “Pravda,” official organ of 
the Cen Central. Committee, CPSU. A. Sobolev has temporarily 
παρα Rumyantser’s position and has hinted that he would 

4ike thia position to be permanent. Χῷ; 
7. 
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Director " 
Bureau of inteliigence and Research 
Departnent of State 

' 

| The circulation of "World Marxist Review't is reported 
to bé 3,500 in Cyprus, 4,000 in Denmark and 2,500 in Italy. 

Because of the sensitive nature of aur sources, this 
ietier is being Classified “foep—Seeret. 

4 Dixector BY LIAISON Central Inteliigence Agency 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 

NOTE: 
Classified 'ap-Secret" because unauthorized disclosure 

of this information could reveal the identity of the source, who 
is of continuing value, and such revelation could result in 
exceptionally grave damage to the Nation. Source is CG 5824.S* 
who is referred to as sources in order to further protect the 
identity of this valuable informant. 
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FDA36 (Rev. 10-29-63) : Φ at fy ROUTE IN, EilvuL0PE 
Ἵ 

Date: 1AS /65 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or cade) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
Via 

(Priority) 

* '§O: | DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: SAC, CHICAGO..(134~46 Sub B) ἢ - 
We ce ΝΠ ΕΞ 

ἢ \ "Sono ATTN: ASSISTANT DIRECTOR \. 
ἰ ΓΞ πὸ WILLIAM C, SULLIVAN 

ke New York teletype 1/2/65 and subsequent 
communications setting forth the results of the 17th Solo 
mission involving CG 5824-5S* which began on 11/30/64 and 
concluded on his arrival in Boston on 12/31/64. 

It is recommended that the Bureau consider 
approving an award of $1,000 for CG 5824-8* and that a 
personal letter from the Director be prepared for presenta- 
tion in conjunction therewith, said recommendation being 
based upon the outstanding results of this latest mission 
which involved contacts with some 380 people of prominence f 
in the international communist movement during his visit to, ~ 
the USSE, Czechoslovakia and East Germany. 

During this period the informant met with some of 
the most prominent Communist Party leaders in parties and 
communist governments from throughout the world including 
the leadership of the CP of the Soviet Union (CPSU) headed 

by MIKHAIL SUSLOV, member of the Presidium, CPSU, who led 
the recent CPSU confrontation with CHOU En-lai in Moscow; 
the leadership of many €Ps in Latin America, and the leader- 
ship of the CPs of Cuba! Hast Germany and Czechoslovakia. 
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This latest trip of the informant was accomplished 
under great hardship to him from a physical and personal 
standpoint. The trip itself occurred only 30 days after 
the return of CG 5824-S8* and his wife from the 16th Solo 
mission on 10/29/64 and was undertaken without accompaniment 
of the informant's wife and during a holiday season. The 
intormant spent Christmas in Moscow and arrived in Boston 
only a sew hours before the new year arrived. In order that 
he could spend sometime with his wife during the holiday 
season, diusogannt’s wife at her own expense immediately fley 
to Boston to meet the iniormant ui ceco~nsnied him later 
to New York. 

This trip was undertaken with the distinct possi- 
bility that the informant would be ordered to return to 
Moscow for the coming preparatory meeting for an international 
conference of CPs at which the Sino-Soviet rift will be 
discussed in early March, 1965. This therefore will 
necessitate a third arduous Solo mission within the period 
of 10/64 to sometime immediately after the middle of 2/65. 

Again,the results of this trip have been outstanding. 
In the main the results of the trip have been submitted to the 
Bureau by separate communication,and in analyzing these results 
it is felt that they are outstanding both from an intelligence 

Standpoint and most importantly from the Bureau's standpoint 
in that the informant through his excellent work has assured 
the continuity of tie Solo operation and his position by 
cenenting a rélationship with the new Soviet leadership and 
enhancing himself with GUS HALL, American leader of the ΟΡ, 
Again, the informant has demonstrated to HALL that he has 
the ability to produce results in dealings with the Soviets 
in that on this trip the informant received committments 
for a million dollar subsidy to the American Party during 
the year 1965, 

The purpose of this mission insofar as the CP was 
concerned was to negotiate its annual budget with the CPSU 
which called for 14 million dollars and to determine the 
Status of the Sino-Soviet rift, as well as to be in possible 
attendance at the scheduled (it was later cancelled) prepara- 
tory meeting in Moscow on 12/15/64, As indicated previously, 

Ι ἐῶ Ι 
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the informant succeeded in obtaining a committment from the 
Soviets of one million dollars for the American Party on the 
condition that the American Party re-establish a Daily 
Worker, On the second point the informant ascertained 
through contacts at the highest level that the Sino-Soviet 
rift today is deeper than ever due to the ahsolute and 
dogmatic approach to problems confronting these two major 
Parties as presented by CHOU En-lai at the recent Sino- 
Sovict conference in Moscow. On the issues of peaceful 
coexistence and general dealings with impnerialisia, the 
Chinuse rewain dogmatic and the four day conference with 
CHOU En-lai and leaders of the Soviet Union were fruitless. 

The following are specific results obtained from 
this mission, which of course are not all-inclusive but 
merely list a few highlights: 

1. With regard to the CPSU-CP of China (CPC) meeting 
in November, 1964, MIKHAIL SUSLOV, who headed the Soviet 
delegation, characterized the meeting as. four days of 
fruitless disqusion, Source learned that LEONID BREZHNEV 
and ALEXEY KOSYGIN affirmed the generalline of the USSR's 
policies toward the West and declared they would remain the 
same despite the removal of KHRUSHCHEYV. CHOU En-lai stated 
that in view of the unchanged Soviet line, there was nothing 
further to discuss and added "Your fate will be the same as 
Khrushchev." The CPSU now concludes that the differences 
between the CPSU and CPC are now irreconcilable. 

conference of CPs willbe ue Strpart ΟΣ March,1965. 
Twentysix Parties, including the CDUSA. have been invited 
of which, according to the Russians, seven have presently 
declined, including China and Rumania, The informant 
learned that the purpose of the preparatory meeting is not 
to excommunicate any CP but instead is to draw up points 
of agreement among Parties and the substantive question 

will not be dealt with in the first session. 

3. The informant furnished details concerning a 
recent.contference of CPs of Latin America held in Havana to 
discuss CASTRO and Cuba. The Latin American communists 

~3- 
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resented Cuban interference in theix affairs, and the Cubans 
promised to respect the rights of CPs of Latin America and 
to discontinue the support of guerilla bands and splinter 
groups not under CP control. 

4, [Informant furnished details concerning a dele- 
gation of Latin American communist leaders sent to Peking 
following the Havana conference at CASTHO's insistence. 
Results of this contact were distinctly negative in that 
the CPC demanded complete surrender of nrineinics and 
acceptance of the CPC line as the price for unity. 

5. The informant furnished extensive details concern~ 

ing .2..canference. fo mobilize world CPs. against the. McCarran 
Act and a massive campaign that was set up in Moscow against 
the U.8. which will be carried out through communist 
representatives and friends in legislative bodies in countries 
throughout the world in the immediate future. 

6. For the first time in the history of the Solo 
operation, it was extended to East Germany where the informant 
met with the editor~in-chief of the CP publication in Germany 
HERMAN AXEN, member of the Central Committee and Politburo of 
the SUPG, and two other key people. The information obtained 
in this side trip is considered of excellent value as indicat~ 
ing German thinking and political moves as well as economic 
moves as they relate to the West. 

ἧς Informant, cognizant of new changes in the CPSU 
leadership, when advised that he would meet with lesser lights 
for negotiating for CP funds, refused to meet with them and 
demanded that he deal with a member of the Central Committee, 
CPSU. As a result of his refusals, the informant was afforded 
two meetings with MIKHAIL SUSLOV, who had dealt directly with 
the Chinese in November, 1964, and as a result therefore 
CG 5824-8* obtained a complete account of the status of the 
ever-deepening rift between the Sovicts and the Chinese as 
well as the Russian plan for the March preparatory conference. 

- 4 - 
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8. As a result of obtaining a committment of one 
million dollars for the American Party, CG 5824-5* substantially 
enhanced his and NY 694-S*'s position as being able to produce 
for GUS HALL. This should result in continued expansion of 
the Solo operation. 

9, Informant obtained valuable information concerning 
the present and future plans of the "World Marxist Review" 
and learned that there are strong indications the life of 
this publication may be short. 

10. Tle inforcant obtained detailed infornotion 
dealing with the circulation and over-all business dealings 
of Soviet publications with outlets in the U.S. 

11. The informant met with CP leaders in 
Czechoslovakia and was able to supply information concer ning 
present positions of members of the International Department, 
CP of Czechoslovakia. 

12. The informant obtained information as to the 
identity of certain Americans in Moscow, China and Ethiopia. 
He furnished details concerning the itinerary of CLAUDE 
LIGHTFOOT as outlined by the Russians for him to Africa 
and the reasons for such trip. 

All of these accomplishments were again accomplished 
with great personal difficulties and hardships. The informant's 
health was bad, and despite this he refused to permit his wife, 
who could have assisted him healthwise and aS a secretary, to 
accompany him because he was afraid of criticism from the 
Russians. 

The trip was made more difficult by the need for 
the informant to travel many more miles in order that he could 
make a departure and arrival from a point satisfactory to the 
Russians. Boston was utilized because it had not been pre- 
viously used in any of the Solo missions in order that the 
Russians might be assured that he was travelling with utmost 
security. The informant as well as his wife also made personal 
sacrifices knowing that he would be gone through the holiday 
season and that his wife would be left alone. 

- 5 - 
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These were difficulties encountered in addition to 
the general inherent difficulties which the informant and 
his wife accept willingiy whenever one goes behind the Iron 
Curtain. 

In the light of the foregoing, it 15 recommended 
that the Bureau award CG 5824-S* the amount of $1,000, 
Further that if approved, a letter from the Director be 
prepared to be given to CG 5824-S* at the same time. 

If these propoceis are approved and Accictant 
Director WILLIAM SULLIVAN is available, it is also recommended 
that Mr. SULLIVAN be authorized to personally present the 
award to informant on behaif of the Director. 

To assist the Bureau in the preparation of the letter 
from the Director, attached herewith are some suggested comments 
that might be included in the letter. 

-8 - 



Dear Mr. Childs: 

Your safe return from another successful: mission 
abroad is once again the occasion of Sincere gratitude to 
the Divine Providence who guides us and my own appreciation 

of your outstanding display of devotion to the cause of 
freedom. 

As you are aware, the results of these missions 
are always brought to my personal attention and are most 
carefully analyzed. I want you to know that I consider 
the information which you obtained to be of the greatest 
importance and significance and as a resuit has been 
disseminated to the highest levels of our government. 

The personal sacrifices which you willingly 
underwent in order to insure the success of this mission 
and your resourcefulness in overcoming the obstacles you 
encountered are well known to me and are deserving of the 
highest commendation. In recognition of your accomplish-~ 
ment I have approved an award to you in the amount of $1,000. 

I wish to take this occasion to thank you for 
the warm greetings which you sent to me during the recent 
holidays and to wish you and your family my best wishes 
for health and happiness in the coming year. 



-------- .-.. ....- .....- — 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

Vi AIRTEL REGISTERED ig 
ter 

(Priority) 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) © 

SUBJECT: Cong Ὁ 
15-Ὁ 

via radio a ciphered, partly-coded message, the plain tex 
of which is as follows: \ ΄“Θ ἯΙ 

"lL. Your message_on creation’ U. S$. Youth Festival Committee 
was sent to USSR Komsomo Komsomol would like to know 0.9." 
Youth Festival and Lee#flugin's address to inform //, |... , 
International Committee for Youth Festival that is“to-cortact 
them directly. In respect of your plans to send four groups 
to Guba and Vietnam after Youth Festival we think that perhaps 
it would be better to raise all these questions before 
respective Communist Parties by your delegates in International 
Committee and Youth Festival or by your CP members before 
respective Embassies in Moscow. We are ready to inform on 
your decision. C, Lightfoot, W. Patterson or Jim West who fi 
are in Moscow now. 

January 8 and will be in Moscow on January 21. He plans to 
depart U. S.’on January 25-26, Please confirm by phone," A baa Aa men (RM) \i y [ "δὴ δι τ Chicago (134-46-Sub B)(AM ἘΜ) B- Sy τ΄ 
lL ~ ΝΥ 100-134637 (41) 
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NY 100-134637 

This message was a reply to a message sent by the 
CPUSA to the Soviets on 12/30/64 and reported in NY airtel to 
Bureau and Chicago dated 12/31/64. message to 
the Soviets, it was suggested thei] fs the only 
person who should be dealt with as a@ representative of the 
Youth Festival Committee that is to be established. 

On the suggestion of NY 694-S*, who is currently 
in Puerto Rico, the above message was transmitted to the 
Chicago Office telephonically in order that CG 5824-sS* misht 
furnish the information to GUS HALL. 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

Via AIRTEL, REGISTERED MAIL 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

meee me eee re re ee ee eee ee ee re ee ee eee ee ee 

|-> TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

; FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
. ΟἋ 

SUBJECT>._SOL μὰ 
Is-c we. 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's 
statement entitled, "MAIL ADDRESS FOR RECEIPT OF MATERIAL 
FROM MEXICO AND COSTA RICA." 

The information appearing in the enclosed informant's 
statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/8/65, to 
SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE. 

For the Bureau's information the two mail addresses 
listed herein were established by the Chicago Office for such 
use by CG 5824-S* and are under vp mee control. 
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ἘΡΕΙ͂, APESESS FOR PECTS? 
Y MATERIAL FROM ΜΉΝ ΣΟ Ὸ 
ΠΝ COSTA PACA 

Luring reocent contacts with representatives of the 
ΟΣ ΒΡ Larty of tiemicso and the Feonics Vancuara erty of 
Conta Rica, a reprosentative of the Cor nunist Party, UA 
(C?, USA) furnished to each of them a wail address to which 
raterial nicht be sent for the attention of the CP, USA. To 
the Conranist Party of Mexico was piven the following 

=" ΠΩΣ τὸ 
Bt vise aie 

_ Ben Recse.- 
oe nthe - 

δὸς Dost. Ortico 

Ciléa Wicd, ΤΑΊ Chace 
ae - ---.- ΝΕ 

To the Peoples Vans axed arty ef Costa ica 
riven the foliowins address 

#2 tf 

Betty. Breet ur 
os GOS 

Bew Bost Office 
Chicago : “ELLnois” 3 9609 380 
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Ji Date: ° 1719/65 

' Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or code) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL | 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) ] 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM :-- SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
. Ff 3 

SUBJECT: SOLO 
τ το δ 

Enclosed herewith for the EBurcau are three copics 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's 
statement entitled, "DISCUSSIONS WITH VLADIMIR (LAST NAME 

UNKNOWN), REPRESENTATIVE OF THE SECURITY BRANCH, INTERNATIONAL 

DEPARTMENT, CENTRAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE SOVIET 
UNION.” 

The information appearing in the enclosed informant's 

statement was furnished by CG 5824~-S* on 12/31/64 and 1/8/65 
to SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and ‘WALTER A. BOYLE. 
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DISCUSSIONS WITH VLADIMIR 
(LAST NAME UNKNOWN), REPRESENTATIVE 
OF THE SECURITY BRANCH, 
INTERNATIONAL DEPARTMENT, CENTRAL 
COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST PARTY OF THE 
SOVIET UNIGN 

During the course of a trip to the USSR during 
December, 1964, a representative of the Comnunist Party, 
USA (CP, USA) was contacted on three separate occasions 
and held discussions with Vladimir (Last Name Unknown), 
a representative of the Security Branch of the Central 
Committee, Coumunist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU). 
Relative. to the operation of the clandestine apparatus for 
communications between the CPSU and the CP, USA, Viadimir 
made the following comments: 

Viadimsir could not say enough in praise of the 
work being done by the New York representative of the CP, USA 
in this apparatus. Viadimir called his werk amazing and the 
only inquiry of note which was made was his request for 
assurance of the security of the New York representative, 
which assurances were given to hin. 

Relative to future operations of the apparatus, 
Viadinir instructed that a change was to be made in the 
wtilization of drops for the passage of written material. In 
the future drops are to be filled and cleared on Thursdays. 
This change was to be effective on January 1, 1965. Hereafter 
the CP, USA representatives are to pick their ον drops for 
passage material from the CP, USA intended for the CPSU. 
The CP, A representatives are to furnish the CPSU with the 
descriptions of the drop locations; the CPSY will check the 
surrounding area but will not check the drop itself. Viadimir 
stated that the CPSU does not desire that any of these drops 
be utilized more than once. The CPSU will continue to choose 
the drop locations for the transmission of material from the 
CPSU to the CP, USA and will inform the CP, USA end of the 
apparatus of such iecations. 

Relative to the reinstitution of the secret 
writing method of communication by means of a Mexican address, 

συ WAC 1- YS Ὁ 
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which was discontinued sone time avo, Viaedinir advies rect 

thet the CPSU is werliny en the wreble: of setting uy 2 
mney addvcss aml cothed of coocmniestion. Me stated tuaé 
the CD, USA revrcucntatives wLit ho notified by wens oF 
their orcesent eo. .unications, exanneis of a new Uewiec 
utdvees far tho ceeret weltin«s chennel chen the entire 
eroccdure hac been exsteolished. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

/ FROM: SACs, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT: “Βοιῶν 
Is - C 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 
letterhead memorandum entitied, "GENERAL REMARKS CONCERNING | 
PROJECTED MEETING IN MOSCOW, USSR, ON MARCH 1, 1965, OF 
PREPARATORY COMMISSION FOR WORLD MEETING OF COMMUNIST AND 
WORKERS PARTIES." WAY 

The attention of the Bureau is directed to 
previous communications concerning the information in tha,¢ Ne 
enclosed letterhead memorandum as follows: ER ΤΑΣ ° 

Chicago airtel captioned "SOLO", dated 1/3/65, “ 
enclosing letterhead memorandum entitled, "INFORMATION 
CONCERNING STATUS AND PLANS OF MARCH 1, 1965 PREPARATORY OR , 

EDITORIAL COMMISSION MEETING IN MOSCOW FOR WORLD MEETING Ory” 

COMMUNIST AND WORKERS PARTIES, 1965;" Chicago airtel as 
captioned "SOLO", dated 1/3/65, enclosing letterhead 

| memorandum entitled, "MEETING OF LATIN AMERICAN COMMUNIST 
ji PARTY LEADERS WITH REPRESENTATIVES OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY 

: OF CHINA, PEKING, CHINA, DECEMBER, 1964;" Chicago airtel 
! captioned "SOLO", dated 1/3/65, enclosing letterhead 
| memorandum entitled, "CONFERENCE OF LATIN AMERICAN COMMUNIST 

PARTIES, HAVANA, CUBA, NOVEMBER, 1964." 

Subsequent to fur rpaishing the information in 
referenced airtel concerning the status of the March 1, 1965 
meeting, CG 5824-S* has fyrnished additional explanatory 
information from his notes_which forms the basis for this 
bm γος eee tA a ep Lies " 
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additional letterhead memorandum, Overall, the information 
in the enclosed letterhead memorandum was furnished by 
CG 5824-S* to SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE on 
12/31/64, 1/1, 2, 3 and 8/65. This information was obtained 
by the source during 12/64 during the course of separate 
discussions in Moscow, USSR, and Prague, Czechoslovakia, 
with the following individuals: 

MIKHAIL SUSLOV, member of the 
Presidium and Secretariat of the 
Central Committee, Communist 
Party of the Soviet Trion (CPST); 

(FNU) BELIKOV, Deputy to 
BORIS N. PONOMAREV, member of the 
Secretariat and Head of the 
International Department, 
Central Committee, CPSU; 

NIKOLAI V. MOSTOVETS, Head of the 
North and South American Section, 
International Department, 
Central Committee, CPSU; 

ALEKSEI A, GRECHUKHIN, Assistant 
to MOSTOVETS in the International 
Department, Central Committee, CPSU; 

VLADIMIR KOUCKY, member of the 
Secretariat, Central Committee, 
CP of Czechoslovakia; 

ARNOLDO MARTINEZ VERDUGO, First 
Secretary, CP of Mexico; 

CARLOS RAFAEL RODRIQUEZ, a minister 
of the Cuban Government and a member 
of the Directorate of the United 
Party of the Socialist Revolution; 

--ῷ - 
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RODNEY ARISMENDI, First Secretary, 
CP of Uruguay; 

VICTORIO CODOVILLA, Chairman, 
CP of Argentina. 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
Top-Serret since it contains information furnished by 
CG 5824-5*, a very highly placed source furnishing 
information on the highest level concerning the international 
communist movement. Unauthorized disclosure of the 
information contained herein would, by its nature, tend to 
identify CG o824-s* as the source, thereby jeopardizing the 
security of this source and thee ecdvcrcel,y uisuctiny vhe 
ἀμ λυ security, 

In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 
as having been made at Washington, D.C. 
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FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 
File No. January 19, 1965 

ἜΘΕΙ ΕΊΤΕ 

GENERAL REMARKS CONCERNING PROJECTED 
MEETING IN MOSCOW, USSR, ON 
MARCH 1, 1965, OF PREPARATORY COMMISSION 
FOR WORLD MEETING OF COMMUNIST AND 
WORKERS PARTIES 

During late December, 1964, and eariy January, 1965, 
a source, who has furnished reliable information in the past, 
advised as follows: 

During December, 1964, opinions concerning the 
probability that a meeting of the Preparatory Commission for 
a World Meeting of Communist and Workers Parties would be 
convened in Moscow, USSE, on March 1, 1965, were expressed by 
some leading officials of the Central Committee, Communist 
Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU) and by a leading member of 
the Central Committee, CP of Czechoslovakia (CPCZ). All these 
officials were in agreement on this matter and the essence of 
their statements in this regard are as follows: 

There is a 99% chance that the March 1, 1965 meeting 
will take place as scheduled, but there remains a 1% chance 
that it may be postponed once again. The circumstance which 
constitutes the 1% is the reaction of the Latin Americ " Parties 

if in particular the reaction of Fidel Castro. Carlo ἬΝ 
Rodriguez, a member of the Directorate of the United Party of 

eRe SOTERA st Revolution, “recently was a~mémbér ofa delegation 
(use representine Latin American Communist Parties which went to 

͵ Peking, Peoples Republic of_China during December, 1964, at the 
insistence of Castro with the hope of engaging in discussions 
with the CP of China (CPC) which might lead to greater unity 
within the world communist movement. The delegation was coldly 

received by the CPC and met with no success at all. This 
delegation, on their return trip from Peking, reported these 
results to the CPSU in Moscow who nevertheless repeated their 
intention to convene the March 1, 1965 meeting. 
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When these results are reported to Castro by 
Rodriquez and further that the CPSU intends to convene the 
meeting even without the participation of the CPC, it is the 
feeling of the CPSU and the CPCZ that it is entirely possible 
that Castro may then propose that the March 1 meeting be 
postponed once again so that additional efforts can be made 
to placate the CPC in order that the March 1 meeting will not 
finalize the split between the CPC and the CPSU. If such a 
Suggsestion is made by the Cubans, the feeling is that there 
are a number of other Parties who will jump at the chance 
because of their own hesitancy and desire to follow their own 
opportunistic line. Falling within this category are the 
Communist Parties of Italy and Great Britain and many of the 
Scandinavian Parties. But these Parties will not be the 
determining factor, especially since the Communist Parties of 
Italy and Great Britain are more or less committed to attend 
the meeting. The Parties which would have the greatest 
possibility of influencing the holding of the March 1 meeting 
are the Latin American Parties, especially the United Party of 
the Socialist Revolution of Cuba. However, some leaders of the 
CPSU have stated that there are some Parties which say that if 
the CPSU keeps postponing the meeting, there will not be a world 
communist movement any longer. 

Relative to the Latin American delegation to Peking 
and their treatment by the CPC mentioned above, it is believed 
that knowledge of this trip is limited to a rather small number 
of communist leaders. However, a leading member of the CPCZ 
has noted (rather sarcastically) that there is tacitly what 
aimost amounts to an understanding among the leadership of the 
CPSU that the Latin American trip to Peking might be made public 
in order to convince some of the hesitant Parties of the 
desirability of holding the meeting on March 1, 1965, as 
scheduled without further delay. 

speaking of the meeting itself, a leading member of 
the CPSU made the following remarks; 
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The aim of the meeting itself is to give the 
Communist Parties a chance to solve the problems of 
international solidarity. It is possible that not all the 
26 Parties who are invited to the meeting will take part. 
Perhaps those in attendance can discuss how to persuade these 
other Parties to come. The Preparatory Commission will be a 

consultative body and all Parties can use their rights to 
appeal to those Parties not in attendance, The general aim 
of the Preparatory Commission meeting, from the very beginning, 
will not be to excommunicate any Party. The aim is to 
promote unity on Marxist-Leninist principles and to try to 
find solutions to important problems vital to international 
life, 

The Commission itself will decide what it wants to do 
and when it wants to meet. The CPSU thinks that the first 
sessions of the meeting will probably not deal with substantive 
questions or with any of the prepared documents now being 
drarted by the CPSU and other Parties. Rather, the first 
sessions will more likely be devoted to the organization of the 
manner of conducting the conference itself and what the 
conference will discuss. Discussions before these early sessions 
will probably concern, among other things, extracting those 
problems which should be placed before the meeting which can lead 
to unity, to specify those problems and general aims of the 
movement which will unite the Parties. The purpose of this will 
be to give the Parties a chance to solve theixy problems, that is, 
the problems of international unity. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned to 
your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
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Re New York airtel to Burcau captioned "SOLO", 
dated 12/16/64, containing the text of a number of messages “ 
transmitted to the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU ἢ: 
by NY 694-S* through the second channel. The information MOL. . 
herein is being submitted under the "SOLO” caption in view ᾿ 74S 
of the fact previous information on this matter was reported γἱ 

under that caption. 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's ᾿ 
statement entitled, "EDWARD LAMB." ae 
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The information appearing in the enclosed informant's 
statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/8/65, to 
SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER Δ, BOYLE, 

Pertinent information contained herein will be 
disseminated to appropriate offices separately under 
appropriate caption, suitably paraphrased and accompanied by 
the necessary caution statements. 
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On January 3, 1955, Gus Hall, General Seeretary 
of the Communist Party, USA (CP, USA}, engaged in a discussion 
concerning the activities of Edward Lamb, the industrialist ; 
and Long-time friend of Gus Hail. ‘Hall indicated that he ha 
recently been talking to Lamb. Lamb told Hall that when he ~ -- 
was in the Soviet Union he had made sone “investigations” as a 
result of which he had made some recommendations to the Russians 
as to how they should reorganize some of their industrial 
entorprises to operate more efficiently. 

The Russians then asked Lamb if he could lovate and 
pond Uw the Cuvict Valea 37 wecelalictia frou tho Uabocd Ctuctcs 
to advise and assist them in some of their enterprises. First 
of all, Lamb cleared this request with sone agency of the 
United States Government and having received approval he 
located the 37 specialists desired by the Russians and these 
specialists were agreeable to going to the USSR for the above 
purpose. However, since the renoval of former USSR Premier 
Nikita 8S. Khrushchev in October, 1964, Lamb has not heard a 
single word further concerning this matter. 
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Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's 

"GENERAL INFORMATION RELATING TO / 
DISCUSSIONS AND ACTIVITIES IN THE GERMAN DEMOCRATIC ~ Le 
REPUBLIC DURING THE PERIOD OF DECEMBER 18-22, 1964." “~~. 

to SAs RICHARD W. 

The information appearing in the enclosed ᾿ 
informant's statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/8/65 
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GENERAL INFOXRMATICN RELATING TO 
DISCUSSIONS AnD SORIVITIES IN THE 
GELESN DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC NORING 
Ine PERIGD OF DECEFEER 16-97, 1954 

Oa Qecenber 18, 1944, an official representative 
of the Communist Party, USA (CP, DSA) eveived in East 
Berlin, German Cemocratic Republic (GDR), to conduct 
offielal discussions on matters of mutual interest to the 

tate un sows gcieaiiic tess whick Gus/drail, Generel 

x ΜΕ cme 

that they hed heen aageriy anticinatine this errival efter 
δὼ many Invitations Lad been oreviously issued to him to 
visis the Οὐ which Ae bad been unable to accept. Te was 
neted that this visit was oceurriag during the period of the 
Christmas Holidays, which is generally considered a bad tine 
for an official visit by a Party official because the Cast 
Gerrans 5611} take this holiday season very seriously. 
However, the ΕΣ officials stated that they were happy ke 
Waa there aud they would make the time to insure his 
enjoyment of his stay in the GOR. 

in order te demonstrate thet tne SEPG would ποτῷ 
every offort to fulfill cvery desire of the CP, USA 
representative, Rolle Gluekhors , ho is a security man in 
the International Defartment of the SUMS, stated that should 
it be Gesived he would arranwe to have any letters mailed 
£ron: Veet Berlin, This would conssitute 20 problen because, 
stated Gluekho?£, they have Party menber2 in rest Berlin by 
the thousands. He noted that although: ΟΞ persons yoald 
not be allowed? such freedom, 12 desived he couid easily 
arrange for the CP, USA representative to be passed theouch 
the “Berlin Wali" in either direction and if he should ever 
Gesira to enter oy leave the East European countries using 
East Serlin as his point of entry or departure, the SUPG 
would be happy to arrauge it, Kowever, the CP, USA 

[Bie τ te ἢ 
- 1. 

ΠΟΤ ΟΞ πο wala cow at Be a, 
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reoresontative stated that he did not desire to avail 
hinseif of this offer and subseauently was taken for ἃ 
tour of East Berlin which included a view of the "Wail," 
As #8 stourlty precaution he was brought ao closer then 
ἃ block from “Checkoaint Charlie’ and rewadined within 
the autorobile cceause ef the [art that the Yet German 
personel use lous cance enweras to photopraph people 
in the eastern zone. . 

_— Gn the following day, Pecamber 19, 19394, 
discussions were hele with some newbers of the Aeadership __ 
Of the ΟΥ̓, Anonc thake wreernr wea Hermeopr? amon, Ὁ | 
Pete? GF Bac Uenteal ΤΟ ΕΠ sand fediticel' Vercay of 
the SUSG and weo is 5150 the iditor-in-CGhie? Gi ““foeues, 
i. Golek WA τι tal κυ © eA ate tetas tabs γάλα teh Whe ‘tect ott δι cnet sie ee wee ce 

SPS, “The dveetion wees raised with hie of the status of 
a request previously sade of the LUE by Bhe Ge, Osa, for 
& orintiny press to be used uy the Cf, USA to publish lts 
East Cozst paper, "The Worker,” plus other publications, 
this vequest had been made throught the good offices of 
rovman Freed, Canadian representative on the “World 
Marxieut Review” who bad previously visited the GDS. τὲ 
was mentioned that all the detalis hac previously been 
eivyen to the ρα by Sreed. Axen vrepiied that he did not 
have these notes fron Freed immediately availiable toa bine 
at that tine but that the matter would be looked into. 

Pursving this metter, Asen aghed how big was tho 
elroutation of the vever for which the CP, UA wanted the 
press. He wae toll tuat αὐ the oresent time the clrcalsetien 
was multe euchi but thet eith the seyent of 2 daily 
newspaper, the Cl, USA hoped that it would sequire ἃ 
elrevulation of tens of thousands. Further, the Cr, PBA 
gnticivated that they mivht be chile to attract other outside 
gover for their print shon ia addition to the printing of 
thelr own publications. 

at the present time are being used by the GOR. However, 
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they do rebulid some presses which are sent ta their 
Zectorics vor this mupise and these veiilt presses 
ere τῷ yeod Ba mony and world be excelleat foo the use 
cavisioned hy the ti, OSA, cspectaliy in view of the 
Jinites: cimeription requireneats. 

Thea Ἀνὰ asked oxactly what wind of nress the 
oD, USA wanted. Fe was told thet all. these detaiis had 
#lready been furzished to the SUPG by Freed but the kind 
wanted was exactly the same kind as the Canadian ΟΡ 
wented, Ik was undexatood thet the Cunndian Party had 
ceter ined that the nese they were ceeredtie tesa tess 
SOO URAL ene Gany watted ta cet 9 Tomes oeay thin 
enwmrrs at Th lag Po Por ῖν tye a “ay ree τἰ vi ae me τς Te laruha typo sau whet tae Go, USA wesabes else. 

Axen texi πο how Eka 3, TAA would cet theo 
Pees dude tus UaigGed Ceeties, ge vis tei that the CP,TIA 
understands thet tho ODR kas disteihuferss in Canads and 
fat the Canediea Party would Handle the ree-shivning of 
the prese to the CS, USA. Ab this ΒΕ ἄκρα sheted that 
vefora continuing any discussion oa the printing nrenss, 
anevers were nerdes tu seme eyecifiie queshioas: ἃν ho 
LS τε ta veeelve this gress? This cust be worked cut 
ShER the eowrades in the Canadian Sarty. &,. Mowe apcelfic 
actaile ave gence ee to the exack weuchine thet the 0, LOA 
Fants, his dliecussion termiarted with the understendine 
that the CD, it reoreseutative 2ould probably return 
souetine in March, 1965, with the ansyers to these questions 
and tails τὰ τ would then be τἀν ἂν ectt led. 

at δὶ Later date, the 02, TS: vapresentative who 
mea beea dy the GUS realised these questious with Gus fell, 
eho stated thet comecue must be sent to the GUR who knows 
Somalia ahowe these matters. Considersiden ὙΦ alse sdvex 
to beViOy scneoke Trac the OP, ὍΡΑ co te Canada to have 
Giscusslons wlth the Cmnedien couradss concesning whnt type 
ΟΣ press was belng considered by the Cavadians. No dealsian 
Bu this repard was made at that time. 

Another πε εξ shich Gur gett had idustrveeted te 
tokag Up wlth the SUP enc the proposal urevieusly meade by 
fia ἜΣΕΙ of the UO, TEA nad Tntirugtlens! Beoks Shak 

- oe FOE 
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arrpanvements be made vith the SOUPS concerning tke 
importation into the GDR of technien] beo's:s. Allen head 
stated that ne haa ὥσθ contacts in the socialist 
countrios and found thon willing end desirous te vurchese 
technicsi heots and molications printed in the United 
whates and ἀξ tho GP, USA weuld set un an coteroprice for 
this purposc, such purchescs would be nandled throu 7h the 
62, USA business. This matter vas ποῦ with Axen whe 
indicates that the SUPG wes now rendy to folicw through 
on theiy provise in this vespect. “hen this was 
subsequently conmunicateg to Gus Hall, he advised that the 
CP, USA is not yet ready to proceed and that no one hes 
gue Leen soleciod fo co ante ting Tustassg pul Lek us 
POLL Ee 

Cn the day follewin: the diueuscions with Axen, 
brat £5 On Pecosber OO, 19p¢, Ghactihoie directed ἡ tour of 
gsoveral points of interest he had scclected for tho OP, USL 
representative to sco. Curio: the vorning they viuited 
the site of a Nazi extermination eamn loceted at 
ceehsenhausen (phonetic) sbout 36 av so miles northesst of 
ΡΛ, This uns not the worst but wee ene of the oldssat 
af such canys. In the Leclaniny, only Gercen political 
prisosers were “epi there, then ister prisoners fren the 
western countries, then Jews, and Finally Eusudnn pricouers. 
Hany of the bulidings vad been destroyed, loavinge oaty 
mariers la.chcizr places, but enourch of the bubidinss vere 
left to demonstrate the nature of the enmp, sueh as the 
main Tvrance building vhere the people were dacinerated, 
sore af the varracss, places where the ἘΣ ΕΘ ΟΣ ΕΣ were 
cxauined Lefoere execution te discover Lhings the Yazis 
considered of valuc, such ag coid fiilings in their teeth, 
tatteos, ete, There wore reculerly cuploycd ruides whe 
eive tours of this enw net only for visiting offielnaic, 
Gut aise fer buglesds vf tourists and athers. 

Later on the Gane day, a visit was ὑπο ἐς Torple 
Gardcas (phonetic) in East Derlin, whieh is renlly oc wer: 
eonteinines a εἰσι αὐ to the Russinn war dead, The statue 
is of a Russian soldier with a machine gun in one hand, 
eorpyiue a ghilld in his other aru. it ls sunpesed to hea 
based usou @ true story of a Russlan selcier in the fiche 
fov Bevlin who heard 2 child orying and then protected the 

fd εἴ. Saad 
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child as he continued fighting. It is intended to convey 
the idea that the Russian γὴν is the protector of the 
people, especially the children who have no politics. 
Aceording to Gluexhoff, tourists come frem all over both 
East and West Germany to view this monument. As you 
approach the monument, every ten to fifteen feat there is 
a large block of stone inseribed with some quotation from 
Stalin's writings. The East Germans are quite embarrareed 
about these quotations and state that they are going to 
do something about them but at the moment they do not know 
what, They are trying very hard to preve that they are 
not Stalinists. 

On the following day, December 21, 1964, because 
of a delay in making travel arrangements, Gluckhoff 
arranged for a tour ef an East Berlin factory where they 
repair and rebuild railway cars and trolleys. The plant 
manager and the Party Secretary met the group and conducted 
a tour through the entire factory. According to the plant 
manager there are 1,800 employees in the plant, plus 600 
office workers (including engineers} and 300 youth apprentices. 
380 of the workers are members of the SUPG, all workers are 
in the trade union, and the youth have an organization of 
their own called "Free German Youth." The factory is 
organized on a departmental basis and each department is 
represented on the factory committee by one secretary of 
the Party, one head of the trade vnion, and one representative 
of the youth. Besides the regular working departments of the 
factory, their facilities also include a clinic, a small 
fully equipped hespital, and several kindergartens for the 
children of the workers. 

After the tour was completed, a meeting was held 
in the office of the Party committee. The plant manager, 
an old time engineer and a member ΟΥ̓ the SUPG, made the 
following comments: 

The work fulfillment plans are prepared and sent 
to the factory by the labor ministry. The role of the Party 
is to help to apply and carry through the plans. The plan 
is discussed with all the workers. Each department discusses 
and concretizes the plan. The Party alse carries on a lot 
of political work to keep the werkers abreast of things. In 
1964, this factory was to increase production by 80%, 
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necording te tho plan. dust befere the new yoar, the 
factery's praduetion “eat LY akusc the plan and cece 
cepartnents realised 10. te 16% above the τ πὰς 

Tho GUS has hed ἃ terrible shortage of laher, 
Teey Ficure thet dn LOSG thoy ed 1,000 worcerc in thic 
Plont; mcs thero aro £,400 warior. Cnet Loe tuadtur the 
youth). It jg not expected thet this πυτ λιν con λους δες 
until τῆῦγῷ, Overall, thervo is an shortare of 955,030 
worcere in the GPR. In view of tho faet tast they are 
aking daercasin: use of ncehanizstion and awitecotion, tis 
Hlant expects that they will tbe ehle ta vet slone on what 
they finwe πα πριν this olawk ds net the teen thet bonds 
Lug? ΤΟ ΔῚΣ te the pees Of τοσοῦ acl vutenation. 

ro ta the voeraa for this cacnt lehor srorteos, 
en> oO; Chace weosomt αὖ ἘΠῚ neetin: cteted thet he Bed 
σοι Epon a oeabl village. Beier te Vorld car f1, there 
hed been 4a Darby merters in that villece, After the ver 
enly cight coorades wore left. After the war the faceicts 
Sled ἔρον the Eastern mene and sere rac reople sho vere 
influenced by the fnomiete shea fled. Alea the Matted 
δοὺς and British Geverncenats hulned sero peodke to eet 
qut of the Russian sence, PBofere the Horlin Well vas [πὶ Ἐπ 
the rest ef these whose absence necounte fox the ichor 
Shoelese Ped and the CTA was lett with gust the old 
Roopic, Since they nleo heve to Ἐπ eare of the old en 
Sle, this ereeted a serious @rain on thoir roeceurcer, 

“Vletive £6 the gaece of the vor:erdn, the plant 
Lanacor tates thet an 10 500 τον ἘΣ in this nlant rocoivcd 
a nay ef 320 cari. Today the ware far the save pericd is 
700 αν, ἄπορον clce have a clinle for freo meidbend ceve. 
Tey Weve Live conto whieh they con ebsene from c σε of 
εξ cidferent dishes where brvore there was only aac dish 
that wee coryed. Those moals cost frm, onc-half uarh uv tea 
tse and oneehalx χα, Tf the peice of the vont enceotc 
a otatee αὐ, th. feetery payo the ποθ, Woruers are 
emtitics ta ipoainl vreations. There do a eam yor the 
entidren af the ποτ τοῦ vhich scree -mecetes: 300 in the 
MSC Le τ με, mad CO in the ginter. Toverrl thovwe yrontiews 
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the factory Conates 91,000 marca. The rarents of tha 
ehilercn sive 15 mags. The trace πον contributes 105 
ΟΣ the cost of tho yvasetions and the factory certributecs 
the revainder. 

hater the var this foetory we: left with otc 
προ. Today they have 72 cusimeera. Tho factory 
wpintains on eoadey to trnin τὸ Ὁ in chibled 
Speciolitics. At tho present tire there ave SOO peopic 
ia th: factory stucylay in this aeadeny to vet bisher wort: 
qualifications and even toe become engineers aad technical 
npoeiaticts, 

The wevtiar coneluced vith a teuasst to the 
ἀρ ὼς mee de eked en acetary tw haces Gabber “Oda 
regrosantetive, Gluckbof? δ their narty tenerted, 

(ἢ tie Yolloving Gay, τος τ £2, 1034, the 
CP, Us\ vreoresentative Ἰοὺ Last Lerlin cn route to Yooee., 
USER. Lofore lonvine ke advised the Internaticanl Popartrent 
of the SOPG that reterial could be sent te hin nt cither of 
the fellewine addresses: NorceiNaasck, Gex_7209, Row Post 

_Offiec, Chicago, TLLineis 66430; or Dottyrirecter, cox sc, 
New Post Offiec, Chicage, Tlinois θοῦ, Priated ratter ~ 
con also he furvardcd ia the nae of Joby fhoulders, enaro of 

_peern Rook Stove, GO East Chadenara Avenue, Chiergo, Ll Linois, 

Uhile at the airport 16 wns learned fre Glucshoft 
that the GOR is oneouracing trevelers γος the western 
οι; te θῶ theeurh Tact ΠΡ πὶ oo ou ΟΣ oF Connyvturo 
for Eoescow, S50, or Pracne, Caucheslovakia. A very 
favorable wrice sor such travel is civen to these travelers 
oni saves the trnvoler the acerssity of returnins fra Vest 
forlia te points oF ceaarturce gor ΤΡ or Moceey of v 
sronter dlotines. Uswaver, those travelers rust noy for 
the tickots for thin pasease in the enrreney of the ccustry 
whose passport they are using. In thie canner, Glueher? 
mated, the travelers cove noney nud the GM mates πον iu 
hard curroney gfyen the Vest. Core poneral ohnservations 
cencorniny: the GDR: Tae East Gernans are very prond of the 
namnexy la which they are τσ λα Yast Berlin. Caac a 
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person etc away from the Wall you can see that the city 
is bolng rebudlt da a most besutiful Fashten. The Yast 
Gaviwias aso very apelosetic about the apsearance anc 
srehitceture of thedr corly robuildia: ΟΥ̓Κ ΟΣ ΕΙΣ, such as 
the buildin; aloap Merl Sars Aldea, shea thoy sere 
followings the Huguins Style Of orchitceturc. ποὺ thoy 
ace Pollegday their cur arehitecturs. style and arc yoo ne 

meoud of it. 

Relative to the aneunt of Vestern proparende 
whiek nenctrates East Gowlin, It was netecd that the ΟἿ 
eve: very ἀλλ} οὐ γεν to προ VYestern rrronsrania out ΟΣ 

ae * Mo tam th gee ge, Petar, hare ea oo cateige o* geen Ἦ woe Tat cowhie. Acetratug te the tawmo on? fra sewocwenau un 
Ft Tons ᾿ εἴς ΩΣ é To Ἴ * tae a πω 4 - ΕἾ" "ἢ ey “τ {τὶ Ω τὰς oe πεν 4 . fie κα νέο, ootidiarss £905 the Caltved States, ἾΦΙ. 

My -- pnd Great ooeltate pre λει, aes. EP τ Few Σὰ, ΒΛ 
they feonuent ty Dedas GATE ther. estate newsdaners , 
genvacings, “fe. a tac ynadieo ond teloviclen in Fact Moetid, 
there is ne divitenlty pieling up ρον bronadensts. ΟἾΔ 10. 
thoy reallee that they canned “cco tio Tester pronarnada 
out of East Pzrlin, ΘῈ course they are sot spreading it 
ecoa3 thoir on resulation. Cn the other side of tho coir, 
Trench and Sritish aclidiers were froquently chsorved Inayine 
tooss in their avu languawes at ΟΣ ΟΣ in last vorlin, 
go thet it ie ite wevsinle chat the GES oorceds Ita on 
proprenadce in the other dircetion by thin cwothed, 

tn discussions vith vawdloun Jeedes: do the G&S, 
> ἀν is quite apparent that they arc coine out of thele vay 

te orvase: the vestives of aentieSevitisa da the GYR, It dtd 
not appear that aay oF the officials she seorn tried to 
worchip the Russians the wey they used to. Fart -it is: pladu 
thet they avo in a dis tieult positien beesusce ef tha fret 
thet the Zeot Geoncong ince the treans of the Valted States, 
Grest Geitesn eng Frenee sud withowt the Russinn troons ia 
tkely midst they would not bave the abildty to stands wp tea 
the Ucptera voracc. 
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. Date: 1/18/65 

Transmit the following in 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED NAIL 
(Priority) 

a ΕΕΕΥΥΝΥΚΕΕΥΕΕΕΥΝΕΕΕΕΕΕΥΕΕΕΕΕΕΕΕΙ 

᾿ ΤῸ : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM τ BAG, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

βυβαποτί “sox. a 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are bhree 
copies and for the New York Offi trel be | 
informant's statement entitled, RAYLIOND i ΤΟ 
COPE." ΕΣ 

Siete a) 

- The information appearing in the enclosed τ΄ -«ἡἰ jal! 
informant's statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on | 
1/3 and 1/8/65 to SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A, BOYLE. 

The information in the enclosed informant's 
statement was obtained by the source in discussions during 
12/64 in Moscow, USSR, with VLADIMIR (LNU), a representative 
of the Security Branch, International Department, Central 
Committee, Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU). 
CG 5824-S* advSéd"that he does not know why the Security | 

y Branch is interested in the individuals menticned herein | 
and was in no position to ask. The information contained 
herein is the only information in the source's possession 
concerning these individuals. On 1/3/65, CG 5824-S* 
apprised GUS HALL of the Soviet interest in these two 
individuals and HALL indicated that neither was known to 
him. This matter of obtaining information concerning these 

| men was left in HALL's hands. Of. course, CG 5824-S* will 
follow this matter with HALL in order to insure that the 
fesired information is obtained for his Soviet να 5 9 

SERCO ahead ΟΥ ΘΟ Β preg /OO nF) 1° inte] 7 
ay oy - Bureau (Encis. 3) sss 
AY? ~S 1 - New York nels. 3) Ge) (Encl. 1) (Info) (RM) 4 "1 YO 1065 

δ ..- Chicago τον 9 Ὁ 
er X (1 - A)134-46 Sub B-36) ; emma — 

7 WAB:sck 
: 4 " 

Ὶ - ἀκ Y/ 
ras “ ‘ 

y ἌΝ ft) Sent _. UM Per eA 

idd A in Charged 85 FER 2 {οί 



CG 134-46 Sub B 

CG 5824-S* stated the opinion that this is a 
most delicate matter, the full content of which was 
obtained by him in small pieces on the occasions of three 
different contacts with VLADIMIR. At no time did he give 
CG 5824-S* any slight indication of the reason for his 
interest, nor whether the Soviets are in contact with or 
using them at present, intend to contact or use them in 
the future, etc. In view of the lack of such information 
it is of the utmost importance that this information and 
any investigations predicated thercon be handied in a most 
discreet manner. 

Pertinent information Cuutaiued herein will be 
disseminated to appropriaté offices separately under 
appropriate caption suitably paraphrased and accompanied 
by the necessary caution statements. 

= Bo 
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During December, 1964, i1t..was learned that the 
Security Branch, International Depurtinent Central Committee, 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (psy) has expressed an 
interest in and have requested the CP, USA, to furnish all 
information available conceriing the following two tadivi 

Me of these is a young man naned 
is related in some manner to a man named Arustrofig: whe 
working for “Ἐν πάρῃ Affairs" magazine. (It ts noted that 
Hamilton Fishy ‘strong is the Editor of "Eoteion Affair 

A on Boned g quarterly mag Avine -published by ‘the: | mL | 
Relaviona:; Incoxparated, be Bast “68th | treat r _New York 22, _ 
“New τότε; {+ Ss either ‘current ἐγ Etrending oF previously 
“attended Bo" wumotea Ur iversity, New York City, “and formerly 
attended. New. ‘York: University, New York City, and ‘Colgate 
University, ‘Hamilton, New York. He ig known to Ban Rubin, 
Joseph Nerth and Oakley Johnson. 

now out oF ; SP and may even De ai ope 46 now acsociated 

with the Berkeley Unitarian Church in ΒΕ Berkeley, California. tap 

ΝΣ 
γο4|-- f
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Service Unit - Room 6524 
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Supervisor Room Ext. 

Type of References Requested: 

L.__|Begular Request (Analytical Search) _. 

All References (Subversive ἃ Nonsubversive). foe 70 
Subversive References Only 

Nonsubversive References Only 

Main. sC«&References Only 

Type of Search Requested: 

Restricted to Locality of 

Exact Name Only (On the Nose) 

[| Buildup ["_] Variations 

Birthdate & Place 

Address 

Localities - 
Searcher 

Ry Date δ Sih aa ee 

Prod. 

FILE NUMBER SERIAL 
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Ὁ Federal Bureau of Inv ation 
. > Records Branch - 
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[|] Name Searching Unit - Room 6527 
Service Unit - Room 65234 

Type of References Requested: 

[| gular Request (Analytical Search) 

All References (Subversive & Nonsubversive) 

Subversive References Only 

Nonsubversive Heferences Only 

μπ.ΟῸ᾽Ο.ῳ «SO§References Only 
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Restricted to Locality of 
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(i “a 

Subject 5 4 

Birthdate & Plaée 

Address 

Localities C AL, 

Η... Date 

Prod, 
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Date: 1/18/65 ) 
! 
! 

{Type in plaintext or code) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
(Priority) 

TO >: DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

SUBJECT:___ SOLO- 
; 15- Ὁ 

NO θϑιΞεε ματι τ Symicag isa ἥξχεινψεν tT DISCE | Meee 

Enelosed herewith for the Bureau are the original Νὺξ 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of 
a letterhead memorandum entitled, "DIVISIONS OF THE COMMUNIST 
PARTIES IN MEXICO AND PERU." 

The information appearing in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/8/65 to he 
SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE. . 

_ 
mie 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
Confidential since it contains information furnished by 
CG 5824-8*, a very highly placed source furnishing information 
on the highest level concerning the international communist 
movement, Unauthorized disclosure of the information 
contained herein would, by its nature, tend to identify 
CG 5824-S* as the source, thereby jeopardizing the security 
of this source and thus adversely affecting the national 
security. 

The information in the enclosed letterhead 
memorandum was obtained by the source during 12/64 in 
discussions in Moscow, USSR, with Nikolai Mostovets, Head 
of the North and South American Section of the International 
Department, Central Comma eZee » Communi st Party of the Soviet 
Union. ΜΕ 
Are chess ah cot “Ὁ τῷ ὃ εξ « ᾧ 

(3”~ Bureau (Encls. ay tre) ἢ [be: ly eo oped 53 
lL - New York (100-134637) (Encl. 1) (Info) (RM) ia 
1 - Chicago 5 «δ 22 196 
WAB: sck | 

) ως 
joc. nition hy ἐνληῶογξο κοι 4p po) 

\ Approved: 7 δι. ΜΚ θεὲ ΟΝ 
\Sake al Agent in Charge 

ἢ ide. od 



CG 134-46 Sub Β 

In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memorandum has been shown 

as having been made at Washington, D.C. 



SIFICATION AOTHORITY DREIWVED FROM: 

eae oe et LON GD - ΕἸ TF " 

Φ 
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE εὐ 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

Washington, D.C. In Reply, Pleas 3 
We Ne ° Refer to January 18, 1965 

CON TAL 

Z 
4| DIVISIONS OF THE COMMUNIST 
“PARTIES” IN” MEXICO” AND PERU™ 
aga  πο σ ὐσϑνσσαΝ ee 

During early January, 1965, a source who has 
furnished reliable information in the past advised as follows: 

As a result of the ideological split which has 
occurred within the international communist movement, some 
communists inclining toward the line of the Communist Party of 
the Soviet Union (CPSU), and some toward the line of the 
CP of China, divisions have taken place in the CPs in Mexico 
and Peru. It was learned that in Mexico the pro-Soviet 
division, which is the previously existing group, is still 
known as the CP of Mexico. The pro-Chinese or so-called 
"leftist'' group has adopted the name Mexican CP Bolshevik. In 
Peru the pro-Soviet group, which is also the previously 
existing group, is the Peruvian CP. The pro-Chinese group, 
which has split off, bears the name of the CP of Peru. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 

conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 

IDO ROH - ἢ 
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Date: 1/18/65 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code} 

Vie AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL | 
(Priority) 

, | To : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

v7. FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 
cD 

SUBJECT: Sore) 
IisS~c 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant' μ 
statement entitled, "PAUL NOVICK.” “evi My 

The information appearing in the enclosed informant's 
statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/1 and 1/8/65 to 
SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A, BOYLE. 

Pertinent information contained herein will be 
disseminated to appropriate offices separately under 
appropriate caption suitably paraphrased and accompanied by ; 
the necessary caution statements. / 

| 1.-.ὄ RB rather ek LO } soy - 

: 4)- Bureau Gneis, $F GH) aod Ζ γ 
1 -- New York (100<134637) (Encl. 1) (Info) (RM) ΤΆ 
2 - Chicago 

(1 ~ A)184-46 Sub B-37) 
WAB: sck 

(6) ssiiioget 

ath ας mee Wes 
WS ppg SIO 29} -ὸ 39 

B i132 1965 ν 

Approveyt} M4] Sent τἕἝἕ᾿΄])5᾽ Μ Per 

G5 5 Ji ARDY «Special Agent in Charge 
Ai © cag 
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DML HOVE. 

Puring Dececner, 25a! , Bout Hovie', Σὰ ον of 
the “Borniny Sreibrit ," dew Yor’: ity, “as aa MGEGOW s 
ἦε 

“Individuals aad tenvelins: akout ὁ in rea ofeort to icern “28 
tuch oo pecodble concerning the sitvetien of the Jewish 
population in the USER, which is still a vory sensitive 
question 28 the USSH. At that tio he had already been 
in the Seviet Daion for a period of approximately cir 
veers end hac visited a rood nar’ of Funsia, ancdneinit ἃ 
emi tw the baring. Sbhienpcd ase deo Licenced usa the 
COORG aby to εἱς Lt ἐφολοταθ Sia, Re "wa SOS 3 ay Sb Gea 
Yan aoe bps τ okey ee ἀπο fees 2 te NBR gt τ γεν eee byt oe 

ahiic in the : Cevict finden Wore sropforvelis, .ititor el tuc 
_bie-sonthly Viedlelheinecusie meereaiae “Uowotioh ρχεται", τ --- wees, 

Cwavaick Uonotani'); ΚΑῚ Rey reve το χει te, Rood ef the sorth 
nud South AverLlean Seetionw of the interantionsl Departiiont, 
Central Gornlttes, Comunist Party ef the Sovict Union Kee SU); 
end Art “Ghields, Bosced Gorreuponccnt ΔῸΣ “Zhe Vowszer." 
moyLe: ‘obtenpted te see Mikhailov, δ᾽ comer of the 
Presidiua of the Central Coordttec, CPSU, because be is 
yeneraliy coupauered 2 poliey maker in the: Ἐξ, but was 
βίδα ta ce so. Acedreding to dostovets, Novie!. wan net 
at all setisfied with tho resuits of his Lavestiymtion vax 
with the status of Jess: in the Sovict Union, 

Vahie in Heseow Novie’: ceve a press intervie: toa 
fares, the offfeial tele: raphic Nees δεῖ Of the rowiet 
Unicon, asc te ἃ soporter for the "Nou Yow: Mors,’ The 
roourt of this interviey og published in the Soviet wrens 
Wes icus bnrsh end was wore ontivistic thar tho dispatch 
prepared by the rovorter for the "New Yor: Pires." In this 

_datorview Movie: was not very Tiotteriag toward the Sovict 
Union. Althourh erantiog that μος is πὸ Gificial policy 
of anti~cCesiiduna in the Soviet Enion, no otated thet in bic 
opinion there is antdeVemitic sentivent and there is 
disericiastion aninest toviet dessa. Uo reco upeeifie sad 



unfavorable refereace to the publication “Judnisr ὩΣ ΠΟΙ 
Enbellishwent ," by ΤΟΣ Sa“ Reis, published by the | 
Wrvainien Acedesy of Scionees, which is o loot of rout 
auti-Sesitic aartecus: anc stetementyu. Novieh eritieined 
the Soviet Union Vor fhe lnc: of eulteral ilfe for coviet 
Jews, and Zor the gnct thas there ara no Jews iu the CSoR 
soreim Servies or in hiph rilitary positions. 

ΕΣ 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

Via - AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
~ 7 (Priority) 

4 TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

supsecrt soi) 
B- C 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
and for the New York Office one copy of an informant's 
statement entitled, "(FIRST NAME UNKNOWN) GOODLAND (PHONETIC)." 

The information appearing in the enclosed informant's 
statement was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/1 and 1/8/65 to) 
SAs RICHARD W. HANSEN and WALTER A. BOYLE. 

Pertinent information contained herein wiil be f 
disseminated to appropriate offices separately under "νὰ 
appropriate caption suitably paraphrased and accompanied by τ ---. 
the necessary caution ΟΝ . 
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 Yaknown. 
Coast ὁ 
According to Patterson, If this i 
to offset the influence of Holla 
West Coast individual active ia 

- ἭΝ -ς-ς 

(FIRST NAME UNKNOWN) GOODLAND 
(PHONETIC) 7 

i During December, 1964, William Patterscen, a menber 
of an official delegation frem the Communist Party, US 
(CP, USA) then in Moscow, USSR, was reported to be vigorously 
proposing to the Centrai Committee, CP of the Soviet Union 

the Lenin Peace Prize be awarded to (First Name 
land (phonetic), an individual from the Vest 

he United States who is active in the peace movement. 
e, Geedland can be use 

berts, who is snother 

the CP, USA has no influence. 

for the prize for οὐκὶ 
to be obtained from Pabl 
& communiat and fLorner 
vho 

It was learned that in order to get the nomination 

Committee. 

learance and spproval will have 
aruda, the well-known Chilean 
Pient himself of this prize, and 

the foreigners on the Lenin Peace Prize 

It is not known what further action is being taken 
on Patterson's request. 
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Captioned case involves the Bureau's highly valuable 
confidential informant NY 694-S* who has been receiving communications 
transmitted to him by radio. 

On 1/15/65, transmissions were heard by the Bureau's 
radio station at Midland at which time a message, NR 274, GR 125, 

was intercepted. 

Plain text and cipher text are attached. 

The New York Office is aware of the contents. 

ACTION: 

For information. 

Enclosure 

I - Mr. Belmont 
1 - Mr. Conrad 
2-Mr. Sullivan (Attention: Mr. J. A. Sizoo, Mr. W. G. Shaw) 

1 - Mr. Downing 
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C Yb acs} nanrfearcMauk ancSrojurerposcuerenet means 
MITTEDYOURREQUEST{OSUPPOR ΒΟΧΕΗΙ Ny OURSTRUGGLEAGAIN 
STMULEPROSECUTION f EXPRESSED[HE IRREADINESS|TOSTAARIC 
AMPA1GNIINDEFENCEFIBOXER||AT|THESAMET IMelsOMel ANES|{AND) 

| NPARTICULARL ANEbFISWEDEN s ASKITOSENDIT HEN SsOONASPOSs 

IBLEALLNECESSARYMATERIALSFROMCOVA, THATMAYEUSEDII Np 
᾿ RESSANDOTHEAW1SE)|SvEDISHLAREADDRESG, .KUNGSGATANKKU 
" wasn Tanlde dl leh sabes) Sli ld Βτοσκηοι ἡββτοσκηο 

LMgsss¢ 

NR 0274 GR 125. tae . 01/15/65 | 

37780 40280 87077 88985 96448 97900 06299 84623 57196 88858 

8911 45453 99980 16247 65510 06529 88763 38984 25567 70646 

74082 51258 69990 58380 17238 14586 97084 40355 84412 13807 

92042 35006 65399 S24i7 64424 81818. 57270 80705 63153 74856 © 

89542 28989 32014 63534 60910 01928 533554 49934 §2430 98896 

002621 94871 19671 49659 78761 37095 95103 98799 20339. 62246 

359135 70853 37161 75461 65771 65333 93070 07449 24095 90991 

22793 80839 37278 23789 20333 92555 83559 81544 41129 86586 

83435 94175 57585 49344 22509 68829 27333 79211 73997 19972 

12655 07806 81551 13690 50107 $9488 15683 974596 29621 58222 

FORM 810 20525 75327 40153 $6197 99495 10145 98607 54179 88794 52347 

14358 $8418 59658 86786 61612 69846 77960 59866 81611 34599 

00855 07092 25173 77932 70809 4 
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During the 9th Solo Mission to Moscow, Russia, in 1961, 
NY 694-S* was given intensified training in the preparation and 
transmission of messages to improve his operations with the Soviets. 
For security reasons, this clandestine work could not be performed by 
informant at his residence or business office. Office space was 
obtained at 154 Nassau Street, New York City, to facilitate his 
preparation of messages by microfilming, codes and ciphers, and 
receipt of radio transmissions from Moscow. This covert office has 
also been used aS a secure meeting place between informant and contacting 
Agents. Building at 154 Nassau Street is being demolished and 
New York Office recommends renting of new space, Room 1122, 17 Battery 
Place, New York City. it is being recommended that such space be 
secured and necessary expenses be incurred in connectiontherewith. 

Cover Office for Clandestine Work 

Since 1962 NY 694-S* has been utilizing office space at 
154 Nassau Street, New York City, to prepare clandestine messages and 
to receive Soviet radio transmissions, The office has also been used 
under secure conditions by informant to meet with his contacting Agents; 
The building at 154 Nassau Street is scheduled for demolition and ἊΝ 
New York after a survey has located secure space at 17 Battery Place, 
The propesed office consists of about 431 square feet and is on the’ 
eleventh floor (Room 1122) of a multiple office building containing 
several hundred commercial offices of varied businesses, chiefly 
connected with shipping and exports. The elevators are self-operated 
and there are four separate and distinct entrances to the building 
which is owned and operated by the Sheraton-Whitehall Corporation 
(Sheraton Hotels) . Theft has 
been extremely cooperative an isplayed a great respec Io 
Director during discussions with Banh New York and Beit ΙΝ SPS ¢ 

i +t Vb ΠΩ) a negative on exe REC 20 [τὸ . 

The space will be leased under a fictitious name under a 
two-year lease which will be renewed on a oné-year basis™adt"a rentatT™ 
of $185 a month plus a monthly charge of about $10 for bottled water 

Enclosure ἐν ap fee ( 
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Memorandum F, J. Baumgardner to W. C. Sullivan 
RE: SOLO 
100-428091 

which is the usual arrangement for tenants of the building, The 
office consists of the one large room divided in half by a solid 
wall with a door separating the two rooms. There is also a 
Separate room in the space which contains a shower, toilet, and 
wash basin and is windowless. One of the walls of this separate room 
is the outside building wall, Another wall abuts the floor corridor 
and is of thick solid construction and soundproof; another wall abuts 
a small room housing the building electrical and telephone cables; 
and the fourth wall abuts the space to be rented, According to 
New York, this enclosure in the space is of such construction and 
location as to afford absolute security in the operation of the radio. 
The only tenant immediately adjacent to Room 1122 is the Sheraton Credit 
Corporation, the lessors themselves, and a check of additional tenants 
in the wing of the building where our space is located fails to 
disclose any pertinent derogatory data, Bureau files are also negative. 

New York advises that Agents will move existing furniture 
from the present office to the new office requiring no expenditure, 
The physical setup of the new space is such that there wiil be no 
cost involving construction other than installation of new locks on 
the door to the washroom, Building maintenance service will be 
utilized only in the main portion of the space and not in the area of 
the washroom. Cost of locks is estimated at $10. Additional furniture 
Will be needed to give the appearance of a "working office" and should 
not exceed $400, | 

RECOMMENDATION: 

It is recommended that approval be given to move the present 
cover office of NY 694-S* to Room 1122, 17 Battery Place, New York City, 
and pay the monthly rental and water charge. of $195 per month, In 
addition, it is recommended that New York be authorized to spend.up to 
$400 for necessary furniture to adequately equip the office and afford 
the necessary security. Attached for approval is an appropriate letter 
to New York, 
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Transmit the following in 
(Type in plaintext or code) 

γα AURTEL REGISTERED | 
(Priority) 
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TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM: Sac, NEW YORK (100- -134637) 
~ 

supsect: soy» 
L8-G 

On 1/15/65, there was received from the Soviets 
via radio a ciphered, partially-coded message, the plain 
text of which is as follows: f ‘A Ἶ i) 

"To GUS HALL 

"Many fraternal Communist Parties to which CPSU 
Central Committee transmitted your request to support CPUSA 
in your struggle against Mc Carran Act prosecution expressed 
their readiness to start campaign in defense of CPUSA. At ἽΝ 
the same time some Communist Parties, and in particular, h | aq 
Communist Party of Sweden, ask to send them, as soon as 
possible, 411 necessary materials from USA, that may be 
used in press and otherwise. Swedish Communist Party address: 
Kungsgatan, 84, 111, Stockholm.” \ raver 

ΤΠ 
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τς @ ROUTE IN @IVELOPE 
1 ~ Mr. Beimont 

Ὁ... Mr. Cailahan 
L- Mr, Sullivan 

fA. SAC, New York (100~134637) 1 1.5.5. 6ὅδ5 qgpumgardner / 

Director, FBI (100-428091). 

Reurnirtel 1-8-65 recommending rental of new covér 
office ta facilitate elandesting work of NY 694.S* in connection 
With the Solo operation. 

Authority is granted tea rent this office and pay the 
necessary rental of $185 per month plus the charge ef $10 par 
month for bottled water under the leasing sarrangemetts described 
in renirtel. Telephone service showld be installed upen 
discontinuance of telephone service 2t the current cover office, 
154 Nassau Street, New York City. Authority is 2lso granted 
to purchase jocks in the amount of about $10 to secure the so 
@alied “radio room and to spend up ta $400 to purchase 
additional furniture to equip the office. As a precaution, 
you. should place a heayy drapery on the wall in the “radio roon', 
which abuis the utility room containing budiding electric and Ϊ 
telephone cables. we Be 

> 
Yon should continue to exercise the precautions now 

in, effect to prevent surveilience by the Soviets or any cemmunist 
contacts of informant. Whenever any use is: made of this cover 
office, informant and contacting Agent should be most circumspect 
and any indications of surveiliance should be brought imnediately 
to the Bureau's attention of any other factors which would 
indicate use of this office to be insecure. 

Advise the Buréau when informant begins to utilize 
this new space and, if there δ: any changes in the method of 
operation, promptiy advise the Bureau commenting specifically 
on 831 elements of security. )0ὸ - ~U704]/- US HY 

Cite Pree τς aed ἢ 1- M. Τὶ Row (6221 18) δ Kigy REG. 66 | 
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Date: 1/22/65 ΠᾺ 
/ Eransmit the following in 

(Type in plain text or code) 

Vic AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 
{Priority} 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 
w? 

“, FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-134637) 

SUBJECT: «τ oro. 
“Ts ὁ 

On 1/22/65, NY 694.S* received via the Je mail 
drop a coded letter from BEA JFOHNSON, CPUSA Liai 
Cuban CP. The return απ Ὁ ion said letter was 
c/o, ἢ, Abendano, Cerrada de A, Zamora 11, Coyoac 
DF. As reflected in the above Lon 1 tter BEATRICE 
JOHNSON sent said letter to her 
Mexico for gmtransmittal to the 

\ The plain text of the said letter is as follows: 

νος ἢ "Jan. 4, 1964 gh, 

δ by τε Dear Jack » Ἔ 
ἊΝ Ι͂ rp? | 

we) "Qus Hall's letter to me dated November 19 wh 

Ν received December 24th. At this rate it is not possible to 
do anything. Beatrice Johnson feels cut off with 

δὰ difficulties enough to do what needs to be done. At this 

rate it cant will try this one with μξ 
Mexico with at the other end and it may Η76 
be quicker. ee wy Lee. Ἵ ᾿ 

. 12,0 ss peste ‘ arena aa, 

#3 % woe (100- #28091) (ΕΝ ) ὼ 7 
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‘Well January 2nd has come and gone and the papers 
are full of greetings, but none from us. Am sure Gus 
Hall sent, but to whom and how. It must hit the spot at 
the proper time or it is not used and forgotten, so it has 
been for every occasion, 

"Now Calcines has left and no one has any 
information about Jack Childs! talk in Cuba. Inauirics 
Simply say he is not here and we don't know. Dr. Rene 
Weltedo has absctrveted every cttcupy to see μα Gisuctly, 
and this has been the experience of all South American parties. 
Until Calcines is replaced and things started again, all 
Will hang inthe air. FEeatrice Johnson still thinks the 
best way to move it in Cuba is tohave Hall to direct person 
to person contact with Castro through the Cuban Mission to the 
United Nations. This will also show up Dr. Rene Vallejo. 
Things are moving along, Beatrice Johnson has found ways to 
do things, but unlike anyone can imagine in terms of normalcy. 

"Rodriguez has returned from China and the USSR 
where with 8 other parties from South America they attempted 
8 go-between. Rodriguez’ position as opponent to the Chinese 
is known, but they came back with little hope it seems from 
conversations. The Chinese figure high here as always; 
since Khrushchev is out, it has been strengthened somehow. 

"Would like Hall to know that Castro invited parties 
of Central America to Havana. With these five there have heen 
bad relations for many years. Castro opened with a 
hard~handed attack, and was forced to take note of many facts. 
After five days of talk he heard how the Chinese financed 
premature things causing great harm to parties and splitting 
left wing, supporting renegades. Castro calmed down and in 
his great honesty and justice admitted that all things are 
not known. In his January end talk recognized something. 
Latin America hopeful thing will change for better and it 
Will also affect us. Beatrice Johnson got this from 
Latin American in attendance, and in general is close to 
Latin-Americans, 8. big help. 
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NY 100-134637 

"January 2nd was good, big advance and retvrity - 
more emphasis on Party. Does Hall see Beatrice :Sohnson 
published and unpublished material re 1964 doitye in Cuka. 
Gererally, although ideological disputes arc nut talked 

ἃς about openly, things are happening. There Δ stil. a deep 
s:0ing anti-old Communist Party among petty bourzcois in 
leadership and the pressure is strong. Expect trial old 
Party soun very damaging revelations connected with USA, 
will \do rieh harm to Party. At the same time there is on 
Castres part attack on petty bourgeois element methods as 
aera fs angina york, 

\ vant Hall to know Beatrice Johnson has undertaken 
measure ΠΟΘ passport in Mexico by way of matrimony. 
Lawyer working on it, pressure very common and easily done. 
This way Be&trice Johnson can carry out what is needed with - 
other South American Parties. Will inform later. 

a 1. going to Canada_in the Spring --. 
and is O.4K, ‘The rest of the American group are weak and 
ineffective, but not so important, [11 still troublesome. 
Did she send what you wanted re the traitor? People in 
Havana coneerned about her. Shall she come home or stay? 
We want to know your opinion. 

"Hall advised Beatrice Johnson to wait until Spring 
with vacation - inform her when because things take time to 
arrange. 

is 0O.K, - thanks all for being so nice 
to her. Best wishes from both of us for the New Year . 

In paragraph 3, "Calcines" is a reference to a 
former member of the International Department of the Cuban 
ΟΡ, In the same paragraph, Dr. RENE VALLEJO refers to a 
confidant of FIDEL CASTRO, who reportedly "sereens" anyone 
attempting to make contact with CASTRO, 

[7 bn paragraph 8, is an Anertcan 
Communist, who resides . exico in the same 

Le ra paragraph, refers to 15. a _CPUSA member 
presently in Cuba (B 05). "Traitor", in the same 
paragraph, refers to WILLIAM ALBERTSON, expelled CPUSA leader, 

[75 

Ib7c 

Ing 

Ib7c 
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NY 694-S* stated that he believes that the 
above letter reflects a deepening crisis in the PURS in 
Cuba and he suggests that this letter be referred to 
CG 58e4.S* for analysis. He stated that in view of 
CG 5824-S*! recent contact with Cubans in the Soviet Union, 
the latter undoubtedly would be able to give a more correct 
analysis of the letter than he. 
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| AIRTEL REGISTERED 
᾿ (Priority) ] 

FROM ; SAG, NEW YORK (100- 134637) 

SUBJECT: oro) 
ΒΟ 

On 1/21/65, NY 694-S* transmitted narticliy-coded 
messages to the Soviets by way of the secondary channel thyough 
ISIDORE GIBBY NEEDLEMAN. These partially-coded messages were 
on microfilm and the plain texts are as follows: Sy a Lal 

(1) January 19, 1965 

“To BORIS NIKOLAYEVIG pONOMAREY bi | /! i ΕΣ he Oe 
CC CPSU wo 

l : 

“Accept our warmest comradely greetings dear 5 
Comrade PONOMAREV on this day, your 60th birthday. Today 
has a special meaning to us for it symbolizes the daily κἠφα, 
meumtieg practical struggle for the international working > 
class and solidarity which is basic to the advance of 
socialism and for peace, 

ro 48 
“it is our pleasure to wish you many more years Vb 

of life and activity in our common struggle against world 
imperialism. You give life ἄς as political meaning 

Z 
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"to £raternalism in the international Communist movement, 
ΟἿΣ Secretariat and Nationa] Board, as well as our National 
Committee, join us with deep feeling in these greetings to 
you, dear NIKOLAYEVICH, 

“With warmest greetings for the continuance of 
correct Marxism-Leninism. 

"Long life to you, dear Comrade, 
| 

"GUS HALL for 

NetLonal Committee and National Board | 
o£ CPUSA | 

‘MORRIS CHILDS for 

International Affairs Committee of CPUSA” 

(2) "Floating visa for GIL GREEN will be picked up 
in next Lew days at your Washington Embassy. 
Please tell them to issue it, 

"MORRIS CHILDS" 

(3) "To CC,CPSU 
= 

"Advise us at earliest possible time when we 
can expect JIN WEST to return. Is he under medical care or is 
he traveling? 

"MORRIS CHILDS” 

(4) "To CC, GPSU 

"Suggest JIM WEST might go to see Cubans in Moscow 
to discuss possible Youth delegation trip after Youth Festival, 
He can utilize credentials he has in pocket for introduction. 

"MORRIS CHILDS" 

~2— 
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(5) "To CC,CPSU 

"Our leadership asked me to thank you for giving 
assistance inaugurating the international campaign against 
the Mc Carran Act and in defense of our CP, We are sending 
out material to most CP's and will send some to the Swedish CP. 

"MORRIS CHILDS” 

(6) "To CC, GPSU 
“ Ing 
EE Ca Wield We have Ib7c 

previously sent you details and discussed, will shortly 
apply for U. 8. passport, When passport application is 
made, please be prepared to provide them witn necessary visa. 

MMORRIS CHILDS” 

(7) "To CC, CPSU 

"We have heard rumors that the World Youth Festival 
is going to be moved from Algiers to Budapest. We do not 
want to depend on xumors and would like to have the facts, 
Whether such move would be good or bad we do not know at this 
time. Please radio immediately. 

"Por your information LEE DLUGIN is a female. 
Previously there was misunderstanding in this connection 
because name utilized in this country for both male and 
female. On confidential matters for LEE DLUGIN and U. 8. 
Festival Committee use these channels. 

“MORRIS CHILDS”! 
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(9) "To CG, CPSU 

“In March the ;Umited Auto Workers Union is having 

a conference in Washington, Ὁ. C., an annual affair, on the 
topic of peace and peace pursuits and they will take up 
problems relating to peace. Last ΧΘῈΣ, OE subject matter 
of this conference was ,the United and they invited 

many from the United Meeen> We hear they are inviting 

the USSR Ambassador. GUS HALL suggests you accept invitation 

to speak and utilize this invitation to improve relations 

and to invite some top United Auto Workers Union leadership 

to USSR, 

'RIORRIS CHILDS" / 

(9) "To CC, CPSU πὶ 

" j is schedule for HY LUMER. He will 
depart with from New York January 31 via 
BOAG Flight ς arriving London 7:25 AM, February 1, 
They will depart London February 1 on BEA Flight 910, 
arriving Moscow 4:05 FM. 

"MORRIS CHILDS” 

(10) "To GC, CPSU IMPORTANT PLEASE EXPEDITE 

"There is a tour being organized of hospital people 
from New York organizations. They did receive some communications 
from you in the past. We have prepared an enclosed draft which 
we suggest you send to them in New York, in care of Mr. LEON 
DAVIS, 85 soon as possible from a corresponding organization 
in your country. We believe this draft will give you some 
additional push, 

"They want to spend about two weeks in the USSR just 
before May Day, seeing factories, trade union centers, welfare 
activities, etc. In short, more than the average tour. They 



NY 100~134637 

“are prepared to spend own fares and would Like to be invited 
by a USSR trade union and be treated something different 
than an ordinary tourist; however, they emphasize they do 
not pretend to represent the labor movement ~- but their 
people are very effective leaders of their organizations. 
Basing ourselves on previous conversations with you relative 
to this subject, we are sure that they will be handled 
expeditiously and effectively without loss of time. The 
time element is important because people have to make plans 
and that is why response whould be as prompt as possible. 

‘The draft referred to is as follows: 

‘\'Mr. LEON DAVIS, President 
᾿Ἄξαρ snd Hospital Workers Union, _ 
‘Loval [199 ° ~ 
300 West 45th Street 
New York 36, New York 

'Dear Brother Davis: 

'We are advised that you and some other trade 
unionists are planning to tour cur country and arrive here 
sometime in the latter part of April. 

'While we understand this is in no sense an official 
group, nevertheless you want to see how our trade 
unions function, as well as visit shops and some 
factories, hospitals, and social<cultural institutions, 
as well as the usual historic sites, 

"We understand that you plan to make your own 
arrangements to arrive by air. We want you to 
know that we will be happy to serve as your host 
and make all necessary arrangements in that 
connection so that you can see all the facets of 
Soviet Life you wish. 
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"'Please advise us at your earliest convenience of 
the exact date of your arrival and the particular 
points of interest and cities which are of special 
interest to you and your group. 

‘Cordially' 

"There have been a number of complaints received 
rxom organized groups who go to visit USSR through tours 
organized by sympathetic organizations that no one pays any 
more attention to them than to the average Intourist guest. 
They complained they do not receive any lectures and are not 
shown any examples of socialist construction and that they 
are treated as ordinary bourgeoise tourists. The National 
Guardian readers have put a number of complaints on this score, 
As some of the National Guardian readers are influenced by 
pro~Ghinese propaganda, it is important that they be treated 
a bit differently, as they are paying for it anyway. 

"MORRIS CHILDS” 

(11) "To CC, CPSU January, 15, 1965 
- - Ἂ 

+ "This will tell you that ἔπ ΤΑΣ passes who 
5 now lives at the following address: a. APEROR. ἘΣ 

ι ΚΔ 
13 Respon St., Apt. 61 
Kiev, U.S.S,R. 

was a charter member of our Party, the GPUSA from its very 
inception and that he, NICHOLAS TARNOWSKY, was active also 
on the oimiw& editorial staff of the Ukranian Daily News until 1958 when he left for the USSR, where he went to Live and 
continue in the working class movement. 

We hope that you will grant him the pension which he has a 

"Gus HALL" 
= Gm 

a eee ee enter 
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(Type in plaintext or code) 

Via AIRTEL REGISTERED MATL 
(Priority) 

—_—_— ree eee an re wr ee ee ee -.-9--.-ο.,.-..ς-. 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

PROM: SAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub > alt 

Wa oA ‘ 

—soLo— δ 
Is τῷ : “ΩΝ, ὍΝ μ᾿ 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are three copies 
each and for New York one copy each of informant's statements 
captioned as follows: 

1) “United Auto Workers Union Conference, 
Washington, D.C., March, 1965, and 
Comments by Gus Hall" 

2) “Information Regarding Trade Union ( , 
Delegation of Hospital Workers from 
New York Area to Soviet Union, 1965" Sk 

3) "Inquiry Concerning Information 
Regarding Possible Change of Location 
of World Youth Festival" 

Information appearing in the enclosed informant’s 
statements was furnished by CG 5824-5*, who has furnished 
reliable information in the past, during. the period 1/17-20/65 

to SA RICHARD ἢ, HANSEN, 

[- 3225 eve. ΠΝ 
3+Bureau (Enc, 97 (ΕΜ) 
-New York (100-134637) (Ε 

2-Chicago 

( τ a)184-46 Sub B-40) πῆ B JAN 25 8687 

RWH: MDW BOF bh ~ a 
(6) Lane | δὰ ὧν» 

Whe All ἴδον μον eng... Μαὶ Per 

Who Specicifh t in Charge 

GEFEB2Z 1 



CG 134-46 Sub & 

Much of the information set forth in the enclosed 
informant's statements was previously furnished to New York 
where it was incorporated into messages to be transmitted 
by NY 694-S* to the Russians through the Solo communication 
channel. 



UNITED AUTO WORKERS UNION CONFERENCE, 
WASHINGTON, D.C., MARCH, 1965, AND 
COMLENTS DY GUS HALL 

Gus Hall, General Secretary ox the Communist Party, 
USA (CP, USA), on January 18, 1965, stated that in Karch, 
1965, the United Auto Workers Union was holding a conference 
im Washington, D.C., on the topic of peace and peaceful pur- 
suits. The conference will take up international problens 
relating te the subject matter of peace. These conferences 
by the United Auto Workers Union are annual affairs and last 
year the subject matter was the United Nations and nany from 
the United vations organization were invited and did sveak, 
Tall then nated that he knows that the Soviet Ambassacor has 
been favited fay snort ag hhie eanteranan card da of ἐπα ΤΠ ἘΠ Δ ἐκ 

that the Russians should accept this invitation. He noted 
that ii they do accept, it would wors toward improving rela- 
tions and they could also use the invitation to invite sone 
oi the top United Auto Workers Union leadership to pay a visit 
to the USSR. If such top leadership do visit the USSR, they 
could be invited to participate in forums and cther Lectures 
in that country. 

Hall wade the akove available in order that his 
opinions and feelings on this matter could be immediately 
conmlunicated to the Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSi). 



ἀπ AION REGARDING TRADE URTON 
stiOH OF HOSPITAL ΤΟΙ ΕΣ’, FRO! 

NEW “YORE AREA TO SOVIET UNEOH, 1955 

Gut Hail, General Secretary, Communist Party, USA 
(Cp, USA), on January 18, 1905, stated that Si Corson of Mew 
Yori; City waa presently arranging throuch bis travel ugency 
2 trade union delesstion of people fron hoanital organizations 
in the New York area to travel to the Soviet Union. The per- 
son who is prepared to lead this delegation is Leon Davis, 
leader of Local 1199, Drug Clerks and Hospital Yorkers Union. 
It is hoped that they gan include in this: delczation such 
ὩΣ Ὅς. 19 Dave Livingston end sore στο srl whate teado union 
ety lye. 

this delegation would 1186 te be in the Saviet Union 
mouctine Lbeitere May Day and Gerson already has air space 
reserved for then. They would spend about two weeks in the 
Soviet Union and hope to see factories, trade union centers, 
welfare activities, ἕο, πη short, see more than the average 
tourists. 

The delegation will spend their own fares and nerhaps 
even pay sonething for their stay. But they would like to ke 
invited by a USSR trade union and be treated different than 
tourists. They emphasized they do not pretend to represent 
the official labor movenient but they are effective leaders in 
their own organization. 

Hall noted that he wanted the above information 
conveyed to the Russians immediately and, in addition, stated 
that they had prepared a drait letter which they wanted trans- 
mitted to the Russians with the suggestion that they send it 
back in this or similar form te Leon Davis. If the letter is 
sent back as requested, the Russians should have it originate 
with a trade union organization in the Soviet Union of a2 similar 
nature as to that which is forming the delegation in the 8.58. 
The text of this draft letter being proposed by Hail was as 
follows: 

“hx, Leon Davis 
President, Drug & Hospital Vorkers Union, Local 1199 
300 West 45th Street 
New York 36, N.Y. 

"Dear Brother Davis: Dost? ae i -- 
a 

"We are advised that‘ you and some other trade 
unionists are planning to tour our country and arrive here 
sone time in the latter part of April, 

" 1 “- αν oh Eg 
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“While we understand that this is in no sense an 
official group, nevertheless you want to see how our trade 
unions function as well as visit some shops, factories, 
hospitals and social-cultural institutions as well as the 
usual historic sights. 

"We understand that you plan to make your own 
arxvangements to arrive by air. We want you to know that 
we will be happy to serve as your hosts and that_make all 
necescary arrangements in that connection so that you can 
see all the facets of Soviet lize you wish. 

"Please advise us at your earliest convenience 
of the exact date of your arrival and the particular paints 
or inicrest and cities which are of snecial interest to you 
and youx group, 

"Cordially," 

In addition to the above, Hall aiso stated that he 
wanted the Russians advised of the following; 

There have been a number of conplaints received 
irom organized groups who go to visit the USSR. Thoush the 
tours are organized by sympathetic organizations, that no 
one pays any more attention to them than to the average 
Intourist guest. They complain they do not receive any 
Lectures and are not shown any examples of socialist con— 
struction and that they are treated ag ordinary tourgeois 
tourists. The Guardian readers have put in a number of com- 
plaints on this score, As some of the Guardian readers are 
influenced by pro-Chinese propaganda, it is important that 
they be treated a bit differently as they are paying for it 
anyway. 



ENQUIRY CONCERNING INFORMATION REGARDING 
POSSIBLE CHANGE OF LOCATION OF WORLD YOUTH 
FESTIVAL 

On January 17, 1965, Gus Hall, General Secretary, 
Comunist Party, USA (CP, USA), stated that there are rurors 
that the next World Youth Festival is being transferred 
from Algicors to Budapest, Fungary. Uall did not know whether 
this move would be good or bad but wanted confirmation trom 
the Russians as to whether there had been a change. He 
instructed that inquiry he inmediately made of the Russians 
concerning thin matter as they could not eperate on the 
hasia ov ΤΡ ἘΠῚ needa Trete, 
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Date: 1/20/63 

Transmit the following in 
(Type in plain text or cade) 

AIRTEL REGISTERED MAIL 

(Priority or Method of Mailing) 

-- ----Ψ..........-... . - - a a -.-... ...ὄ .«ὕὕ....ὄ.....--.--.-.-.- i 

TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-428091) 

FROM : BAC, CHICAGO (134-46 Sub B) 

Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are the original 
and three copies and for the New York Office one copy of a 
letterhead memorandum entitled, "VLADIMIR KOUCKY, SECRETARY, 
CENTRAL COMMITTEE, COMMUNIST PARTY OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA," 

The information appearing in the enclosed letter- 
head memorandum was furnished by CG 5824-S* on 1/8/65, to 
SAs RICHARD ἢ, HANSEN and WALTER A, BOYLE, 

The enclosed letterhead memorandum is classified 
Tep-Seeret since it contains information furnished by 
CG 5824-S*, a very highly placed source furnishing 
information on the highest level concerning the international 
communist movement. Unauthorized disclosure of the 
information contained herein would, by its nature, tend to 
identify CG 5824-S* as the source, thereby jeopardizing the 
security of this source and thus adversely affecting the 
national security. 

In order to provide additional security to the 
source, the enclosed letterhead memgrandum has been shown as 
having been made at Washington, D. Fors 

Ls ame 

cn \WA SSE RCV BP ye HIS EAS 
ureau (Encis. 4) (RM) & (Oe 12. fad HM Leys 

f ~ ~ Nev York (100-184637) (Encl. 1) (Info) (RM) 
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ἹΕΓΤ ΑΞ ΞΤΈΤΓΆΤΤΟΝ AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM: _ 
FEI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE 
DATE O2-15-2£0L2 

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

πω 

FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION 

In Reply, Please Refer to Washington, D.C. 

File Ne. January 20, 1965 

VLADIMIR KOUCKY, 
SECRETARY, CENTRAL COMMITTEE, 
COMMUNIST PARTY OF CZECHOSLOVAKIA 

ln ceil iitinn ne ae Ὁ . 

In early January, 1965, a source who has furnished 
reliable information in the past advised as follows: 

As of late December, 1964, Vladimir Koucky, a 
leading Secretary of the Central Committee, Communist Party 
of>Czechoslovakia (CPCZ), was in charge of all educational 
and ideological work in Czechosiovakia, both within and 
outside the CPC%. Koucky is also a member of the Czechoslovak 
National Assembly. The source observed that as a result of 
these positions, Koucky should be considered one of the top 
handful of men in Czechoslovakia. 

This document contains neither recommendations nor 
conclusions of the Federal Bureau of Investigation. It is the 
property of the Federal Bureau of Investigation and is loaned 
to your agency; it and its contents are not to be distributed 
outside your agency. 
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{1s} 100-428093 ee y 
Org! 
wale) Date: Jamary 22, 1065 ee 1 - Mr. Branigan 

Tot Director _ ᾿ Ἰ - oe 
Bureau of Intelligence and Research 
Repartuent of State \ “ 

From: John Edgar Hoover, Director Δ i “ μῆς 

Subject: YURY SERGEOVITCH EVANHOF Ι΄ ον i 
INTERNAL SECURITY - Ἐ 

Zhe following information supplied by a source which 
has furiished reliable information In the past is being brought 
tG your attention ag a matter of possible interest. 

4s of December, 1964, Yuri Sergeoviteh Ivanov, who had 
been serving as a translator and wecurity officer in the Inter~ 
national Departuent, Central Committee, Communiat Party of the 
Soviet Usion, was agsigned to the Soviet Diplomatic Staff in 
larael. jivaiov's present aspignument in Israel ia of particular 

fAYen 2 intereet-in view of the fact that in the past he ites 
definite impreasion of being “anti-Semitic” and hus / 
to maker ἃ ον of anti-Semitic remarks, 

1 ~ Dixector BY LIAISON i 
Central Intelligence Arency , — 

Attention: Deputy Director, Plans 77 ! sh 
af fp 

NOTE: Classified " * since unauthorized disclosure of this 
information would, by~its nature, tend to identify the source, who is 
furnishing information on the highest level concerning the inter- 
national communist level, and thereby jeopardize the security of the 
source and the national defense. Source is CG 5824-S*, Information 
extracted from Chicago airtel 1/12/65, captioned "Solo, IS-C.' 
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